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On Suit Filed By MSU President

Pre-Trial Conference Is Friday

CAREER CHOICES - Eighth grade teacher Mary lane Littleton discusses
the results of the recently given Differential Aptitude Test with Murray Middle School students Gina McCallum (left) and Steve Snow.

Tests To Assist Students
With Career Decisions
By KAYE PEEBLES
"What do you want to be when you
grow up?"
Children barely able to talk can
usually answer that often-asked question. At Murray Middle School, eighth
graders are getting information which
helps them answer questions about
career choices based on strengths and
weaknesses in eight different areas.
Guidance counselor Geneva
Brownfield, assisted by teacher Mary
Jane Littleton, gave the eighth grade
class the Differential Aptitude Test
ID.A.T. I which is designed for educational and vocational guidance in junior
and senior high schools. Upon return of
the computer print-out results, Littleton counseled each student as to the
suitability of his career choices.
We do not tell a student he cannot
pursue a chosen career. Rather, we
confirm the appropnatness of the student's occupational choice or suggest

alternative occupations within the
same area to explore if the original
choices seem inappropriate," Littleton
said.
The test matches scholastic ability,
educational plans, preferred school
subjects and activities with a student's
present occupational plans.
"Obviously student interests and
goals may change but the D.A.T. gives
the student an early opportunity to look
realistically at his abilities and interests and how they compare with
those of successful people in there
career areas chosen," I attleton said.
Brownfield pointed out that eighth
graders are beginning to prepare for
high school and the results of the test
also assist them in choosing their high
school courses.
The computer print-out will be mailed to parents within the next few days.
Parents are asked to call the school office if they have any questions

inside today
The Murray High girls' basketball team will face Hickman tonight in
the region opener. See Page 10 in today's sports section.
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clear
Clear tonight, low in the upper
20s to low 30s. Mostly sunny
Wednesday, high in the mid 50s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls for
partly cloudy skies and near normal temperatures Thursday
through Saturday. Highs through
the period will be in the 50s, with
lows in the mid 30s.
Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake

355.07
355.28

e-trial conference on a suit filed
ay State University President
Constantine W. Curns against the
board of regents has been tentatively
scheduled for Friday at 1.30 p.m.
That announcement was made today
by Judge J. Paul Keith Jr., who has
been named by ,Kentucky Supreme
Court Chief Justice John Palmore to
replace Calloway Circuit Judge James
Lassiter in the case.'
Keith said he will attempt to "find out
what ( the suit is all about" in his session with attorneys for Curris and the
board.
Lassiter stepped down from the case
last week citing close ties to attorneys
involved on both sides of the issue, the
fact that he is an MSU graduate and his
involvement in alumni affairs at the
university.
MSU attorney James Overby confirmed today that the Murray firm of
Hurt, Haverstock and Jones has been
retained to assist him in the board action designed to oust Curris from the
presidency.
Overby also said that the auditing
firm of Meany and A.ssociates of Bowling Green was assisting in the investigation of charges against Curtis
but said he "would make no comment
whatsoever" when asked if the charges

approved by the board Feb. 22 had
been,or would be, amended.
In arlother development in the controversy - which was leaked to the
news media a fes days after it was
discussed during a closed session of the
board Feb. 7 - Ron Christopher, the
regents' chairman, has called a special
meeting of the board for Saturday,
March 14, at 1 p.m.
The agenda released today lists as its
final item an executive session and it
has been speculated that the current
legal action filed by Curtis, as well as
the charges filed against the president
by the board, will be discussed during
the closed meeting. C'hristopher, who IS
Commonwealth's
Attorney
for
Calloway and Marshall Counties, was
in court in Benton today and could not
be reached for comment.
The regents are slated to hear a brief
report from vice president Marshall
Gordon, who has been assigned most of
the duties of the president, be advised
of committee assignments, and consider withdrawing of an application to
the Federal Communications Commission for an FM radio license in Fliniderson during the open portion of the session.
Don Overbey, of Overbey and
Overbey attorneys of Murray, said to-

FRANKFORT, Ky. API - Kentucky's state gasoline tax will increase
by one-half cent per gallon, effective
April 1, rising from nine cents to 9.5
cents per gallon.
The increase, which will amount to a
nickle for each 10 gallons, is based on a

Major Banks Cut
Prime Lending Rates
To 18 Percent
NEW YORK AP - Major banks in
New York and Chicago today cut their
prime lending rates by one-half percentage point to 18 percent, under-cutting
the bulk of the banking industry.
Citibank, the nation's secondlargest
commercial bank, led the move by
trimming its prime rate from the 18.5
percent level that had prevailed nationwide.
First National Bank of Chicago, ranked 9th in size nationally, quickly matched Citibank, and No. 6 Chemical Bank
later followed suit. Some smaller,
regional banks also dropped their rates
to 18 percent.
The rate reductions were spurred by
lagging demand for business loans and
declines in banks' cost of acquiring
funds.

rise in the wholesale price of gasoline in
January.
It is the first increase under a 1980
law that changed the gasoline tax from
a flat 9-cent per gallon charge to 9 percent of the average statewide wholesale
price.
Under the law, the percentage tax
was to go into effect when the average
wholesale price, excluding federal and
state taxes,exceeded $1 a gallon.
Department of Revenue officials said
the average wholesale price rose to
$1.05 per gallon in January, up from
97.1 cents in October, the last time the
department conducted a survey.
The increase will remain in effect for
the three-month period ending in June.
The tax for the first quarter of the next
fiscal year beginning on July 1 will be
based on the wholesale price during.
April.
The first survey under the law showed an average wholesale price of 97.9
cents in April, 1980. It rose one cent to
98.9 cents per gallon last July.
Richard Thalheimer, research director of the Revenue Department, said
the increase would have only a slight effect on state road fund revenues.
He said most of the increase was anticipated and was included in revised
revenue estimates for the road fund
which were released in January.

District Court CaseloactRises 12.7Percent
in district court increased slightly from
853 in 1979 to 870 in 1980. Misdemeanors,
crimes carrying a maximum of a oneyear jail sentence or fine but no
penitentiary sentence, are disposed of
in district court. Calloway County Attorney Max Parker prosecutes these
cases
Although the circuit court hears
felony cases, those crimes which carry
a penitentiary sentence, the district
court judge is responsible for the signing of warrants, setting of bond and
preliminary hearings for felony offenses. The number of felony casts
handled by district court increased 44.4
percent from 144 in 1979 to 208 in 1980,
an increase of 64 cases.
Two programs that distriot court officials feel have been successful in dealing with those convicted of misdemeanors have been the work-release
program and the court referral program.
The work-release program, which
has been in effect since September 1979,
placed 5.3 offenders last year in
community-related work at such places
as the Murray-Calloway County Park,
the Calloway County Animal Shelter,
the Murray Street Department, and the
Head Start program.
In the second program, the court
referral program, the offender with
alcohol- or drug-related tendencies is
referred for treatment or counseling to
a center or organization suited to his
needs.
Small Claims Increase
Cases in the striall claims division of
district court were up about 40.5 percent from 271 in 1979 to 381 in 1980, an in-

presidential powers and duties.
The regents approved the actions on
6-4 votes following a 10-hour executive
session that began about 2:30 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 21 and was reopened to
the public about 12:30 a.m. Feb 22.
One of those actions was the approval
of formal charges being preferred
against Curris in an effort to remove
him from office prior to the expiration
of his contract June 30, 1983.
Curris claimed in a statement last
week that the charges - which have not
been made public - do not make "any
accusations of incompetence, immorality or criminal conduct- as required by Kentucky statutes. •
Board members, on advice from
Overby, have not publicly commented
on the actual charges_ Curris, who has
also remained silent, has indicated that
he will reveal the nature of the charges
and his response -at the appropriate
time."
A11111111.111.111.111111.1111MMOWNSWIWIMOIllallilli.

State Gasoline Tax
To Increase Half Cent

Felonies, Small Claims, Civil, Juvenile Cases Increase

By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Writer
The number of cases heard in
Calloway County District Court last
year increased by 429 over the 1979 total
caseload with a marked increase in
felonies, small claims, civil cases and
juvenile cases.
According to District Judge Sid
Easley, 3,560 cases were heard in his
court in 1980 compared with 3,131 the
previous year, an increase of 13.7 percent.
Easley divides his time between
court duties in Marshall and Calloway
counties, the two counties which comprise the 42nd Judicial District. In Marshall County, 3,366 cases were heard in
1980.
Traffic Cases Total 1,296
Figures from the office of Calloway
Court Clerk Frances Shea show that
1,296 cases involving traffic violations
were heard in 1960 in district court, an
increase of 66 cases from the 1,230 total
in 19'79.
In addition, fines for 806 traffic citations were paid directly at the district
clerk's office foregoing a court appearance. Prepayable citations for
minor traffic offenses were made possible with the advent of the new state
court system in January 1978.
Related to the traffic offenses, the
fatality rate in Calloway County fell
from seven in 1979 to two in 1980. The
fatality rate in 1978 was 10. Statewide,
the fatality rate stood at 816 for 1980,
down from the 1979 rate of 905 bu: up
from the 1978 total of 785.
Misdemeanors, Felonies Up
The number of misdemeanors heard

day that a pretrial conference is "normally an effort to bring attorneys from
both sides together" prior to the actual
hearing on the matter.
Corns is also represented in the action by the firm of Logan. Morton and
Whitledge of Madisonville.
Harold Hurt, of the local firm
assisting Overby in the investigation of
Curris and the defense of the suit, said
he anticipates the conference with the
judge Friday "to establish procedure
as to how we should go from here."
Curris' suit, filed last week, asks for
two things:
-- An injunction to block five
members of the board from participating in a hearing scheduled March
28 on charges that could lead to Curris
being dismissed from the university
presidency,and;
An order blocking the board from
enforcing a resolution adopted Feb. 22
that strips CUITIS of most of his
111111111111161MMISSESsi

crease of 110 cases.
Under the new state court system, the
small claims division settles disputes
involving money or personal property
valued at $1,000 or less.
Typical cases brought to small
claims court include claims for damage
in automobile accidents or other property damage; landlord-tenant
disagreements; claims for overdue
debts; employer-employee disputes;
and claims for faulty workmanship.
Although an attorney may be
employed to handle a small claims
case, it is customary for the two parties
to represent themselves. The parties involved in the dispute tell their sides of
the disagreement to the Judge who
listens to each side and then makes a
decision based on the law governing the
facts presented. No juries are used.
Persons disagreeing with the decision
of the judge may appeal the judgment
to the circuit court.
Filing fee for a claim is $14 if the summons is served by certified mail and $21
if the sheriff serves the summons.
Any person or business organization
may use the small claims division except a person or organization in the
business of lending money at interest, a
collection agent or agency, or a person
or organization with an assigned claim.
go more than 25 claims may be filed in
any one calendar year.
More Civil Cases
The number of civil cases handled in
district court increased 19.5 percent
from 164 in 1979 to 196 in 1900, an increase of 32 cases.
Civil actions involving amounts up to
$1,500 are dealt with in district court.

RFCT

Any civil action involving an amount
greater than $1,500 goes to circuit court.
Unlike small claims actions, parties
involved in civil cases have an attorney
to represent them.
Most civil cases are the result of
claims for damages resulting from
automobile accidents, claims of
creditors, and complaints by landlords
and tenants.
Juvenile Cases Jump
Cases heard in juvenile court increased 60 percent from 1979 to 1980. Records
show that district court handled 330
juvenile cases in 1980 as compared to
206 in 1979, an increase of 124 cases.
Ken Barber, pretrial services officer,
said the increase in the 1980 juvenile
caseload is attributed to the fact that
many of the 1979 juvenile cases were
closed in 1980.
In addition to offenses committed by
juveniles, juvenile court also deals with
cases related to parental control,
truants, runaways and dependent
children.
Dean Alexander, city police officer,
serves as juvenile probation offjeer.Ruth Daughaday of the Kentucky
Bureau of Social Services assists Alexander.
Although juvenile court is closed to
the public, all other court sessions are
open
Probate Cases Up Slightly
Probate cases increased slightly
from 263 in 1979 to 279 in 1980.
Probate involves the probate of wills
and the appointment of administrators
for estates, guardians for minors, committees for incompetents, and curators
for those unable to manage their assets

rnav
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TOOLS OF THE TRADE - Paul Buchanan has been making miniature tools
for 28 years. A display of his work can be seen at the University Branch
People's Bank.

SMALL-SCALE TOOLS- All brass tools, made by Paul Buchanan, are compared in size to a quarter.

Friends'Ideas Help Toolmaker
To Have Successful Hobby
"The key is my friends. I see them at
shows and they say 'Why don't you
make so-and-so?' And that gives me
ideas I haven't thought of," Paul
Buchanan commented.
And the ideas are turned into
beautiful solid brass tools made by
Buchanan himself. Plumber's tools,
carpenter's tools, tools for everyday
use and tools not commonly used any
more.
However, each, toil, has one uniqu_e
characteristic. EacW die could fitin the
palm of your hand.
Buchanan has been
making
miniature tools as a hobby for the past
28 years.
It all began by accident. Buchanan's
first tool was a ball pean hammer he
made to wear on his key chain. Then,
the hobby went from there.
There have been 93 tools thus far, all
brass, all carved by Buchanan and all
have working parts, Buchanan said
Monday at a display of selected works
to be shown all week at the University
Branch People's Bank, 12th and
Chestnut Streets.
The collection of tools is "a one-of-akind," Buchanan feels. He commented
that there have been other miniature
tool sets made of brass and wood but
none of all brass.
Buchanan uses files to make the
tools. Most of the brass he iiqes he

Calloway To Dismiss
For Mini-Break; Board
To Meet Thursday
The Calloway County schools will be
dismissed at its regular time on
Wednesday, March 11, for the scheduled mini-break March 12-13, according
to Johnny Bohannon, assistant
superintendent.
Schools will reopen at its regular time
Monday. March 16, Bohannon added.
Also. superintendent Jack Rose announced that the school board will hold
its monthly meeting at 5 p.m.
Thursday, March 12.
Items on the agenda inpluile Title 1
planning, personnel and the superintendent's report. Rose said.

receives from friends.
All tools are complete in detail and
have the same working parts as do their
larger counterparts.
He added that he likes to have the
full-scale tool in front of him although
he has made a few tools from pictures.
The tools are not made to a certain
scale. Buchanan said making all the
tools on the same scale would be "impossible."
He recently worked on old-fashion
tools, including a . broadaxe..tobaccov-•
knife, horse shoe hammer and ice pick.
His favorite is a vise grip which took
six months to make.
Other tools that stand out are a vise
mounted on a table ( which took about 80
hours to complete 1, a chain-hoist on a
tripod and oxygen and acetylene tanks
attached to a dolly.
Buchanan's goal is to raise collection
to 100. Although he has nothing in the
works now, Buchanan said he may start
on automobile body tools.
Or what someone else may suggest.

Police Arrest Female
For Shoplifting At
Big John's Store
A white female was arrested for
shoplifting Monday at Big John's
grocery store. a Murray Police Depart,
ment spokesman said.
The female, whose name was not
released by the department, took '11.54
of edible items" from the store before
she was caught by a store official, the
spokesman said.
She was charged with shoplifting, a
misdemeanor,the spokesman said.
Police issued her a citation and she is
to appear in district court, the
spokesman said
The spokesman said a rash of shopliftings have occurred in town since October. Even though about 90 percent of
the incidents involve $5 or less of merchandise, all persons caught are arrested, fingerprinted and are to appear
in district court, the spokesman said.
The misdemeanor charge also is
placed on a permanent record of the
person arrested, the spokesman said.
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• Happenings
'Communtty
Tuesday. Mart*
Wednesday, Marra 11
\-- Second Tuesday musical
Ruth Wilson Circle of First
Joy United Methodist Church
program featuring
Thomas of Hazel will be at Women will meet at the home
at the Murray Art of Mrs Richard Orr at 7 30
7:30 p
p.01
Guild

• P.7-77

First Region Boys High
Liu Phi Lambda Sorority of School
Basketball Tournaat
pm
7
at
meet
will
the WOW
ment will be at Racer Arena,
Alexander
the home of Sara
Murray State, with Ballard vs
Singles Class of Se% enth and Marshall and Lowes vs
Poplar Church of Chnst will Hickman
meet at 7 p.m. at the church
Murray Bass Club will meet
at 7 p.m. at the Sirloin
-- -Stockade
Murray TOPS i take oft
-----;mends sensibly Club will
Homemakers Clubs will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
meet as follows. Harris Grove
Center.
at Elhs Center with Eleanor
Cavanaugh as hostess at 10
Parents Anonymous will
a.m.; New Concord with Mrs.
meet at 6:30 p.m. For inforTimothy Graves at 1 p.m.;
mation call 753-5995 or 435South Pleasant Grove at Extension Office at 1.30 p.m.:
Pottertown at Colonial House
Alcholics Anonymous will
Smorgasbord at 10 a.m.
meet at 8 p.111, at the west end
Kentucky
of the West
Overeaters Anonymous will
Livestock and Exposition
meet at 12 noon on the second
Center.
floor of the Baptist Student
Calloway Middle School will Center
have Parent-Teacher Contervores from 3 to 6 p.m. No
Bible Study by ChriStian
appointment is necessary.
Women's Club of Murray will
Girls
School
High
Murray
be held at 9 a.m. at the home
will play Hickman County at of Mrs. Calvin Morris.
Regional
6:30 p.m. in the First
.sketball Tournament
Lynn Grove United
.shall County High Methodist Church Women will
Sc000l. Draffentalle. The se- meet at 2 p.m. at the church.
cond game will be between
Hazel Center will be open
Lode Oak and Mayfield.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acof
Circle
Rowlett
Mary
tivities by the Senior Citizens.
Blond River Baptist Church
Lunch will be served at 11:45
home
the
will meet at 7 p.m. at
a.m, and free blood pressure
of Mrs. Reldon Norsworthy.
check will be held.
Groups of First Christian
Douglas Center will be open
Chtirch CWF will meet as
follows: I at home of Mrs. from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acFred Wells at 10 a.m. with pro- tivities by the Senior Citizens
gram by Mrs. James C. Hart: with lunch at 12 noon.
Ill at home of Mrs. Steve
Thursday, March 12
bellaw at 7:30 p.m. with proSh
Blankenship Circle of South
gram by Mrs. Helen CampPleasant Grove United
.
MurraY Star Chapter No. Methodist Church will meet at
433. Order of the Eastern Star 7 p.m. at the home of Marilyn
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the Erwin.
lodge hall.
Welcome Wagon Club will
roup of Sinki -77
Outh Warr
meet at 3 p.m. at The
ing Spring Baptist Church will
Panhandler with Ann Uddberg
meet at the home of Patsy
to give a demonstration.
Noale at 7 p.m.

Tharsda), March 12
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a in to 3 p.m for actwines 15) the Senior Citizens.
Events will include nutrition
program by Clara Bramley at
10 15 a.m and lunch at 12
noun

Thursday, March 12
Grove 6126 at WOW will
meet at 6 p iii. at Tnanale Inn.
Progressive Homemakers
Club will meet at 7 p m. at the
home of Linda Darnron, 1617
Belmonte

After School Bible Club will
meet at First Christian Church.

Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m for activities by the
Senior Citizens with lunch at
Hael at 11.45 a.m. and at
Douglas at 12 noon.

Legion of Mary will meet at
10:30 a.m. in the rectory of St.
Leo's Catholic Church.

Mothers Day Out will be at 9
am.at the First Baptist Church

North Fork News—

Persons Visit In Homes

Harris-Perry Wedding Planned
By

To Be Read,
Ledbetter Church
VOWS

A
an

Mr. and Mrs. Willie A. Harris of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter,
Belinda Jean, to Hal (Buster)
Wayne Perry, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Amos Perry of Murray.
The bride-elect will be a 1981
graduate of Calloway County
High School. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Inez Stevens
of Tampa, Fla., and of
Thomas Harris of Erin, Term.
The groom-elect is a 1980
graduate of Calloway County
High School and is employed
as an assistant manager in
Murray of Vickers Louisville
Oil Company.
The wedding will take place
on Saturday. April 4, at 4:30
p.m. at the Lethetter Missionary Baptist Church. A
reception will follow at the
church.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend. Only out of
town invitations will be sent.
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Mr. and Mrs. Ceylon Morris
visited Mrs. Berne Jenkins
and Mrs. Morns Jenkins on
Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Gallimore and Mr. and Mrs.
Gaylon H. Morris and
children, Michelle and Mary
Grace, were dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris
on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Morris were dinner guests of Mrs.
Jessie Paschall on Sunday.
They stopped by for a short
visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Paschall.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins and Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins visited Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Jenkins and son,
Adam,on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris
visited Mrs. R. D. Key on Sunday.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
PI KAPPA ALPHA
Junior Kuykendall retured
Leon Cathey of Murray has
Bogard of Murray is
Kenny
home Saturday after having
among the spring pledges of been dismissed from Lourdes
undergone surgery at the
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity at Hospital, Paducah.
Methodist Hospital.
PATIENT AT PARIS
Murray State University.
and
Fletcher
Mrs. Dorothy
Shelly Strader of Hazel has
Among the new little sister inGary
Fletcher,
Mrs.
Mr. and
itiates is Tressa Brewer of been a patient at the Henry
and boys visited Mr. and Mrs.
County Hospital, Paris. Tenn
Murray.
Ruben Fletcher on Sunday
Mrs. Hilda Orr visited Mrs.
Morns Jenkins on Monday
and helped her quilt.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sykes
and Mitch Sykes visited Mrs.
Hamburger
Italian
Tony Sykes and baby on Mon& Chopped Steak
day.
Spaghetti
Mr. and Mrs. Mason
Special!
Special
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. Gurvis
0MN
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs.
Leonard Stuber, Mr. and Mrs.
March 12 through March 15 at 7:30 each
Albert Cook, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
night with Bro. Willie Bradshaw of Paducah
Lankford and daughter,
with garlic bread
doing
the preaching. Bro. Bradshaw is a
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and
Michelle,
with
salad 40'
of Paducah Tilghman High School
Rickie Orr and boys, Russ and
graduate
fries
e Ora
Jamie, were dinner guests of
and the Memphis School of Preaching and
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Paschall on
119' Spy( ial For kids
is now preaching for the 9th Street Church
Sunday.
inside dining onIN
of Christ in Paducah. He is a great song
invdt dining oft.
Mr. and Mrs. Noble HarFree Refills on Drinks
Free Refills on Drinks
leader in the Churches of Christ. There will
relson and Mrs. Linda Orr
visited Mr. and Mrs. Morris
be a singing on March 15 at 2:30. Lyndon
WEDNESDAY
Jenkins on Monday.
is the regular minister for the
Ferguson
Mrs. Ruby Owen visited
4-10 P.M.
church.
Mrs. Lillian Veazey in Paris,
You Can't Eat This Good
Tenn., over the weekend.
Everyone is invited to attend.
At Home for This Price
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr
visited Bardon Nance at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Perry
Brandon on Sunday.
Mrs. Linda Orr and son,
Bryan, and Mrs. Hilda Orr
visited Mrs. R. D. Key on Mon'
day afternoon.
Kenny Jenkins, Mike Dixon,
Central
and Wildy Coleman are vacaShopping Center
tioning in Floriday this week.
Hwy. 641 & Arcadia St.
Mr. and Mrs. Hafford
Mon.-Tues. 9:00-6:00
Cooper and Mrs. Martha
Wed.-Thurs.-Fri. 9:00-8:00
The Murray Woman's Club will hold its general meeting on
Stewart visited Mrs. Tony
Sun. 1:00-8:00
Saturday. March 14, at 9:30 a.m. at the club house with the Sykes and new baby on MonSale Good Thru
ofnew
of
election
the
and
department
each
annual reports of
day afternoon.
Sat., March 14th
- --ficer,sto be held,according to Cecelia Brock, president
Mrs. Rex Owen returned
J
tit;
Reports will brg 4,1 by each of
home after having undergone
chairmen. The Alpha and Sigma Departments will be
surgery at the Henry County
hostesses for the meeting.
Hospital. Mrs. Warren Sykes
'The Murray club will be host on Saturday, March 21, for the
AnnINI
her on Tuesday.
visited
meeting of the First District of the Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs. Registration will be at 9 a.m, with contests
at 10 a.m., and luncheon at 12 noon.
SNOW BOY
Reservations for the luncheon at 85 each should be made by
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Snow of
Monday, March 16, by calling Peggy Billington, luncheon
Puryear, Tenn., are the
coordinator.
tow;
parents of a baby boy. Dylon
Garth, weighing nine pounds
lea
five ounces, born on
Feb. 26, at the
tt, Thursday,
County
Murray-Calloway
,
,P
ANAv'S ;OR
Hospital.
MOTHERS DAY
111111ms
GRADUATION
They have three other boys.
AND FATHERS DAY
Gavin, 21 months, and twins.
WI LCOMF
Egan and Brice, 5.
DIAMOND CLUSTERS
Grandparents. are Mr. and
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Buchanan, Tenn., and Mr and
Mrs. Joe McAlister, Fulton
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Route 3.
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Congratulations to Mr. and
Mrs. Tony Sykes on the birth
of a new baby girl, Amanda
Beth, born Feb. 20 at the
Henry County Hospital, Parrs,
Tenn. Mrs. Jennie Sykes said
that was the best birthday present she could have had on her
70th birthday. Grandchildren
do have the right name.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Kuyken;
dall visited Mrs. Nornie Olive
in Pans,Tenn., on Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Marshall of Paris, Tenn., visited
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke on Wednesday. They also
visited Mrs. Bertie Jenkins at
the home of Morris Jenkins.
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins returned to her home on Thursday
after being cared for in the
home of Morris Jenkins. Mrs.
Jessie Paschall stayed with
her at night. She is feeling
much better and was able to
be at church on Sunday. She
went home with Mr. and Mrs.
Morris Jenkins for a few days.
They visited Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Jenkins Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Maburn Key,
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Wilson
and Lavettia, and Mrs. Nomie
Olive visited Mrs. Ovie Wilson
and Mrs. Lillian Ross in the
Paris Manor Nursing Home on
Saturday.
Mt. and Mrs. George WhitHousehold shower for Henry
and children, Matt and
ford
lost
who
and Fannie Buchanan
of Nashville, Tenn.,
Josh,
their home and contents by
visited Mr. and Mrs. Charles
fire will be held from 11 a.m.
Paschall over the weekend.
to 3 p.m. in the multi-purpose
Charles wIl go back to Memroom of the Seventh and
phis, Term., on Wednesday for
Poplar Church of Christ.
a checkup on his eye.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall visited
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
n the homes of Douglas VanBeta Sigma Phi will meet at
Gaylon Morris, and
5:1.5 p.m. in the Murray Manor dyke,
Glynn Orr on Saturday.
parking lot to go to Chong's at
Mrs. Sadie Bucy visited in
Reidland for dinner.
my home on Tuesday.
The Rev. and Mrs. Warren
Second games of First
Mrs. Tony Sykes
Region High School Boys Sykes visited
new baby on Saturday at
and
at
Tournament
Basketball
Henry County Hospital.
Racer Arena, Murray, will be the
also visited Mrs. Rex
Carlisle vs Tilghman and They
Owen who is recovering from
Murray vs. Mayfield.
surgery.
Mrs. Terry Sills visited Mr.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will meet and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke on
Friday.
at 7,30 p.m. at the lodge hall.
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Disagreement about flat feet
Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.

By Abigail Van Buren

Sensible' Choice Not
Always the Right One
DEAR ABBY. My problem is a conflict between my head
and my heart. Two men want to marry me. "A" is
successful, attractive, attentive and we share many of the
same interests and beliefs. He has loved me for years, and 1
know he would make a wonderful husband and provider.
Everyone thinks I'm crazy for putting him off as I have. My
head tells me that marriage with "A" would be very
sensible, but, Abby, my heart just isn't in it. I make our
good-night kisses as brief as possible.
The other man,"B," is the reason I have been putting off
"A." "B" will always make a good living because he's hardworking and industrious, but he will never be rich because
he helps so many friends and family members. He's
supporting both his parents, and he's helping a nephew
through college. Abby, I really love this man; just holding
his hand excites me.
Both men are waiting for my answer. I want to marry
before my 30th birthday. What do you say'?
A 29-YEAR-OLD VIRGIN
DEAR VIRGIN: Use your head, and listen to your
heart.
DEAR ABBY: May I comment on your men's underwear
debate'? We in our brief-type "Fruit-olthe-Looms" remain
fruitless, while our brothers in their boxer shorts remain
"heir-conditioned."
ROBERT W. IN WALTERBORO, S.C.
DEAR ROBERT: I wish I'd thought of that.
DEAR ABBY: Since others use your column to air their
pet gripes, may I? It's repairmen who set up appointments
to repair a television, refrigerator, furnace or whatever, and
never call to say they can't make it. They just don't show up.
I left work early on Tuesday to be home at 3 p.m., the time
when the TV repairman said he'd be there. He never showed
up! I called him the next day and set up another appointment. Again I got off work early, and again he didn't show.
(Always an excuse - car trouble, got tied up on another job,
etc.) He had my number at work and home and he could
have called me.
Abby, I Paid someone to cover me at work so I could leave
early for these appointments. My friends tell me they've had
the same lousy experiences with repairmen.
If there's a solution, please print it. If not, thanks for
letting me get this off my chest,
BURNED UP IN ALLENTOWN, PA.
DEAR BURNED UP: If your serviceman is the only
one in town, you need him more than he needs you. If
not, in the future give your business to another
serviceman.
DEAR ABBY: The letters in your calumn about"the other
woman" really hit home because I have been the other
woman in a married man's life for six years. He has never
told me that his wife was fat, homely, cold, a shrew, or that
he hasn't slept with her for ).1Q years.
I know he sleeps with her because she's had four kids in
the last six years. After the last one, he told me not to feel
bad - that he sleeps with her because he has to, but he
sleeps with me because he wants to. I have no complaints.
He's man enough for both of us.
HAPPY IN HAGERSTOWN
Do you wish you had more friends? Get Abby's
booklet. "How to Be Popular: You're Never Too
Young or Too Old." Send 81 with a long,. selfaddressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to: Abby,
Popularity, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills. Calif.
90212.

people with flat feet have no
foot pain
As explained in The Health
Letter number 11-10. Common Foot Problems What to
Do about Them, which I am
sending you Many support
devices end up allowing the
arch to get weaker Others
who want this issue can send
75 cents with a long, stamped.
self-addressed envelope for it
to me, in care of this newspaper. Pt) Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York. NY 10019
In general, if you have had
flat feet or low arches all your
life and have not had foot
pain, you should disregard the
finding To strengthen the
arch muscles you might want
to do exercises, such as picking up objects with your toes
and learning to curl and
extend your toes to move
those muscles
Could
DEAR DR LAMB
you explain the correct procedure for taking a bath or
shower' My husband and I
disagree I feel he is doing
damage to his skin He
believes in showering in very
hot water with just a bar of
soap - no washcloth When
he dries himself his skin is
sunburn red
I bathe in moderately warm
water and rinse off in slightly
cool water to close the pores.

What
DEAR DR LAMB
causes flat feet and what
problems can one expect to
encounter because of them'
What can be done to help
someone with flat feet' How
do flat feet affect ones ability
to walk and run'
DEAR READER
You
may not get too much agreement about flat feet and fallen arches even among specialists For some people flat feet
are normal Many Olympic
athletes have had flat feet, so
if they are normal for you
there is no reason why you
can't exercise and live an
entirely normal life
CELEBRATES 101st BIRTHDAY - Miss Annie Willis, seated (enter, celebrated her
101st birthday on Sunday, March 1,, at Fern Terrace Lodge where she is a resident. Pic, lured with Miss Willis is her cousin, Irene Currie, left, and Mr. and Mrs. Grayson McClure. Miss Willis is still very active and enjoys singing.

Hospital Dismissals Listed
2-26-81
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Snow, baby boy (Jen Lea
Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn.
DISMISSALS
Myron D. Vanleer, Woods
Hall, Murray; Billy E.
Rollins, 413 South 10th Street,
Mayfield; Felicia M. Ybanez,
1628 Apt. 8, W. Main, Murray;
Mrs. Vickie E. Bogard, Box
251, Almo; Mrs. Rebecca Ann
Futrell, 49 Shady Oaks, Murray; Mrs. Gloria J. Kendall
and baby girl, Rt. 6, Paris,
Tenn.
Mrs. Ruth E. Judd, Rt. 6,
Murray; Charles Dan Bazzell,
Rt. 1, Farmington; Noah G.
Paschall, Rt. 1, Hazel; Mrs.
Abby L. Williams, 1714
Keenland, Murray; Mrs.
Janice K. Barnett, Rt. 3, Murray; Terry W. Farris, Rt. 3,
Murray.
Mrs. Mildred A. Roberson,
Rt. 4, Murray; Mrs. Donna J.
West, Sedalia; Danielle M.
Maynard, 1603 Magnolia, Murray; Jimmy Lee Harrell, 505
Broad, Murray-; Steven A.
Lindsey,720 North 15th Street,
Mayfield; Charles D. Harrison, CR Box 251, New Concord.
Mrs. Brenda G. Call, Rt. 2,
Murray; Mrs. Linda F. Foust,
1611 Parklane, Murray; Mrs.
Oma Mae Jackson, Rt. 5, Murray; Mrs. Loyola 0. Page,
320B Irvan, Murray; Mrs.
Virginia Woodall, Rt. I, Dexter; Mrs. Gertrude 0.
Youngerman, 1623 Locust,

4t
,

Murray.
Mrs. Grace Gore, Rt. 3, Benton; Mrs. Hattie B. Etheridge,
Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn.; Forest
S. Boyd, 1609 Loch Lomond,
Murray; Mrs. Neva 0. Manning, Rt. 3, Benton,. Mrs. Fay
H. Bigger, Rt. 6, Murray;
Lawrence M. Burton expired) Rt. 4, Benton.

coin Park, Mich.; Terry
Beecham, 211 Blakemore,
Paris, Tenn.; Morris B.
Holland, Rt.6, Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. Ruble M. Elkins, Rt. I.
Almo; Shelley R. Fryer, Rt. 1,
Sedalia; John R. Mahan, Rt. 8,
Murray; Abdoulah Soldiandam, University State, Murray; Pamela C. Brown, White
Hall, Murray; Mrs. Pauline
Lamb, Rt. 1, Farmington;
Kenneth Davis, 302 Hart Hall,
Murray.
Charlie L. Lassiter, 1401
Story, Murray; Mrs. Janice
Duncan, Rt. 1, Benton;
William H. Brown, Rt. 1, Hardin; Mrs. Dora F. Conner, Rt
I, Hardin; Mrs. Hilda P
Knott, Rt. 4, Murray; Mrs
Cora Hosford, Puryear, Tenn.
Homer E. Charlton. Rt. 4.
Murray; Mrs. Jennie M
Wilson, 501 Olive Street, Murray; Clarence J. Kurowski.
1407 Story,4k4urray ; Mrs. Myrtle M. Orr, Rt. 1, -Hazel; Mrs.
Flossie M. Snow, Rt. 3, Benton; Brian Scott Stutzman,807
Farris, Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. Hattie Wilson, 605
Pine, Murray; Mrs. Cammie
Simpson, Rt. 1, Hazel; Cornie
E. Jones, Rt. 3, Murray; Orvis
C. Wells, 306 South Fifth
Street, Murray; Mrs. Zula I.
Parker, 901 Poplar Street.
Murray; Mrs. Maud Todd I expired) Rt. 7, Murray.

Babies are born with flat
feet because of the fat pad
they have to help them when
they first start walking The
fat pad usually disappears
within two years Overanxious
parents sometimes pressure
their doctor into doing something when time is all that is
really needed
Feet will break down in
some diseases, such as
arthritis, or from injuries_ The
problem is that foot pain is
often attributed to flat feet or
low arches when in fact the
foot pain is on an entirely different basis, Many normal

2-27-81
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
McKnelly, baby boy (Susan
1102 Meadow Lane, Murray.
Ross, baby boy (Carol P.O
Box 434, Benton.
Casey, baby boy Debra
Rt. I, Dukedom,Tenn',DISMISSALS
Mrs. Juanita D. Thorn,
12081'2 Main, Murray; Mrs.
Cynthia J. Stovall and- baby
girl,'8215 Riviera Court, Murray:- Mrs. Kim M. Humphrey
and baby girl, Rt. 3, Benton;
Robert A. Wooldridge, 719
Poplar Street, Murray; Carlie
Elliott, Rt. 5, Murray; Flavil
M. Robertson, 211 South 13th
Street, Murray.
Mrs. Karen I. Barber, Rt. 7,
Mayfield; Mrs. Alice C. Seale,
,
407 North Seventh Street, Mur
ray; Mrs. Bessie Sue Miller,
Rt. 1, Almo; Merville H.
Luker, Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs. Charlotte A. Lamb, Rt.'3,
Murray; Mrs. Patricia L.
Clark. Rt. 5. Benton.
Jeff J. Steen, Rt. 1, Dexter;
John Thomas Brandon, Rt. 6,
Murray; Mrs. Patsy C. Simpf.dif
son, Rt. 11, Clarksville, Tenn.;
Roy J. Parker, 1380 Lamar
Avenue, Memphis, Tenn.;
PADUCAH PATIENT
John A. Patterson, Rt. 2,
Recently dismissed from
Paris, Tenn.; William R. the Western Baptist Hospital,
Galloway, Rt. 1, Mayfield.
Paducah, was James Gambit
Larry Lee Shouse, Jr., 1811 of Dexter.
Westwood Drive. Murray ,
Mrs. Sadie Nell Waters, 1397
Johnson Boulevard, Murray;
Walter R. Scott, Arlington;
Will Collins, 724 E. South
Street, Mayfield; Mrs. Annie
G. Heath, Rt. 1, Sedalia ; Thurman A. King, Rt. 1, Springville, Tenn.
Robert Kirk, F-3 Southside
Manor, Murray; Mrs. Marie
Marvin, Rt. 6, Murray; Mrs.
Delena M. Everett, 1530 Oxford Drive, Murray; Mrs.
.Opal Arnold, Elmwood Court,
Prices Good
Paducah; Leon Lockhart, 503
North Sixth Street, Murray;
Mrs. Artie J. Bryant, Rt. 1.
Oglesby, Ill.

SAVE

It seems to me a washcloth.
since it is somewhat abrasive,
would help in cleaning the
skin
Please tell me who is
correct I would hate to have
a wrinkly husband in his
youthful years
DEAR READER -- There
is such a thing as overdoing it,
but water that is warm
enough to increase the circulation to the skin helps the
skin to release oily deposits
that accumulate in the pores
of the skin That is the principle of using warm soaks over
the face for acne Oils flow
easier when warm and wash
off the skin more easily
Hot tub soaks may not be
good for older people or those
with circulatory problems as
the excess heat accumulation
may overload the circulation
I don't think it makes much
difference how the soap gets
on the skin And the washcloth
will help rub the skin clean if
you need a mild abrasive
action.
Closing the pores after
bathing is a good idea to help
retain the natural moisture in
the skin - which does help
prevent wrinkling on a temporary basis Failure to do so
won't cause permanent wrinkles, though

99
INTRODUCING SOUP!
We have just added soup to
our salad bar. To introduce
this new addition we are
serving our fantastic 15 ft.
salad bar with fresh
vegetables, fruits, pickled
items, meat and SOUP all
for only
Otter
Reg. Lunch
Price 2.75

°I99

Good
Lunch Only
March 9-March 14
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WE OFFER 10/
1
4 DISCOUNT
TO ALL SENIOR CITIZENS
ON ALL ITEMS EXCEPT
SPECIALS

Sun.-Thurs. 11 a.m. to 11 p.m
Fri.-Sat. 11 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Ink

SAVE!
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D & T Warehouse Foods
You Can Tell By The
Total On The Tape D & T
Is The Lowest In Town

KEN HOLLAND

"PEACE BE STILL"

You Are Invited
o meet(or see again) and talk with Ken Holland who will
be making a personal appearance in our gallery on

Thursday, March 12th
beginning at
10:30 a.m.
Ken is a well known and talented local artist. He is a native of Western Kentucky, but he and Bethel have traveled most of the United States. His prints
are presently being shipped to thirty-nine states and Canada.
Ken studied two years of commercial art with Art Instructions, Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota. But he found this was not what he wanted to do - he
wanted to paint the beautiful creations of God, and the many things that
mean something to people. When asked where he got his talent to paint, he
replied,"God gave it to me."
Ken's print releases include "Dignity and Poise" for the Hook insville Chap
ter of the National Secretaries Association (International) and "If The Shoe
Fits," for the Humane Society of Calloway County.
Ken's latest print release "Peace Be Still" which is in memory of his wife
Bethel, who passed away last July 17th, 1980. Ken completed the painting
last spring so she could see it and she named it "Peace Be Still." One of the
last things she said was, "I wish I could stay to see this one off. It is one of
Ken's best works." "Peace Be Still" will be on sale along with "Dignity and
Poise," "If The Shoe Fits," a few of "Kentucky Backwoods," and note cards.
If you already have prints that you want Ken to personalize, he will be glad to
do so. Bring them in and chat with him about his prints and about future
releases. You might also want to ask Ken to speak at your club or
organizational meeting which he will be happy to do if his schedule permits
Come on in and give Ken a warm wekome.

Blackford House
Gallery

•••••10.••••••
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Dixieland Shopping Center
753

NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
James D. Foster, 411 N. L.
P. Miller, Murray; Mrs.
Janice B. Martin, 200 South
12th Street, Murray; Mrs.
Mary I. Warren, 808 Minerva
Place, Murray; Amanda L.
Kaler, Rt. 1, Benton; Edward
C. Booth, 1908 University, Lin-

See your copier
serviceman
often?

March 10 thre March 17

Richtex
Shortening

1 16

Maybe its tune to see the new
-awl very reliable-A B Otck
990 plain paper copier
the 990 sas all of the M091
waned features of machines
costing 50% more-including
Me versatility to make 11' s 17'
copes copy both sides and
use most any kind of paper including overhead transparen.
cies and labels
Cali us today

41111
133
:
11V
116 NORTH 7TH
MAYFIELD
247-5912

v-

276
Lipton

Charles 76c
Chip
'09
Large
Eggs

Lynn Grove

AUX

20 Lb.

42 Oz.

Pepsi
Mt. Dew
or Dr. Pepper
Across from Murray Drive-in
So. 4th

Instant Tea
30z.
186
Certified Seed

Potatoes
$19.50a
hundred
8 Pock
16 Oz.
Plus
Deposit

Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri.-Sat. 8-8

20
Lb.

148
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EDITORIAL

'March Madness
Some call it "Basketball
Fever." Others like "March
Madness."
Both are appropriate descriptions for the phenomenon which
began this week in Kentucky.
The 303 boys' teams and 305
girls' teams began what they
hope will be successful
journeys through district,
regional and state tournament
basketball play.
One boys' team and one girls'
team will be crowned state
champions.
In those hundreds of games it
takes to reach the No. 1
spotlight, however, lasting
memories will be built for
thousands of players, parents
and fans.
It is a time of year when
barbershop talk, dinner-table
talk and just-about-everyplace-else talk is on one subject: basketball.
Home maintenance, school

work and the laundry take a
back seat when the local teams
play.
Even in these days of ample
entertainment opportunities,
the local high school basketball
tournament is the best show of
the year.
Of course, basketball fever is
not cured when the state high
school champs are crowned
There are NCAA and NIT battles to be won for those who
follow Kentucky, Louisville or
the regional universities. It is a
time when TV sets get a
workout, national heroes are
created and the hopes and
dreams of many are smashed
against the rocks of defeat.
Peuple in other states also
like/their basketball. But, the
ver" is not as hot anywhere
else as in Kentucky when — as
sports announcer Joe Dean Sr.
calls it — "string music" fills
the air.
The "madness" has begun.

On Defending
Common Interests
(Reprinted by permission of
The St. Louis Globe-Democrat)
The proposal that the United
States form a joint force with
Britain. France, West Germany
and Japan "poised and ready to
throw itself in the path" of any.
Soviet advance on the Persian
Gulf region arouses interest. As
it is now, there is no real plan or
coordinated effort to stop the
Russians.
The joint-force plan has been
drafted by a group of U.S. and
Western European foreign policy experts. They contend that if
turmoil in the Gulf threatens
Western interests, "we need a
capacity to intervene on the side
of any friendly power that
called for help."
Prepared by the private foreign policy institutes of the
United States, Britain, France
and West Germany, the report
calls for a new trans-Atlantic
bargain that would reflect Western Europe's increased economic strength and the decline of
U.S. military dominance.
In addition to the joint-force
plan, the study recommends
other measures to deal with po-

Heartline is a service for Senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have a
question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write to Heartline, 114
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: In response to your
article about home security, there is
one point that I never see mentioned. I
dislike bringing it up for two reasons: I
don't want to contribute to the paranoia
that seems to be epidemic among older
citizens; and I certainly don't want to
cast aspersions on a group of people
that are, for the most part, honest and
hardworking. These are the ones who
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litical and security concerns
threatened by the adventurism
of the Soviet Union, such as providing military asgistance to the
rebels opposing Soviet occupation of Afghanistan. The foreign
policy experts also say the United States should maintain the
nuclear balance against the
Russians by deployment of the
MX land-based missile and Trident submarine missile.
As to the Persian Gulf situation, the report says the United
States should not have to defend
by itself European and Japanese oil interests in the Middle
East. Such an enlightened attitude is as welcome as it is overdue. The analysis notes that.
while Britain and France already have significant military
forces in the Persian Gulf-Indian Ocean regions, West Germany and Japan have not played
any global military role since
the end of World War II.
It is time that West Germany
and Japan got into the act. The
Western democracies and the
Japanese government have too
much at stake in the Middle
East not to play an active role
in defending their common interests.

nu tonne repairs and they have a hard
enough time making a living already
without any implied criticism from me.
Nevertheless, I feel it is important to
remind persons who are considering
having work done in their homes to hire
only workers who come highly recommended by someone they know, or who
work for established, reputable local
firms.
Even then, don't put temptation in
their way — stay in the room or at least
in the house with the worker, pop in and
out of the workplace unexpectedly from
time to time. Find out the worker's
name early on.
I foolishly employed workers 1 did not
know to do a small redecorating job
simply because I saw an ad in a flier
left on my door and the company was
billed as "Christian." When they left, a
cosmetic case full of my costume
jewelry went with them. It could just as
easily have been really valuable stuff
instead of things treasured for their
sentimental value. N.J.
ANSWER: Yoy have made a very
valid and legitimate point. Thank you
for your advice (gained, regrettably,
from an unfortunate experience I.
HEARTLINE: If a VA pension recipient is not sent an annual questionnaire, is there any responsibility to
report income to the VA? K.W.
ANSWER: The fact that one is not
sent an income questionnaire does not
mean he is exempt from the income
limits prescribed by law. These persons
must still report changes in the number
or status of dependents and any increase in annual income to the VA office that has the individual's records
General rate increases in social securi
ty need not be reported.
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Garrott 's Galley

By M.C.Garrott

Key Sisters'Seattle Flight For Life
In Leukemia Battle Begins Tomorrow
Just a few short weeks ago, Rhanda
Key was a starter on the girls' basketball team at Calloway County High
School, traveling all over West Kentucky doing battle with her team's opponents.
Tomorrow, after a sudden and shocking turn of events in her 16-year-old life,
she will take her longest trip ever — one
which she, her family, her classmates
and friends as well as all the sports fans
in West Kentucky hope and pray will
save her life.
The daughter of Nelson and Patty
Key, Rhanda has acute leukemia — one
of the most dangerous kinds. Her illness
first was diagnosed Jan. 31 by Dr. Dan
Miller after extensive tests at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Dan's diagnosis quickly was confirmed at Vanderbilt Hospital in Nashville,
Tenn., a series of chemotherapy
treatments started immediately and
her blood constantly monitored.
+++
Tomorrow, upon advice of the
Vanderbilt specialists, she will board a
plane along with her mother and 14year-old sister, Leanna, for Seattle,
Wash.,for a "bone marrow transplant"
with Leanna as the donor.
A relatively-new but encouragingly
successful treatment procedure, the
dpiration is performed in only a few
hospitals in the country. One is the Fred
Hutchinson Cancer Research Center in
Seattle and named for the late and onetime manager of the St. Louis baseball
Cardinals.
Before the Seattle decision was
reached, the Vanderbilt specialists had
determined that neither of her parents
would qualify as the bone marrow
donor. They were amazed, however, to
discover that Leanna typed perfectly.
Rarely does anyone other than a twin
qualify for this very exacting operation,
her family was told.
At Vanderbilt, the doctors found
Rhanda lobe an ideal patient. When not
in pain, she constantly joked with the
physicians and nurses. Sile— man
became the darling of her floor.
++
Rhanda was dismissed from Vanderbilt Feb. 24 to come home and do
whatever she wanted. 'She asked to
drive her car home to Murray from
Nashville,and did.
The extensive chemotherapy treatment had brought her condition to a
state of remission, one in which the
cancer-causing cells had been made
dormant. For the past few days, she has
been at school, going to class for a few
hours each day. She even has been on
the bench cheering for her teammates
in the closing games of their 1980-81
season.
The full impact of her illness crashed
upon her family, friends, teachers and
her church, Elm Grove Baptist, as well
as upon neighboring congregations, all
of whom have gone all out to do the only
things they could to help— those of constant prayer and contributing to the
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters shOdd be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray,Ky. 42971.

Leanna Key
!Wilda Key
family's staggering medical expenses
through scores of special donation
boxes placed across the county.
Her basketball teammates and her
coach, David Elliott, made several
trips to Nashville to visit her, and her
pastor, the Rev. Calvin Wilkins, has
been in almost daily contact with her
family.
+++
When the Nashville doctors informed
Rhanda that the chemotherapy
treatments soon would cause her to lose
her hair and suggested to her mother
that a wig be fitted for her, Rhanda is
said to have jokingly wisecracked,
"Mom,get me a red Afro!"
A week ago, Rhanda, her mother and
her sister made their final trip to
Vanderbilt for records and additional
tests. All the while'the Vanderbilt
specialists ,have been in almost daily
in Seattle.
contact with the specialists
,

Rhanda is expected to be hospitalized
for about 100 days and Leanna for approximately two weeks.
The operation, they've been told, involves the removal of bone marrow
from Leanna, and after Rhanda has
been given one very strong
chemotherapy treatment, Leanna's
bone marrow will be transplanted, intravenously,in Rhanda.
+++
After that, the critical stage will
begin, that of constantly monitoring her
blood count and watching closely for
any signs of her system rejecting the
transplanted marrow. She will be kept
in a completely controlled, sterile environment, into which only her physicians and nurses can enter. Her family
will be able to see her only through a
glass window.
From that point, the long vigil will
begin and during which a great host of
her family, friends and classmates
back here in Calloway County can do
little more than wait and pray for her
recovery.
"And there is no doubt," says her
grandfather, Crawford McNeely of
Lynn Grove,-but their earnest prayers
will be heard by Almighty God.
"The entire family and Rhanda's
great multitude of friends are trusting
now in the Lord to see her through, and
such faith will be rewarded as promised
when we 'cast our cares upon Him.' We
are looking to the Lord 'to supply all
their needs."

Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Dan Kelley has returned to his position as patrolman with the Murray
Police Department after completing his
tour of duty with the United Stares Army,according to Chief of Police James
M.Brown.
Deaths reported include Grady N.
White,82.
Plans have been finalized for the 1971
Red Cross Fund Drive which opened
March 1, according to Bruce Thomas,
Calloway County chairman.
The Fund Drive for financial support
of Boy Scouts of Calloway County is

nearing the scheduled completion date
of March 15, according to H. Ed
Chrisman,chairman.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Ronnie G. Johnston on March
5, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Billy Ray
Thorn OA March 7, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Kevin Grady on March 8, and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Gary D. Jones on
March 7.
Mary Jane Timmerman, assistant
professor of art at Murray State
University, will present a lecture and
slides program on March 11 at the Murray Art Guild.

me firvviaws

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, March 11, the
70th day of 1981. There are 295 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On March 11, 1978, terrorists seized
two Israeli buses en route to Tel Aviv,
killing 32 Israelis and wounding 76.
On this date:
In
1810, Emperor
Napoleon
Bonaparte of France married Archduchess Marie Louise of Austria by
proxy.
In 1917, British forces captured
Baghdad during World War I.
In 1938, German forces entered
Austria.
In 1973, Bermuda declared a state of
emergency following the assassination
of Gov. Richard Sharpies and his aide.
Ten years ago: Three people were
killed at Puerto Rico University in San
Juan during rioting over the ROTC program.
Five years ago: Beirut military garrison commander Abdel Aziz proclaimed himself military governor of
Lebanon.
One year ago: Iran's Presidnt BaniSadr accused militants at the U.S. embassy in Tehran of being influenced by
pro-Soviet groups.
Today's birthday: Former New York
Post Publisher Dorothy Schiff is 78.
Thought for today: Never economize
on luxuries. —Angela Thirkell, English
novelist (1890-19611.
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Jesus sat unto him, thou
shalt love the Lord thy God with
all thy heart, and with all thy
soul, and with all thy mind.
Matthew 22:37.
It is easier for a man to think
he lovei God, than it is to be
kind to your own family and the
people you work with.
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20 Years Ago
Calloway County Judge Wayion
Rayburn was elevated from watchman
to escort on the board of directors of the
Woodmen of the World Life Insurance
Society.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Eldridge Smotherman,43.
Marine Pfc. Roy L. Edwards left for
six weeks' training in Puerto Rico with
the Third Battalion, Eighth Marine
Regiment, Second Marine Division,

Camp Lejeune, N. C.
The Alsup-Byrn Reading Clinic opened last night, according to Dr. Robert
F. Alsup, reading specialist at Murray
State College, and Dr. James M. Byrn,
Murray optometrist.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Reginal Scillion and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Hoke.
Bacon is listed at 49 cents per pound
in the ad for Parker Food Market this
week.

30 Years Ago
Members of the cast of the play,"Our
Miss Brooks," to be presented by the
senior class of Murray High School on
March 15 include Nancy Wear, Jimmy
Jones, Peggy Buchanan, Gene Wells,
William Parker, Zetta Yates, Lochie
Faye Hart, Glenda Kirkland, Buddy
Buckingham, Kay Ray, Zann Patton,
Carolyn Melugin, Sue Parker, Ann
Perry, Betty Sue Hutson, Shirley
Henri,and Mason Evans.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Douglas Shoemaker on March
3, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.0. B. Turnbow,
Jr., on March 3, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Tremon McCuiston on March 3, and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Edgar lamb on

March 3.
Wickliffe beat Fulton and Hardin
beat Clinton in the First Regional High
School Basketball Tournament here.
High team scorers were Rollins for
Wickliffe, Buckingham for Fulton.
Barnett for Hardin, and Caldwell for
Clinton.
Mrs. E. S. Diuguid observed her 95th
birthday yesterday.
Mrs. John T. Irvan presented a book
review at the meeting of the Woman's
Society of Christian Service of the First
Methodist Church.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
"Marshall of Laredo" starring Wild
Bill Elliott as Red Ryder with Bobby
Blake and Alice Fleming.

Thoughts In
Season
By Ken Wolf
There are times when moderation is
decidedly not a good thing, believed the
famous American abolitionist William
Lloyd Garrison (1805-18791.
In the first issue of his famous antislavery paper, The liberator (1831), he
wrote:
Tell a man whose house is on fire,
to give a moderate alarm; tell
him to moderately rescue his
wife from the hands of the
ravisher; tell the mother to
gradually extricate her babe
from the fire into which it has
fallen; — but urge me not to use
moderation in a cause like the
present.
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SAVING ENERGY — Girl Scouts in the Kentuckiana Girl Scout Council of 56 counties
in Western Kentucky and Southern Indiana are learning to conserve energy during the
month of March. They will be turning off unnecessary lights, recycling newspapers for
insulation, conserving water, and checking their home for air leaks. Scouts are asking
the public to help celebrate their birthday on March -12 by turning out a light when
you leave a room. Kimberly Higgins, left, and Melissa Tabers, members of Girl Scout
Troop 3006 of North Calloway Elementary School. set the example here by turning off
a light to help in the worldwide problems of food, energy, and water shortages.
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Mistake May Cost Families
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By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
An 11-year-old mistake may
cost five New York area
families the houses they lived
in for years — and thought
they owned.
The incident highlights the
importance of what may seem
like minor details involved in
buying a house.
The problem faced by the
New York families centers
around something called a title search — a check of ownership records to make sure that
the seller of a property actually has the right to sell it.
A title search is one of the
steps in "closing" a purchase
— arranging for the actual
transfer of property from one
owner to another.
The New Yorkers bought
their homes from a builder
with the understanding that a
proper title search had been
made. It hadn't.
The land the houses were
milt on 11 years ago actually
was owned by a Brooklyn
woman, now dead. The

tlillari•S heirs • went to court
and a judge ruled that the
homeowners had to surrender
their property, even though
they were not at fault.
Most title searches are
routine. They are carried out
by lawyers or title or abstract
companies. The buyer of a
house pays for the cost of the
title search.
As a protection against problems — like the one in New
York — lenders usually require homebuyers to purchase
title insurance, just in case
there is a clatrn that did not
turn up in the title search.
There. is only one payment,
due at the time the policy is
issued. The mortgagee's
policy protects only the
lender; if you want protection
for, yourself, you must buy a
separate owner's policy.
The New York area families
are now trying to work out a
settlement with the company
that holds the title insurance
on their homes.
The cost of a title search and
title insurance can add up to

Vr****************************t
For all your Travel Reservations Call

Among the closing costs
are:
—Loan . origination fee. A
one-time charge by the lender,
usually equal to 1 percent of
the face value of the mortgage.
—Points. Money charged by
the lender to make up the difprofitability
ference in
between a mortgage and
another type of loan. Each
point is equal to 1 percent of
the loan.
—Survey fee. A charge for a
survey, often required by the
lender, to determine the
precise location of your property.
—State and local transfer
taxes. Government levies that
are imposed whenever a piece
of property changes hands.
—Mortgage insurance. A
policy to protect the lender
against loss if you fail to make

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880

iize
lish

several hundred dollars. You
41ould be prepared for these
and other closing or settlement costs you will face in
connection with buying a
house. Prices vary, but you
can expect closing costs to
total about 5 percent of the
purchase price of your house
and you usually will have to
pay the bill — in cash — at the
time of the settlement.

representing

American and International Traveltime

******************************t

your payments. Like title insurance, mortgage insurance
does not protect the buyer, If
you want mortgage life or
disability insurance to pay off
the loan if you die or are
physically disabled, you will
have to pay extra.
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Drive by
and see for
yourself...
and you'll be glad
you did!

HERE'S A COMPACT RETIREMENT home that has an
extra deep carport to accommodate both a car and a boat
The house's screen porch acts as a vestibule as well as a
space for outdoor eating and sitting. Inside, there are 770
square feet of living space. For more information about Man
HA1178R write — enclosing a stamped, selfiaddresed
envelope — to architect Jan Ri-trier lititli• T, 2nd St North, St
Petersburg, Fla. 33710.

Good News for
Gadget Lovers
By BARBARA STAYER
AP Newsfeatpres
People don't generally set out
to buy a gadget. They succumb
to it on impulse — out.of sheer
admiration for a solution to a
problem they didn't know they
had.
Americans appear to be particularly strong gadget lovers.
At least, the number and variety of gadgets on view at trade
shows in this country is extensive enough to suggest that
gadgets are good sellers here.
Ala recently concluded tabletop trade show in Atlantic City,
N.J., gadgets for parties and
food preparation predominated,
naturally enough. And although
one person's indispensable gadget is sure to be somebody
else's silly product of the year,
I'll enumerate and describe
some of the gadgets that
caught my eye.
Among numerous bar and
party accessories was a giant
ice bucket on wheels. It was
billed as the "world's largest.'
It holds a minimum of 35
quarts of ice. The ice bucket,
whose top can be turned over
and used as a surface, is 45
inches high and 18 inches in
diameter. A spokesman for the
maker, Kraftware Inc., said it
would keep ice and liquids frigid for 24 hours.
From the same firm come
ice tongs that also serve as a
lemon tester, a bottle opener,
and a jar lid lifter. One owner
confided that she uses her ice
tongs to lift corn on the cob out
of the pot. The tongs will sell
for about $8.50 in stainless
steel.
Along different lines were
some blue-jeans containers so
realistic looking that many
passersby could not resist feeling them. Although they looked
like denim, the jean holders,
used as ice buckets, planters,
waste baskets and coasters in
the small size, are "100 percent
pure vinyl," according to a
company spokesperson.
Gadgets to keep grease and
oil under control in the kitchen
were, for some reason, numerous at this year's show.
There was, for example, a
small brush that soaks the
grease off the top of stews and
gravies. It's known as a "Brush
Off- and will sell for aboak..V.),
.
Several sizes of glass bottles
with low spouts are designed to
make it possible to remove the
clear soup and gravy and leave
the fat, And to put the grease
where you want it. there was a
device known as an "Oil Slick,"
which is a brush that fits tightly into its own small container.
You fill the container with oil
and keep it ready at hand near
the stove, When you want to
grease a pan, you just brush
the oil-soaked brush over it. It
will sell for about $3.50.
A product that might be considered an expensive solution to
a food-storage problem is a
vacuum sealer You fill a special jar with leftovers, such as
salad, or vegetables or bread
Then you place the jar in the
electric vacuum chamber
which looks a bit like a glass
fruit ripener, You press a button and, ru,about a minute, all
the air has been extracted from
the jar of food and it is tightly
sealed against the air. The vacuum-sealed food is then stored
either in the refrigerator or on
a shelf, depending on what type
of food is preserved.
According to the distributor,
such vacuum-sealed food has a

shelf life of at least three to
four weeks longer than normally would be the case. The electric gadget will sell for about
$250.
Another unusual gadget is the
-Hot Scoop." It looks like an
electric knife but comes with
three interchangeable implements — a spoon, a knife and
an ice cream scoop. To operate
it, you choose the implement
you need, plug it in and let the
wand heat up. Then you can
scoop out ice cream, separate
frozen meat or cut a single
serving of frozen vegetables or
fruits. It will sell for about 122.
Another gadget for food preparation is a wood-handled,
heavy iron bacon press i18.751.
It is said to keep splatters and
shrinkage to a minimum and to
promote faster and more even
cooking.
Other gadgets included a nutcracker that looks like a large,
hinged metallic nut, To crack a
real nut, you open the hinged
contoiner, lay your pecan or
walnut down on a metal rest
and close the metal nut_ The
closing action cracks the real
nut and expels the nutmeats
into the container. It will sell
for about $20.
Then, there is a trio of implements designed to keep a trillstache in perfect trim. A miniature razor for mustaches and
a comb and brush set sell for
$12.50 for the razor and 66.50
for the comb and brush.
Look for these gadgets and
many more in housewares departments, gourmet and gift
specialty shops this spring.
It took five months for word
to get back to Queen Isabella
about the
voyage of
Christopher Columbus, and
two weeks for Europe to hear
about President Lincoln's
assassination. It only took 1.3
seconds to get the word from
Neil Armstrong that a man
could walk on the moon.

BURPIN I
WORN OUT?

A ioated abrasive, loosely
tailed sandpaper, has the speifii purpose of SinuOining
wood metal and other materials, but there are so mans
kinds and textures that it is
well to have sortie knowledge of
their differences

The abrasive papers include
flint, garnet, aluminum oxide,
Silicon carbide and emery, although there are a number of
other abrasives which come in
powdered form, among them
pumice and rottenstone The
vandpapers are open-coated
'lose-coated, extra coarse.
verse, medium, fine, extra
Inc and sonic in-between vanitiuns.
Flint is the cheapest of the
sandpapers. It is good for certain jobs, but less efficient thivi
the other abrasives. Man)
woodworkers use it for rough.
hand sanding, then throw it
away when it becomes clogged
Also fairly inexpensive is garnet, which works better than
flint and is especially effective
on hardwood.
The really tough abrasives
are aluminum oxide and silicon
carbide, which are fast cutting
and durable. Aluminum oxide
is well suited for power sanders Silicon carbide is often
used tur sanding glass and other hard materials. Emery is for
use on metal, although aluminum oxide and silicon carbide
are beginning to take over
sortie of its functions.
While grading systems by
numbers are still being used,
there is more than one such
system and, unless you understand them perfectly, it is better to make your purchases to
name. Extra coarse sandpaper
is mostly for removing paint
and other old finishes. Coarse
is for smoothing out rough
stock that is badly in need of
sanding. Medium smooths out
surfaces that have small
scratches or slight imperfections. Fine sandpaper usually
takes care of the final sanding
before the top coat of finishing
material is applied, In some
areas, extra fine can be used
for this purpose although it is
generally reserved for instances where the instructions
call for sanding between coats.

for particular projects On
sunte, you will find that you
need to go from medium to
fine, on others, from coarse to
extra fine There are no set
rules for making such decisions When you run your hand
ligfitty over a piece of stock
and it feels smooth, you have
accomplished your objective

ing , it is used when wet and
must be run across a surface
very lightly
Sanding block IS a general
name fur an object around
which sandpaper is wrapped
when sanding by hand It can
be made of almost anything, including wood: rubber, metal
and plastic The mire resilient
the sanding bluck, the inure
sensitive it is to precision sanding A rubber block, for instance, is good for rounding the
ends of wood
Experience will tell you
wtuch kinds of abrasives to use

Do-it-yourselfers can pick up
many tips from Andy Lang's
handbook. Practical Home Repairs,' available by sending
$1 50 to this newspaper at Box
5, Teaneck, N J 07666

We've
Moved
Our
Shield
Our new
office
location is
101 S.12th
(12th fl Main)
Murray. Ky.

Come by to see us

We've Got the Shield
MFA
INSURANCE

for you

SHIELD Johnny W. Williams
OF
101 S. 12th
SHELTER

(12th & Main)
753-6017

An operikoated abrasive has
its particles spaced far apart so
that the sandpaper won't be
clogging continuously. It is especially effective when you
have rough work that will obviously cause clogging. An
abrasive paper with the particles close together is used for
most finishing tasks.
There are some other kinds
of specialty papers, notably the
wet-or-dry type. Some woodworkers say this is best for producing a really smooth finish
Since it has a waterproof back'

TheTreaty of Versailles,ending World War I, was signed
June 28, 1919. It laid the foundations of the League of Nations. As a , price for
diplomatic rehabilitation,
Germany . accepted full
responsibility for the war, surrendered land to France.
Belgium and Poland, and promised to pay indemnities to
the Allies.

YOUTH
REVIVAL
March 12, 13, & 14

Dexter Hardin
Methodist
Old 641 N:
Marshall & Calloway County Line

Come Join Us And Hear

Bro. Gary Osbourne

In 1838, Queen Victoria was
crowned in London.
Add a sprinkle of nutmeg to
buttered carrots or string
beans for a totally new flavor.

nochoiing

Youth Team Puppet Show
Friday & Saturday Only!
All Ages Welcome

your oastist?

L,
CounterSaverm
MICROWAVE OVEN INSTALLS
'OVER COOKING SURFACES
Model R5M43

Chock Our
livild•rs Disceen

irtiortficrirtt
REPLACEMENT CEXTEI

Rent power tools-they help you...

West Ky.
Appliance
Solvis-Servic•-Ports
641 N Across
From Smorgasbord
753 4478

SAND IT . . .

PAINT IT

SAW IT . . .

DRILL IT . . .

CEMENT IT . . .

. POLISH IT ... CLEAN IT ... HEAT IT . .. LIFT IT

icensed For
Cntuniorriql S Residential

Call 436.2372
200 E. Main

•

8,

HOTPOINT
CAN REPLACE IT

Danny M. D.unnrs
Electric

901 Arcadia
753-6822
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By ANDY LANG
AP Nevisleatures

753-8201
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NOTHING TO BUY
ADULTS ONLY

"FAMILY SUNFEST
Vacations for wo to OR'LA DO
FY

A1

INCLUDES:

The Home of

4 DAYS-3 NIGHTS•ROUND TRIPAIR
FARE • CHOICE OF LIMOUSINE OR
RENTAL CAR•TWO DAYS ENTRANCE
FEE TO DISNEY WORLD •16 PASSES

DISNEY
WORLD

OTHER TOURS AVAILABLE (Any One Tour FREE)Kennedy Space Center•Cypress
Gardens• Stars Hall of Fame

FREE- Two Vacations for Two:
TO The HOLIDAY INN HOLIDOME® RESORT CENTER WITH COMPLE
TE
INDOOR RECREATION FACILITIES
Includes: Double room •Continental breakfast in bed for two•Buffet
brunch for twos Candlelight dinner for two•Gift snack-pac(crackers
& cheeseball) • Use of all Holidome facilities • All taxes and
gratuities.• Friday evening through check-out time Sunday. Children
& teens free (when sharing room with parents).

,?,'t;1 $500 in "Sunshine" Merchants
Certificates
TO BE SPENT WITH PARTICIPATING MERCHANTS

$100 Savings Account From Peoples Bank!
OFFICIAL "FAMILY SUNFEST" RULES

THIS ONE IS COMPLIMENTS OF THE NEWSPAPER
Clip and deposit
at any of the
participating
businesses.

YOU ARE ENCOURAGED TO VISIT, as often as
you wish, the areas participating business s
displaying the FAMILY SUNFEST banner Clear
ly print your name address and phone number
on the YOUR CHANCE provided by each par
ticipating business and this Newspaper
2

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. You must be an
adult Entries are limited to one per adult per
visit Employees ol this Newspaper are not elig,
ble to play

3 ENTER OFTEN. There will be one or more win
ners each week The odds of winning depend on
the number of entries Since this program is
strictly local in nature, the odds are more
favorable than a comparable Statewide or Na
tionwide program
4

BE A WINNER!
YOU'LL FIND EXCEPTIONAL VALUES,
AND YOU MAY BE ONE OF THE MANY WINNERS'

EACH ENTRY must be on the YOUR CHANCE
REGISTRATION as provided. and must be
legibly written or hand printed Machine
duplication or mechanically reproduced entries
will be declared void

THERE WILL BE RANDOM DRAWINGS EACH
WEEK OF THIS 10-WEEK PROGRAM
(A) Each week the following will be awarded
a 50 00 in SUNSHINE MERCHANTS CERTIFICATES. ITotal of $50000 for Pros.
gram) All winners must redeem this
script no later than 7 days after the ot
ficial end of this Program
b Si. $50 00 US Savings Bonds (Total of
$30000 for the Program)
(B) IN ADDITION FLORIDA VACATIONVINNERS will be selected from drawings dur
irig 10th week of the program (All winners
must use these vacations within 3 months
alter the end of the Program )
(C) IN ADDITION THE WINNERS OF THE
SAVING ACCOUNTS will be selected from
drawings the 5th and 10th weeks
6 NO SUBSTITUTION OF PRIZES ALLOWED.
Unclaimed prizes will not be awarded All en
tries become the property 01 this Newspaper
and none will be returned
5

7

Some Travel Dates Not Available

• ALL WINNERS WILL BE LISTED IN THIS NEWSPAPER EACH WEEK
• ALL WINNERS MUST CLAIM THEIR PRIZES WON BY APPEARING AT THE OFFICE OF THIS NEWSPAPER NO
LATER THAN 4 DAYS AFTER THE PUBLICATION OF THEIR RESPECTIVE NAMES ALL PRIZES ARE FOR
WINNERS ONLY THEY ARE NOT TRANSFERABLE.
• WINNERS MUST CLAIM AND UTILIZE THEIR PRIZES WITHIN THE TIME SPECIFIED

Look For Participating Merchants On The Next
Three Pages Winners From This Weeks Drawing
Will Be Listed In Next Tuesday's Advertisement.
Register Today And Watch For Your Name Next
Tuesday!
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CoasttoCoast
TOTAL HARDWARE
Prices
Good
Through
Sunday!

Another bright idea:

!LEUREI4 A

Drawing
For Free
Movie

INSTANT
REBATES*
Magnavox Annual Sale.

VVinner of
Sugshine
Cerfificote
Daniel Cloytoo
5101 hobo,
Noshwille TN
615 834 5548 sp

Money-back is a bright idea any time And during this
sensational Magnavox Annual Sale, get instant cash
back on selected TVs and stereos!

g

•Rebates 41•4111.1bie,in form of cash or discount oft um r

Weekly.
Donated
By Murray
Theatres

.. in

598

w

Sal4L
Eureka
Upright with Free Tools
Deluxe upright with 6-position dial o nop edge cleaner or,
h,tactlight FREE 6-piece tool kit 221 1910.

Central Center
Hwy.641 N.
Phone 753-8604
Open 9-9
Mon -Sat
1 to 6 Sun

Coast to Coast
Total Hardware

$30

Some say 0-460615 -iron
tough:' With stalks that
stand straight and true
'til harvest. And roots
anchored firm and deep.
It's so tough that it
thrives on thicker population.s than normal, to
let you push for higher
yields.
It really turns out the
bushels of high-quality

REBATE
1us' -11014/suisi
7 or 1o
On
, This TV
During
Model 4243 — Ideal for any room in
the 1-,ouse, this 19" diagonal color
Sale
portable features Videomatic,Touch-

Tuning and- Remote Control.

CLAYTON'S

111.
,
11,4111

753-7575

grain under good management. Delivers impressively under heat
and drouth, too.
Interest in 0-4606 is
growing fast. So see me
for your order soon.
1,411( S(S
14,1411,
1

1011.d as
4len1/0, ores.

S.Y...S
100 .0447 4..• t.

Medial le o510 Ws 400
tire, G11•10•41 •861
.5161 111.110..•,61.05
,00•••••

Buchanan Feed
& Seed

(J&B Music)
master charge

The King of Clubs

Super Structure.

Family Flock Headquarters
Industrial Rd.
753-5378

DIXIELAND CENTER

The 04 Club has a loll 10, 0 Hier
oledur Iff11.11.110.101111•1111, 111/111 .\110011 I 1W1 kali;.0 I
gen our ,Sub and feet all it,' tenth!,.

The al Club Insures you and your family.
WOrk1N.Ide
111JUl 1111 011111 011 ii.. .101, 1,I0,104 WWI undr-I
written by Nartlord Arc wk•rii and Inc ferriniis u
oniparis us IOW ii
members Ask us lox
Derwin. for junks and senior chlzens.
Ever) baby burn to n letterer is eriiiikslio a 5;
saving,
ari-otsni Members is ho,,,,- 6;cw older and
Kase Soo tal Serums
checks deposited (Werth will re, eive a SI(At
redo(uon in dr
monthly membership lee
ken roday.
To few rime a risember ol the M I fob, simply
slop by any'
11
our three IFX-03110111, and sign up for the
king of clubs—the si
Out.

Bank pfMunaY
Kenwood
KR730

$299°°
Kenwood
KR720
00
$229
Kenwood KR710

• ••••
•
•
• ARCHWAY
•
I QUICK

•
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•
•
•
•

STOP
FOOD
SHOPPE
Hwy. 641 N.
753-1673

$169"
Sansui KDX7000

$619"
Sansui 4900Z

319"

Tapes

TURNTABLES
Technic
SL QZ

Albums
Stereo Equtpiment
ALL NAME BRAND

139"
. . . at Creative Printers, we're proud that we provide jobs for
Calloway Countions and complete printing services for citizens
and businesses of this fine community. Our new facilities are
helping to serve you better and quicker at a fair price. Drop in
for a visit!
LYLE AND JACKIE UNDERWOOD
OWNERS

HOBB'S
"-St

DISCOUNTSHOES

Did You Know

'169oo

San Sui

Kenwood KD1600$89
"

WE GIVE THE BEST
PRICES ON SANSUI
AND KEN WOOD!

CARPETING

Ladies 1st Quality
Winter Stock

.T531-h4:ZY
'a
Pb

20% Off
Ladies' Name Brand FD's
Samples ft Factory Returns
$6
°° A Pee Of

2

Par for

1111

Ladies Et Men's
Western Boots
Texas Boots Et Acme
FD Boots

Et Up
Topsiders

5ChKdrens 14

Ladies $1

New Shipment Every &May Open 1200 Noon
Mon. Mims 10:00-500
Fri. 12.00 700
Set. 70000410
Across from OP Wood
Center-1303 Chestnut

Spring Shoes
Arriving Weekly

• •(z(

/

We Have Free,
Fast Delivery
Plus
* 1 5%

Cash Discount On
Prescriptions
*Complete Insurance 8, Tax
Records
*Emergency Service Provided
Locally owned 8. Operated
Bob Dunn RPH — Bill Hewlett RPH

HOLLAND DRUGS
East Side Cf. Sa.
Downtown Murray 753-1462

00"
Large Inventory Of Name Brand
Carpets & Vinyls
Your Full Service
Floor Covering Dealer

JOE SMITH'S .
CARPET CENTER

Morris Refrigeration
S. 4th
Aloomnimmollw

'" rwswerewromowelesen"

(.11l1 (

Ttle N Club saves you money.
For members thew .ore no rrwmillIol% 54.15 K f•
Nage., "1
personal ot Irritator; a."mauls no Minimum loalarxe
filY)U1/,'
nicords and free visor-laic/err ir her Es and drp01S11
is kris ii
addition there ale oot homes to members Ite
tras Her s cher ks
rash,',,. ihetEs 11101W-N orders and slop
pavonen1 order,
Noalar), ,,,CIVICPS and ;inflict. i41% Sery1I is
1111 inch,
c
drxumenis are also tree

RECEIVERS

A NEW HOME
FOR A GROWING
BUSINESS
with
PLENTY OF
FREE PARKING

I MAU

753-7205
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Genuine.

"...these young folks
are all workin'in pants
and skirts of fun fashion
twill...from DEE CEE
and DEE CEE for Gals!
Put DEE CEE to work

Versatile basics:
Rat tan trunks

ph-

taaturasa of tie. rattan
I.E. Pier I ibe.r. tar breed
thou st•rer 11,4•It ortu.

The

grktrom

We cab. dot net, act r
table, bed ear. add store*.
vette, bt.t also et and •lome.

is usrei
Take a look at a genuine Ashley
Wood Heater and get a genuine
Farmer's Almanac FREE!

tr

rt

Yter

'410

I

ALL TRUNKS
REDUCED

25-50%

Lull. hoer,. for Chinese
"al rodeo developed their
it.,Le, I ochntoues ceaturt••
ego. rut; err ere of druid'.
letroeseer f Iber. the raters
lore sire fe • tight warp
▪
rof or cor• rift t en Theo.
they 000000 II> wrap the fere
"footlti
ere edite8.

.Raft.,
One Ltat
fre
Treseks Rey ife
NOW

'39"-159f'

You've been asking about
it -it thereat lost!
The three-wheeler with
power and handling Full
suspension and o 248cc
reed volue twostroke engine

NATURAL
CORE RATTAN

A mid
sized three-wheeler
powered by a mighty 180cc
four stroke engine, mounted in
a light small frame

Since 190, genuine Ashles Wood
Heaters have been America's taconite
house warmer And the Old Farmer's
Almanac has been America's favorite
tor even longer Take a look at todav s
Ashlevs \X'ood Heaters, %Whom
trig FUITUCCS, and Fireplace inserts
and well give you a 1481 Planner's Al
manac tree
Otter good while supplies last
SINut ram
AlaiERICA=RITI

HOL%

Now At

Purdoms Furniture
202 S. 5th

801 S. 4th Murray

753-4872

753-4092

—/
909
.11

--(*"
-r"eef"

ba:g'it.Ir

0i#411A4

lit
iffe,

Selt

Wirt

.ifff

1.411

%era
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140 0 "FAMILY SUNFEST"
zp109
k
OW 4 DAYS-3 NIGHTS•ROUND TRIPAIR The Home of
CtC

Model 2000
The Touch-Tronie
memory
—7;7File. Touch
one button and the
electronic brain makes
the proper settings.

INCLUDES:

DISNEY
WORLD

FARE • CHOICE OF LIMOUSINE OR
RENTAL CAR•TWO DAYS ENTRANCE
FEE TO DISNEY WORLD •16 PASSES

120°° Off
Model 2001

OTHER TOURS AVAILABLE (Any One Tour FREE Kennedy Space Center•Cypress Gardens• Stem

Hall of Fame
-2.

SPONSORED BY

1.00
0
.00-

tke
ate

ANNOUNCING

STEELEALLBRITTEN

SUGAR BABY
3384

•••00.....Cf•

Murra9 5en)in9 Center
Bel Air Shopping Center
502-753-5323
Murray, Kentucky 42071

MERCHANTS

PARTICIPATING

A Trademark of The Singer Company
Cabinet and carrying car tetra on all Models

Want
7 tObe
iourBanK.,
_We

Let Us Show
You How
Your Checking
Account Can
Make Money

With A Complete line Of Tappan Parts
Our Service Dept. Is Headed By

EARL LOVETT
With Over 15 Yrs. Experience
As A Tappan Serviceman.
I Irethane

Bringing fashion
to a uniform world.
Winner of $15 00
Sonsh,ne Certificate
Lisa Senders
Rf 3 Murray
753-2964

th

Vacjahy
3/lop

414 maim St
Murray, Ky 4207,

We Neve A Complete
Lime Of rappels
Appllonces.

Prices Good Wed
17th

MURRAY
Member FDIC

753-5341
Jr

KY.

March I I th thru Tues

March

Lynn Grove
- Grade JA'Large

Eggs
2/69c

PEOPLES
oiBANK

STEELE-ALIBRITTEN
20!S. 3rd

Bel Air Shopping Center

Use Ow 14 Mr. Phones
753-5341
Days
Nights
354-6956

WI SINIFICI ALL TAPPAN PROOOCTS WIMITNER
PINICNASIO URI Si NITI

SINGER

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

Is Now The Factory Authorized

TAPPAN SERVICE
CENTER

Iff
150°°
SINGER

Milierray Ledger & Times
AND

'Just press your choice of
27 different stitch
patterns and you're rea
to sew. The TouchTrani(' memory

If e'
this
eng
pep
afte

Winner of $10 00
5onshiris(*riot Kau. Limit Two Per Family
With $10.00 Additional
Glen B Gibbs
Rt 2
Order Including Tobacco
Murray Ky
& Dairy Products
7,53-1647

6
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"BID FOR BARGAINS"

Miirray Ledger & Times

The Biggest Radio Flea
Market You ve Ever Heord

"FAMILY SUNFEST"
00
0
.,
"
s j°
tot
09iIi%''‘
4 4 DAYS-3 NIGHTS•ROUND TRIPAIR. The Home of
INCLUDES:

)

DISNEY
WORLD

FARE • CHOICE OF LIMOUSINE OR
RENTAL CAR•TWO DAYS ENTRANCE
FEE TO DISNEY WORLD •16 PASSES

s
I

OTHER TOURS AVAILABLE (Any One Tour FREE Kennedy Space Center• Cypress Gardens. Stars

Call Twice
A Day
9:30 & 1:05

Hall of Fame

TWICE A DAY YOUI.L HAVE A CHANCE TO CALL 753 2400
AND BID FOR APPLIANCES MICROWAVE OVENS FUR
NITURE VACATIONS HAIR STYLINGS MEALS & MUCH
MUCH MORE I DON'T MISS "RID FOR BARGAINS"

SPONSORED BY

BEGINNING FEB 2ND

i
Maray
Ledger & Times
AND

PARTICIPATING

WE RESER.4 THE R,C.HT TO ACCEPT OR REJECT ANY BID

1130ANN

MERCHANTS
1
4
r
"SERVING THE JACKSON PURCHASE"

OWNERS
WILLARD ALLS

eoohmank

MARTHA ALLS
119 S. 4th St.
Murray, Ky.
753-7222

KEN WOOD
K D-1600 Belt-Drive, Semi-Automatic Turntable
Low Mass Straight Tonearm-Two Motors

'9995

Reg.
$139.95

NOW
r

WHATEVER YOUR FANCY WE'VE GOT THE BOOKS!

Sunset
Boulevard
Music

DIXIELAND CENTER NO 7 - • CHESTNUT STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
PHONE 502-753-0113

KENWOOD
YOUR KENWOOD HOME AUDIO DEALER

/el

T."

Practical.Economicall

EXCITING!

'1`42,1`T

•
,

/

a-001:3111.•-

r

kaispisorry

75 MPG

Beautiful Howe;
Can Bloom All Year...
411

Yours,
•Wife
And Ours
Murray's Nearly
New Shop

;Ir

East Side Of Court Square
'41
1(

Today's Fashions
Yesterday's Price

EXCITER
250-T

When 'You Make Them
With Silk Flower!

If everyday driving has you down, take a look at
this new Yamaha Exciter. Economical 4-stroke
engine delivers great gas mileage .. . and lots of
pep. Travel trunk carries your gear. Great fun, day
after day!

YAMAHA
I Town(4 Country
Yamaha
Hwy 94 East, Murray, Ky
753-8078

)1, AVAII AI r

...Mill
If •"to like fre.lii.-rai 11....er. in sane I
11.11 hill
like
iii,-,
Nide or s.iii.Then•'.
unlike real
.1111111 garden of valor% mai rat. frail, whirl. fa
1 .0.1. rser%Illing .1111 111441 10
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TOWN dz COUNTRY'
DRESS SHOP
1304 CHESTNUT STREET
DIXIELAND SHOPPING CENTER
OPEN 8:30 AM -500 P.M.
PHONE 753-8365
MURRAY,KY. 42071

.94•
,cral
ill
.

Will

RatipLOPF
Dixieland Center

.....';

Also
Maternity Fashions
Visit Our Vacation
Corner For Your
Swimsuits, Tops,
Shorts - And
Much more!
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MHS Girls Face Hickman
Co. At 6:30 P.M. Tonight

1

In %Rad)'s Ledger &
Times,the Murray girls. ranked fifth in the state in this
week's Litkenhous ratings,
were listed as playing their

region opener at Marshall
County against Hickman
County at 8 p.m. tonight.
The Murray-Hickman game
will instead be the 6:30 p.m.

opener Willett, with the
Mayfield-Lone Oak game
following it.
The two winners will meet
next Monday at 8 p.m.

The Bit
the top sit
in the sea
first-placo
points of i
balloting
panel of

NIT Field Opens Tonight
Minus One,Ivy League
Title Game To Decide
eBy KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Termed by one official 'the
best field we've ever had.- the
National Invitation Tournament opens tonight with Fordham facing Dayton — and
the NCAA playoffs not very
far behind.
-Dayton has a reputation of
being a tough place to play,"
sayS Folvdham Coach Tom
Penders as his basketball
team prepared to meet the
Flyers in the only first-round
NIT game on tap. "I know it'll
be a full house, but I think
we'll match up well.':
Until last' week, the Rains
were shooting for the more
prestigious NCAA playoffs.
but were upset by Long Island
University in the ECAC Metro
Division playoffs. The Rams
were one of two New York City
teams in the 44th NIT along
with St. John's.
It is Fordham's ninth appearance in the NIT, but the
first since 1972 when the Rams
lost to Jacksonville. They
have lost two previous
meetings with Dayton, in 1958
and 1968. The Flyers have appeared in the NIT 14 times and
won championships in 1962
and 1968.
The University of Dayton
Arena, incidentally, will be a
busy one this week with both
the NIT and NCAA playing
regninal games there. On
Thursday night, Dayton will
host a National Collegiate
Athletic Association Mideast
Regional double-header
featuring Creighton against
St. Joseph's, Pa., and
Maryland against TennesseeChattanooga.
The NIT has more firNts
round games Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday.
On Wednesday night, it will
be Old Dominion at Georgia;
American at Toledo; San Jose
State at Texas-El Paso, Drake
at Minnesota and Texasversus South
Arlington
Alabama at Mobile, Ala.
Thursday night's schedule
features Rhode Island at Purdue; Connecticut at South
Florida; Duquesne at
Michigan; North Carolina
A&T at Duke; Temple at
Clemson; Alabama at
St.John's and Holy Cross at
Southern Mississippi.
---L OriTtiday night,-Tuba
host Pan American and Marquette will play at Syracuse.
West Virginia will host a team
to be determined, possibly the
.loser of tonight's Ivy League
playoff game between Penn
anorPrincelon.
The second and third rounds
in the 32-team tournament will
be played the following week
before' the semifinals and
finals March 23 and 25 at

Madison Square Garden in
New York.
"I think it's the best field
we've ever had," says P.J.
Carlesimo, one of the five-man
selection Itonunittee that corrated 11 teams with 20 or more
victories. "There is great
balance and an awful lot of
quality teams."
Minnesota Coach Jim Dutcher is apt to agree.
"The NIT field," he says,
"may be almost as strong as
the NCAA's."
Meanwhile, the NCAA's
Mideast action at Dayton will
be one of four regional
doubleheaders across the
country Thursday night.
In the East Regionals at
Providence, R.I., it's
Georgetown against James
Madison and Brigham Young
against the Ivy League champion. In the Midwest at Austin,
Texas, Missouri faces Lamar
and Arkansas plays Mercer.
The West Regional at Los
Angeles matches Kansas
State against San Francisco
and
Wyoming against
Howard.
First-round action in the 48team tourney continues with
regional
four
more
doubleheaders Friday night.
In an East regional at
Charlotte, N.C., it's Virginia
Commonwealth against LIU
and Houston against

Villanova. In the Mideast at
Tuscaloosa, Ala., Ball State
will play Boston College and
Alabama-Birmingham will
take on Western Kentucky.
Kansas meets Mississippi
and Southern University faces
Wichita State in a Midwest
Regional doubleheader at
Wichita, Kan. In a West twinbill at El Paso, Texas, it's
Idaho against Pittsburgh and
Fresno State against Northeastern.
Regional play continues this
weekend with second-round
games Saturday and Sunday,
with all teams pointing for the
national championships in
Philadelphia March 28 and 30.
The teams will not only be
shooting for recognition as the
best in college basketball, but
for the richest payday in
'NCAA playoff history. The
NCAA has promised each of
the 48 teams involved at least
$90,000.
The regional winners who
make Philadelphia are
guaranteed $360,000 apiece,
thanks to a $1.5 million increase in the television contract, the NCAA announced.
Last year, each team that
played in the first or second
round received $81,594. The 16
teams making it to the
regional championships earned $203,985 while the Final
Four earned $326,327 apiece.
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The Murray Stale-Western
Kentucky
OVC championship game Saturday
brought players, coaches
and officials in close contact
with each other, for mutual
and opposing reasons. MSU
guard Lamont Sleets (10)
discreetly tries to put a little
extra pressure on a Western
free throw shooter (upper
left) and sends defensive
signals over to guard Jerry
Smith (upper right). M.SU
coach Ron Greene snarls at
official Elbert Fielden (at left)
and offers suggestions to
forward Glen Green (21)
about staying out of foul
trouble.
Staff Photos By David Hibbitts
And Photos By Hal Crouch
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Aguirre Only Repeat Player On AP All-America 1st Team
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (APi — Mark
Aguirre, the man many consider the best in college
basketball, "skyrocketed us
into the national limelight,"
DePaul Coach Ray Meyer
says. The junior forward also
has launched himself toward
superstardom.
Aguirre was named Monday
to The Associated Press' first
team All-America squad for
the second season in a row,the
only repeater from 1979-80.
"He's worked harder this
year and is no longer just a
scoring machine,- Meyer
said. "His defense has gotten
better as well as his rebounding, and he's given out more
assists this year, I think, than
in his first two years combin•
'kis -- - •In addition to his soaring
average of 23.5, Aguirre handed out 130 assists, actually 33
shy of his combined freshman
and sophomore totals but an
astounding figure for a highscoring forward.
Joining the 6-foot-7 Aguirre
on the first team were Ralph
Sampson, a 7-4 sophomore
center from Virginia; 6-8
junior Kevin Magee of

California-Irvine; 6-5 senior assisting, Aguirre grabbed 248
guard Danny Ainge of rebounds in 28 games with
Brigham Young. and 6-1 DePaul for an average of 8.9,
sophomore Isiah Thomas of and his presence has helped
Indiana.
make the Blue Demons an
Members of the second NCAA
pretournament
team were 6-6 senior Al Wood favorite:
of North Carolina; 6-7 senior
Although he tailed off at the
Danny Vranes, Utah; 6-101
/
2 end of the season. Sampson
senior Steve Johnson, Oregon averaged 18.4 points and 11.8
State; 6-3 junior Eric Floyd, rebounds per game for
Georgetown, and 6-2 senior Virginia. He blocked 92 shots,
Darnell Valentine, Kansas, and even that figure is not enLewis Lloyd of Drake, Jay tirely indicative of his ability
Vincent of Michigan State, to intimidate. Sam Bowie of Kentucky, Jeff
Magee came from practicalLamp of Virginia and Rob ly nowhere to compile one of
Williams of Houston were the most statistically imnamed to the third team.
pressive seasons of any player
Meyer said Aguirre's par- in the country. His scoring
ticipation on the 1980 U.S. average of 27.5, was third in
Olympic. team had changed the nation. His field goal
him.
percentage of 67.1 was second.
"He's really. improved," His_sebouna a vorage Jai. 12.5
Mayer
was fifth.
and sophomore years, it was
A transfer from Saddleback
hard getting him to practice Junior College in Mission Viebecause nobody could guard jo, Calif., out of the steel mills
him. He was bored and never of Magnolia, N.C., Magee is
felt challenged.
considered a top pro prospect
"I think playing on the by many scouts.
Olympic team helped because
-It was a surprise, a big
he was challenged every day ...thing," Magee said. "I figured
in practice there, and that I'd make the second or third
brought about a great change team being from a small
in his game," Meyer said.
school, but I guess all the exBesides, scoring and posure I got gave me a boost.Front office people at UCIrvine expect Magee to play
his senior year, but he said if
he could get the "right amount
of money" and a guaranteed
contract, he'd head for the Na- _
tional Basketball Association.
'"The coach told me I'd be a
'fool not to," Magee said, "but
otherwise I go back to school."
Ainge already has his pro
• Compact Integrated Design
contract — as an infielder for
With Built-In 12' Monitor
the Toronto Blue Jays of* the
Fits Easily on a Desktop
American League. Although
• Over 80 Ready-to-Run Programs
he does not contemplate an
to Choose From, Or Write Your
NBA career, for the past four
Own Programs For Business &
Personal Use

adie/haeliTRS.80'
-COMPUTERS
St in Features,Performance,Price!
ist
TRS-80 MODEL III

• Easy Internal Expansion to 48K
and 2 Disk Drives
• The Perfect Starter Computer
That Grows with Your Needs

From
RAp10 SHACK HAS OTHER TRS-80 COMPUTERS
TO IT EVERYONE'S NEEDS FROM $249 TO $10,000

$999

AVAILABLE ONLY AT RADIO SHACK STORES, COMPUTER CENTERS
AND DEALERS. CHECK YOUR LOCAL PHONE BOOK FOR LISTINGS
44,11,
1f 5 MAY VARY Al 1NDIVIDUAl STORES

years, basketball has given
him his fame.
Averaging 25 points a game
this season, Ainge set an
NCAA record by scoring in
double figures in 108 consecutive games. He was held
to less than 10 only once,in his
freshman year.
"This is the best honor I've
ever had," Ainge said,"better
than any of the others in the
WAC Western Athletic Conferenr because this covers
the entire nation. Tp be in the
company of the others ,is a
great honor and makes me
very happy."
Still, Ainge says,"I have no
regrets about my decision to
play baseball."
Thomas, meanwhile, may
be the best playmaker in the
nalnan ile_bacL154 Pcsids this_
year forTobby Knight, a man
who stresses defense' first.
While scoring 15.7 points per
game, he also had 92 rebounds
for Knight's Big Ten Conference champions while playing an average of 35 minutes a
game. Thomas also had 04
steals.
Irvine expect Magee to play
his senior year, but he said if
he could get the "right amount
of money" and a guaranteed
contract, he'd head for the National Basketball Association.
"The coach told me I'd be a
fool not to," Magee said, "but
otherwise I go back to school."
Ainge already has his pro
contract — as an infielder for
the Toronto Blue Jays of the
American League. Although
he does not contemplate an
NBA career, for the past four
years, basketball has given
him his fame.
Averaging 25 points a game
this season, Ainge set an
NCAA record by scoring in

Purcell Falls In Singles
Semis, Joins Stockton
To Drop Dou bles Final

From AP Reports
DENVER — In this past
weekend's United Bank Tennis Classic, Murray's number
four seed Mel Purcell reached
the semifinals, where he was
defeated by top-seeded Gene
Mayer,3-6, 6-3, 6-2 Saturday

Mayer won the championship match Sunday, defeating
John Sadri,6-4, 6-4.
Purcell and his doubles
partner, Dick Stockton, also
reached the final before losing
to Andrew Pattison and Butch
Waits,6-3,6-4.

double figures in 108 consecutive games. He was held
to less than 10 only once,in his
freshman year.
"This is the best honor I've
ever had," Ainge said,"better
than any of the others in the
WAC ( Western Athletic Conference o because this covers
the entire nation. To be in the
company of the others is a
great honor and makes me
very happy."
Still, Ainge says, "I have no
regrets about my decision to
play baseball."
Thomas, meanwhile, may
be the best playmaker in the
nation. He had 154 assists this
year for Bobby Knight, a man

who stresses defense first.
While scoring 15.7 points per
game, he also had 92 rebounds
for Knight's Big Ten Con-

ference champions while play
ing an average of 35 minutes
game. Thomas also had 6
steals.

Women's Tennis Team
Wins Spring Opener, 8-1
The Murray State women's
tennis team won the opening
match of its spring schedule
yesterday, defeating Nicholls
State,8-1.
The win left the M§Ii women
with a 21-1 record as they continue on their road trip, going
to New Orleans for their next
match.

44SI2 8, Nicholls Stout
Singles Results — Fran Spencer del
Mary Anne Oman, 7-6, 6-4, 6-1; Apri
Horning del,Agnaeta Englund, 6-4, 6-2
Jorunn Eid def Anparo Gutierrez, 6-0, E
2, Carla Anthrico del D.na Devrow,6-2
6-4, Sherry] Rousse del Mary Firman
6-1, 6-0, Mary McNicholas def. Tierica,
Storer, 6-1, 6-3
Doubles Results — Spencer-Hornini
lost to Odman-England, 1-6, 6-4, 7-5. Eid
Ambricodef Guberrez-Dev row ,
Kathy Outland-la Hendon del Furman
Shirer,

`,.`40sy,v,

otoss,...44764,4

4'1
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Try This Week's Special
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(About 90% Steak) Lb $

OR

•
•

Beef Rounds

60-75 Lb. Avg.
Lb.1

59

225Lb. 32511.
TO

Sides Of Choice Beef
Guaranteed Tender

30

No Charge For Cutting, Wrapping And Freezing

•

,
5
•

GIBSON HAM CO.

%

107 N. 3rd St.

Hours•

7:00-3:00 Moo.-Fri.
7:00-12:00 W.

Phone 753-1601

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"

RFCT

•
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By TOM t ANA VAN
Associated Press Writer
DePaul, riding a 14-game
winning streak, regained the
No.1 position in the final
Associated Press college
basketball poll for the 1980-81
season Tuesday as Oregon
State, knocked from the
unbeaten ranks by Arizona
State last weekend, slipped to
No.2
The Blue Demons, who held
the top slot for six weeks early
in the season, collected 55 of 61
first-place votes and 1,214
points of a possible 1,720 in the
balloting by a nationwide
panel of sports writers and
broadcasters. DePaul. 27-1
and ranked second a week
ago, defeated Dayton 84-64
and then-No.6 Notre Dame 7464 in games last week. Ray
Meyer's team has lost only to
Old Dominion this season.

1.4 loch had
held the No.1 position the
previous two weeks, collected
five firstplace votes and 1,132
points in easily outdistancing
Pac-10 rival Arizona State for
the No.2 position. The Sun
Devils, who were ranked fifth
when they whipped the
Beavers 87-67 last Saturday.
got 1,073 points.
The other first-place went to
defending national champion
Louisville. which is ranked
12th this week. The Cardinals,
who were 2-7 at one point this
season, share the nation's current longest winning streak at
15 with Virginia Commonwealth.
Louisiana State and
Virginia both fell a notch after
being upset in postseason tournament play and held the No.4
and 5 positions, respectively.
The Tigers, who were surprised by Georgia 68-60 in the
(Argun

Matt,

semifinals ut Southeastern
Conference tournament, got
1,073 points, while the
Cavaliers, ambushed by
Maryland in senufina6 of the
Atlantic Coast Conference
event, received 929 points.
North Carolina, the eventual
winner of the ACC tournament, jumped six positions
and grabbed the No.6 slot with
806 points.
Notre Dame and Kentucky,
ranked seventh last week, also
lost ground in the poll. The
Irish fell one spot to No.7 with
784 points, while the Wildcats,
upset by Vanderbilt in the SEC
tournament, were eighth with
734.
Indiana. which claimed the
Big Ten Conference title last
weekend, jumped five places
and took over the No.9 slot
with 638 points. UCLA, No.13
last week,rounded out the Top
10 with 577 points.

kaght
Li1
last
week's Tip 10 were upset during the week arid 12 of the Top
20 went down to defeat at least
once
Wake Forest, beaten by
North Carolina in the ACC
semifinals, remained in the
No.11 position, followed by
Louisville. Iowa and Utah,
ranked eighth and ninth last
week but victims of the upset
epidemic. occupied the 13th
and 14th places. Tennessee,
Brigham Young, Wyoming,
Maryland, Illinois and Arkansas rounded out the Second 10.
Last week the Second 10 was
Wake Forest, North Carolina,
UCLA, Indiana, Arkansas, Illinois, Louisville, Brigham
Young, Wyoming
and
Maryland.
There were no new
members to this week's Top
20.

Pride Of Boston About To Sign With Chicago

Fisk Ready For Scenery Change
By JOHN DOWLING
episode apparently soured his
Associated Press Writer
relations with Red Sox
CHICAGO ( API - After management, particularly exalmost a decade as the pride ecutive vice president
of Boston, Carlton Fisk says Haywood Sullivan.
he's ready for a change of
"What it has come down to
scenery. But Chicago White was a breach of contract,"
Sox owners Eddie Einhorn said Fisk.
and Jerry Reinsdorf still are
The White Sox sales pitch
trying to get the All-Star cat- reached a climax last
cher to sign on the dotted line.
weekend with four days of inFisk appeared Monday at a tensive negotiations involving
news conference with White Fisk, the two owners and Sox
Sox officials amid speculation General Manager Roland Hethat a contract already had mond.
been signed. But the veterar
But Fisk said he didn't
catcher said only that he had reach his decision to sign with
made a decision - "a poten- the White Sox until an earlytial decision, really" - to morning plane flight Monday
comp to Chicago.
from his home near San
White Sox Board Chairman Diego.
ReinIdorf said, "I'll be very.
Fisk said later that he exvery surprised if a contract
were not executed by the end
of the week."
But -Fisk, asked if the deal
might fall through, said,
ST. LOUIS (API - Junior
"There's always a chance. forward Mark Aguirre of
I'm actually not signed and, in DePaul heads a six-member
actuality,lam a free agent."
collegiate
All-American
Baseball agent Jerry basketball team selected for
Kapctein, was meeting with the Sporting News, a St. Louis
White Sox lawyers beginning publication.
today to work out the final
Aguirre, who averaged 23.5
details of the contract, Fisk points for DePaul during the
said. He hinted that a multiyear deal was in the works,
but no other terms were
disclosed.
Fisk, 33, became a free
As the only girl from
agent when the Red Sox failed western Kentucky to compete
to mail him a new contract in the Kentucky state gymbefore a date spelled out in his nastics meet in Louisville this
previous contract. That weekend, Lee Ann Harrison,

pects a move to Chicago to
spark a less-than-enthusiastic
response in Boston.
'There's going to be a reaction," he said. "There's going
to be a loud reaction. It's going
to tug a little bit at the heart.
But I can handle it."
Fisk missed much of the
1979 season because of an
elbow injury, but came back
last season to club 18 home
runs and drive in 62 runs with
478 at bats. He batted .289, in
line with his career .284
average.
"My health is great," Fisk
said. "I feel as good now as
I've ever felt- no problems„"
Fisk said he hopes to be in
the White Sox spring training

camp at Sarasota, Fla., by the
end of the week and added he
hopes to catch as many as 130
games this season.
Fisk's Boston teammates,
upon learning of the catcher's
decision to join the White Sox,
said in their Winter Haven,
Fla., training camp they were
sorry to see him go.
"We're going to miss him,
mainly because we've always
played together," said pitcher
Bob Stanley.
Manager Ralph Houk took
the matter in stride, saying,
"We've been operating all spring with this in mind. As for a
trade, I don't think you just go
out and get a catcher. I think
I'd rather go with these young
catchers we have here.-
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MOILS
BRIJSSEIS. Belgian 1 Al',- Serum*.
seeded Jimmy Comers was Ms thensag.
round maid, in lie 111 75,811111 Belgian I.door Teems Chsonpionalups. beating Andres Games A Ecuador 44.6-4
In other fina-round matclas. Sandy
Mayer eliminated Andreas Maurer al
Wed Germany,42,6-4, Maga Vitali of
Poland.darned Jobe Fanner of MMus
6-3,6-i, Pavel Skint of Caschcolovakia,
turned bail Mario Martinet of ColonsMa.
. and Kim Warwick of
Australia, topped Alain &when! of
Belgian,34.141.7-5
Jonn Alen
OLDSMAR, Fla AP •
ander defeated 114yearold Jimmy Arias
74, 6-1 in an opening round match of tie
175,010 Robinson's Tennis Open
In cher matches,Sammy Clammily;
upset thud-seeded Terry Moor 44,44, 62 Robert Van't Hal surprised seventhseeded Manuel Orantes 6-3, 6-3, No 5
Phil Dalt beat Stove K sheath 6-2,6-3
No 4 Tom Gullickson straggled past
unneeded Marco Oatays 74,44,4-3, and
Tim Wilkinson beat Paid I/rani-4.fel

DA 1 Ah
AP
v aginsa Wade
rained to defeat bond, 6,04I$4,14.64
in thr
Gad 64 the Avon Ckaimaime
Amami
lal Oberbaidonm. seventhwetted
a/ Yamaha. ,ruined
Nana
past Leslie PoSion 6-4 6-4 Mar) Lou
Puget upset eighth-seeded Barbara Put
ter 6-4, 6-2, Star) Margolin defeated
Amine Smith 6-4. 43 Bets) Nage/sew
overcame Pain Teenuarden U. 74.
and Roberta McCaluen beat As a Pfaff 4
Weil Germany .
74
BASKETBALL
NEW YORK • AP • - Larry Smith of
Gulden Stole. a rookie forward who
grabbed 73 retounds an fair manes, Oron
named the National Basketball Auto,.
tool Player al the Week for the period ending March e/
•
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yclinetied avian the
scalded payoff berth
May's Game
Milwaukee 11/1. °mynah 100
Thaday's Games
Cacho at Atlanta
Pla/adelphia at Indiana
Phoenix at Dallas
Portland at Denver
Kansas City at San Diego
San Antonio at Los Angeles
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Owensboro 76, V/hitesville Trouts 32
4th Regan.
Qwerterfialih
Barren Co 64. Gamaliel 42
Warren Central 67. Auburn 45
Intl Region
Quarterfinals
Paris $6, Montgomery Coof
Mason Co. 69, Pendleton(0 47
140 Regios
Quarterfinals
Jenkins 50, Knott Co. Central 43
MC. Napier 56, Wolfe Co 42
15th Region
Quarterfinals
Johnson Central 50. V i rg le 44
Belfry 17. Betsy Layne 66
1413 Regioa
tamarterfinals
Rowan Co 96, Greenim Co 49
F. Carter 68, Boyd Co 60
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Mary Roan
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Aguirre Heads All-American Team
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DePaul Regains No. 1 Position
In Final College Basketball Poll
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regular season, was also
chosen collegiate player of the
year in a poll conducted by the
Sporting News among National Basketball Association
general managers and scouts.
The Blue Demons' leader hit
58 percent of his shots from
the field.

ForWard Albert King of
Maryland. center Ralph
Sampson of Virginia and
guards Danny Ainge of
Brigham Young, Isiah
Thomas of Indiana and Rolando Blackman of Kansas State
join Aguirre on the AllAmerican team.

Harrison Third Overall At State Meet
from the Murray GymnastIts
Center High Risers, finished
third overall in the senior division.
One of 40 participants in the

three divisions of the meet.
Harrison was also third in the
floor excercises, vaulting and
on the uneven parallel ba
She was second on the bea

Commotion Stirred In Reds'Camp

Bench Wants Chance To Play Elsewhere
WILL GREAASLEY
and a ripple of criticism from
a few who accuse the Reds'
AP Special Correspondent
TAMPA,Fla. I AP)- The old field leader of seeking
warhorse is hurting from the preferential treatment and
wounds of 1,713 battles but provoking dissension.
he's not ready to run for cover.
The latter charge also has
All he wants is a station where touched off a cry of outrage
the bullets don'tfly so fast.
from Bench's former skipper,
Cincinnati's Johnny Bench, Sparky Anderson, now with
the geoatest-catcher of our-age -Detroit,- who regards- the-and one of the best of all time, criticism of Bench as akin to
has requested limited duty sacrilege.
behind the plate and a chance
It's all a sad commentary.
to play elsewhere.
"Sure, I asked to catch two
It's caused a bit of commo- days a week and offered my
tion in the Reds' camp - services for another position,"
grumbling from a few of the the bull-shouldered, 33-yearplayers, a sensitive decision old receiver said.
by Manager John McNamara
-I have lived half of my life.

I think I contributed my share
behind the plate. I don't want
to jeopardize the last half of
my it."
In his 14 years with the
Reds, Bench has caught 1,731
games. only 187 short of the
all-time record of Al Lopez. He
has caught 100 games in 13
consumtive seasons,-tying-3141Dickey's major league mark,
and hit more runs than any
receiver who ever lived,
His home run output as a
catcher is 323 but overall,
counting those while playing
other positions, totals 356.
He has more records that he
can count, including 1,013 runs

INCBIL
102.3 FM-Benton
Will Carry The

Murray High Girls
Basketball Games
During The Regional Tournament

Don't Miss A Single
Exciting Shot

batted in in the decade of the
1970s. more than any other
major leaguer.
Bench established his
remarkable record of
durability while suffering
more knocks and aches than a
human being should be asked
to endure.
Last season he caught 114 _
games although constantly
troubled with back spasms
and stricken with elbow and
shoulder injuries.
He has lived with pain.
"My hands look like pine
knots," he said. "I have
broken my left foot six times,
my right four times. I have to
wear a special harness for my
aching back.
"I need cortisone shots for
take
bath
knees. I
butezoladine, endizine and
muscle relaxer. If I were a
racehorse, I would be disqualified."
It was for this reason that
Bench requested this spring
that he catch no more than two
games a week, that he be
given a shot at other positions
- first base, third or
nghtfield.
This caused a ripple in the
Reds'locker room among men
who felt their places on the
team were imperiled.
McNamara says he acceeded to Bench's request and added: -We must proceed with
patience and commit)
,sense."
There has been speculation
that the all-star catcher might
be traded, possibly to an
American League team,
where be could do designated
hitter duty.
"I would like to finish my
career in Cincinnati," insists
Bench, who has two years to
go on a five-year, $2 million
contract.
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Save on selected John Deere Lawn and Garden Equipment

Keep your
lawn
neat and
trim.„
Riding
Mowers
Handle mowing chores quickly with
a 5- or 8-hp riding mower Choose
from 3- or 5-speed
transmissions 28-. 30- or
34 inch cut

Wces<Nylon-Line
Walk-Behind
Mowers

Trimmers

Choose from six models of
John Deere Walk-Behind Mowers:
push-type, self-propelled, or selfpropelled with electric start

Keep your
garden
green and
growing...

Nylon-line trimmers cut grass and
weeds in hard-to-reach places
Choose from electric- and
gasoline-powered models
One is just right for your
trimming needs

4

Rotary Tillers
Walk -behind and tractor-mounted
rotary tillers make easy work of tough
garden chores Select from two walk behind\
models, or gel a capacity-matched attachment
for any John Deere Lawn and Garden Tractor

Hurry In
TODAY

Hours
7-5 Mon.-Fri.
7-4 Saturdays
200E. Mnin

-

AtiAll A1311

= == = =
7., aNIO a

753-8201

5".,

sa
.•
43
44.
49
54'e
14
626
uS
614
Ina
Cii
813
1743
1722
1733
37181
37145
2307
211
199
241
7731,
23.5
235
524
541
498
654
652
624
172
171
160
152
151
141
141
140
140
130
138
716
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REVCO COUPON

REVCO COUPON

REVCO COUPON

REVCO COUPON

REVCO COUPON

SAVE 50c

SAVE 60C

SAVE 60C

SAVE $2.00

SAVE 20C

k Lose
5eight
4
last!

Vidal
Sassoon
Shampoo
or
Finishing
Rinse

DEXIVDIET II

Revco s low, everyday
discount price $4 19

Revco's low, everyday
discount price $2 19

ONLY
$169
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1
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Oil Of Olay

m ell IM
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Dex-A-Diet II
Capsules

ONLY

1
1
1
1
SET
a,

Kitchen Cutlery Set
13 piece

24 s

I.

Revco's low, everyday
discount price $2.99

11
.

$239

Revco's low, everyday
discount price $7.99

ONLY $599

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

111

Calk
doni

Bic Roller Pen
Blue of BldCh
Revco's low, everyday
discount price 79e ea.

ONLY
•

a.
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IT'S A CELEBRATION OF SAVINGS
PHOIOFINISHINC

OFFER

REVCO

FREE ALBUM
PNOTO
filth
With every
roll
color print and
developed
in at
printed. Stop
details.
Revco for

REVCC:1
DISCOUNT DRUG CENTER

REVCO FOR
LOW PRICES ON
PRESCRIPTIONS
We urge you to
compare our
prices with the
rest. Give us a
call and we'll
Quote you our
low, discount
prescription
prices.

Monarch
Motor Oil

Beautiful Savings On Health
& Beauty Aids

Exxon Ruff
'N Reddi
Trash Bags
23 Gal Capacity. 16's
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Revco
Formula
M-X Liquid

I:1 REVCO

12 fi oz
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

MmX

TYLENOL
NI

•
safe

Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Revco Stress
Formula
600
With Iron

$1588

Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Quinlan
Pretzel Stix

$339

Revco's low, everyday
discount price

590

tb°'""'"'
l ef"
fast Pao l.e'

"•-s-

Vlasic
Kosher Dill
Pickles

36'
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

$399

32 oz
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Wisk
Laundry
Detergent

$253

64 fl
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

$299

Hold
Cough
Suppressant

REVCO'

Aluminum
Foil 25 sq. ft

6 II. oz

Revco's low, everyday
discount price

STRESS
FORMULA

"600"

M.qTPOt.flCy V,I3TI,TS
sirolsb IRON

60 TABLETS
.
coo
•

Revco
New
Formula #1

69cea.

100's Reg Strength
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

LIGIU10

Sonic
Men's
Alarm Watch

Quart in 10W30 or
10W40
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

Tylenol
Tablets

FORMULA

REVCO
NEW
FORMULA

Revco's low, everyday
discount price

81114 IRON
DAILY MHITIPIT
VITAMIN SUPVITINE
WITH IRON
365 TA

Revco's low, everyday
discount price

990
All
'American
Purse Brush
Vent

1.0l111
Fatima(
2000. c
represei
steady.
dairy oft
Corn we
vealers
steersst
Slaugt
61 50-621
1501 168
5t00.
Slaugt
rtnlrest gi
59 75; st.4
5570.
Slaugh
4256. ot
13 00-15 I
culler 3
cutter 1
under SO
Sla ugh
19601049
Slaugh
205-300
+elected
90 50.
Feed.
lb 67 75-1
60011)65
6930. 60(
64 75-66;
825-1030
3005001
6600. lar
56516 56 '

490
SAVE $2.00

Mr. Coffee
10 Cup

q9 *
MR.COFF I I

$129

Decanter

Revco's low, everyday
discount price $5.29
Less Mfr. Rebate: —2.00
Your Final Cost: $3.29
IRICS up mail in rebate forms
at partIcipating Revco stores

$

Master
Maid
Spray
Disinfectant

9

Final Touch
Fabric
Softener

)1•rectol

Correctol

SAVE $3.00

First Alert
Smoke
Detector

30's —
Revco's low, everyday
discount pride

13 oz
Revco's low, everyday
discount price

33 fl or
Revcb's low, everyday
discount price

Revco's low, everyday
discount price $15.99
Less Mfr. Rebate: —3.00
Your Final Cost: ST270

990

pPick up marl ro rebate rorms
tia.rir .10,n9 Revco stores r

a!

Revco reserves the right to limit quantities.

you
need all
theREVCO
you can get

twiny,/
(/4114409eoll

Available at all Revco Discount Drug Centers including:

Items available while quantities last.

Copyright

1981 by R•vC0

D.S., Inc.

MURRAY

Bel Air Shopping Center • 753-8304

•
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DEATHS & FUNERALS

I
on

Jesse L Johnson Dies This Morning
Jesse I. Johnson of 1202
Kirkwood DrRe, Murray, died

Benford Alexander
Dies At His Home
DONATION — C uc Holt (left) and Mike Holt, of the
Calloway County fire-Rescue Squad, received a $300
donation from the Ellis Popcorn Co.

Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, By Al',1- USDA
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
2000, compared to Monday's close
represented slaughter steers and heifers
steady, majority cow offerings weighty
dairy offerings, these fully steady, other
cows weak to 100 lower, bulls steady.
seaters steady calves untested, feeder
steers steady, heifers steady to firm,
Slaughter steers choice 890-1130 lb
DI 5042 60. mixed good and choice 1055
1501 lb 60 25-6090, good 875-1270 lb 54 805800.
Slaughter heifers choice 959 lb 6210,
mixed good and choice 875-1030 lb 580059 75, standard and good 775-970 lb 50 50.55 70.
Slaughter cows commercial 41 00
42 50, utility 41 00-4600. liberal showing
43 0045 00; high-dressing up to 46 75,
cutter 38 00-44 00, weighty dairybred
cutter 44 15-46 00. canner and cutter
under 100 lb 33.75-38 00.
Slaughter bulls yield grade 1-2 11151960 lb 49 00-55 25,
Slaughter calves and sealers choice
255-300 lb scalers 71 0078 00, a few
selected high choice and prime 87 00
9D 50,
Feeder steers medium frame I 300-400
lb 67 75-75 25, 400-500 lb 68.00-70 50, 500600 lb 65 75-70 75 including 49 head 595 lb
69 20: 600-800 lb including partly fattened
64 75-66 50 including 34 head 779 lb 65.3o,
885-1030 lb 57.00-6330, mesh urn frame 2
300500 lb 62.004000, 500-700 lb 58.0066.00. large frame 2 mostly holsteins 170565 lb 56 7540 50, 600-960 lb 51 50-57 75,

$oNI4

Heifers niediuni frame 1 330400 lb
60.0043.50. 400500 lb 58 5043 50. 580460
lb 57 5043.20 uicluding 51 head 551 lb
63 20 and 55 head660 lb 60.90.
Hogs 800; compared to Monday's close
barrows and gilts firm to 25 !uglier ; US
1-2 215-245 lb 41.00-41.20, US 2215-260 lb
40.75-41.00; US 2-3 240-270 lb 40 7540 75; a
few US 3240-255 lb 40.004015; sows firm
US 1-2 340405 lb 35.0037 03 400-450 lb
18.5049.50, 450-500 lb 39.5040.50; 500560
lb 40.50-41 90,a few 4125, boars over 300
lb 13.0044.00; under 300 lb 28.00-30.00.
Sheep 25, [united offerings steady
slaughter lambs choice 110 lb 50 00.
•
feeders choice 90th 40 00

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
March 10, 1981
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes) Buying Stations
Receipts Act 617 Est. 550 Barrows &
Gilts 25,50, higher sows steady to mostly 50r-$1 lower
840.013-40.50
US 1-2 210-2401bs
139.75-40.25
Us 2 210-250 lbs
138.75-39.75
US 2-3240-260 Lbs
US 24 250-270 lbs
Sows
032.00-34.00
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
.03250-3550
US 1-3 300450 lbs
. 135.5047.50
US 1-3450-580 lbs
137.50-38.50
US 1-3 500450 Lbs
131.50-32.50
US 2-3380-500 lbs.
Boars$27.00-27.50

Benford Alexander of Route
1, Pury ear, Tenn., died Monday at his home. He was 86
years of age,
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs Eula Alexander.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 11 a.m. at the
LeDon Chapel, Ridgeway'
Morticians, Paris, Tenn.
Burial will follow in the Foundry Hill Cemetery.

Stock Market
Pro es it stocks of loyal interest at 11
a or local time today,furnished by I int
of Michigan Corp .04 Murray
Industrial As erage
Air Products
Amencan Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Ford Motor
GAF
General Dynamic
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goody ear
Gulf 011
Heublein
IBM
Jenco
K-man
Kuhn's Big K
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
U.S Tobacco
Wendy 's

+323
414-/
1
2
44+ kis
3
5
.
1%!-‘
-;
5's WIC
12'w sinc
unc
Ws,I
26'9 -

31'4 and
63
2246b, 22
,
4a
no trade
12's unc
37'9 sine
41+.4
23'eb, 23',a

C.E F Fund

Accounts Are y
lo Extra sap. °ur
°

Rites Wednesday
At Local Chapel
For Mr. Finney

FREE CHECKING
with.. .

(1)'500 balance in checking
r—

(2)$1,000 balance in
passbook accounts or
400 balance in C.D.
(3) No Charge on first 200
personalized checks

r

40
ay
ce

a.

51A%

'Y

It

We can offer
sound financial
advice to you!

oz.
lay
ice

9

Let us handle
all of your
financial needs.

Security Federal Savings
And Loan Association

11

ft
fay
ice

paid on
balance
or greater.

1300 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, Ky.
(502) 759-1234

MINM1 AMOK
LIENOCR

DO

The funeral for Lue J. Finney of Murray will be held
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with John Dale
officiating and Jerry Bolls
directing the singers from the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ,
Burial will follow in the Coldwater Church of Christ
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Finney,81, died Monday
at 9:20 a.m, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital:
He is survived by four
daughters — Mrs. Imogene
Runyon, Lawton, Okla., Mrs.
Dorothy Gilbert, Louisville,
Mrs. Betty Israel, Warren.
Mich., and Mrs. Linda
Ragsdale, Hazel Park, Mich.;
two sons, John L. Finney,
Grand Rapids, Mich., and
John David Finney, Detroit,
Mich.; three brothers— W. H.
Finney, Murray, Stark Finney, Kirksey, and John R. Finney, Daytona Beach, Fla.; 18
grandchildren; 13 great
grandchildren.

oo
rt
ce

Dr

5.99
3.00
2.99

1., Inc.

)1/ AllAh

For Your Convenience
Big John Presents

"Courtesy Card"
Cheek Cashing Card
BIG JOHN'S
CHECK CASHING CARD

It19.

5870

DA't

NAME PtEASE PRINT;
BANK

'`wwwwwww"

BANK ACCOUNT NuMBE
THIS CARD IS VALID IN

APPUC,ANT S SIGNATu

Now to get a
Courtesy Card
1 Stop by our booth
conveniently located inside

our store Monday-

Sign-Up Begins Thursday, March 12th
onsmassir or

or Your Convenience
F
A Courtesy
Card:

I Makes it as easy es possible to
Saturday

a.m.-9 p.m

2 RN out

a

Courtesy

Card application form
3 A Courtesy Card will
be issued to you within
one mill

porches/ groceries by cheek at
Big John's
One card-one nuenber-simple-fast-effecient
2

Eliminates the need for you to give iden-

tification for cashing checks New cashiers
may not recognize you as one of our regular

Its Fast & Easy
Sign up Today
Just what the
shopper of the
80's needs

customers

This eliminates any

question

regarding identification
3. Speeds up the check cashing proceedure
Just show your courtesy card—the cashier
records your number and you are on your
way.

IT'S OUR 48TH

1981

1933
All20/0 OFF
Keepsakes

EXPERIENCE IS THE MOST IMPORTANT ASSET
TO ALL PEOPLE OF CALLOWAY COUNTY
1(c_epsakes

ip

i.29
'.00
1.29

Funeral Is Today
For Father And
Three Children

today at 3:05 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital He was 73 years of
age
The Murray man was a
former cabinet maker owning
Funeral services for Kenand operating the West Ken- neth William Edmonson, 33,
tucky Cabinet Company . and his three children —
Before corrung to Murray he Kathy Ann, 12, Michael
was a Chrysler Corporation Wayne, 5, and Cynthia Faye,
supervisor for 23 years at 2, are being held today at 2
Evansville, Ind. Prior to that p.m. at the chapel of the Goodhe was employed at the Fisher win Funeral Home, Cadiz,
Body Plant in St. Louis, Mo.
with the Rev. Ronnie SibelLs
Mr. Johnson was a member officiating.
and former elder of the First
Burial will follow in the East
Presbyterian Church. He was End Cemetery at Cadiz
a past member of the MurrayThe father and his three
Calloway County Jaycees children died from smoke inBoard and of the Eagles Club halation in a fire that
at Evansville, Ind. Born Dec. destroyed their home in Trigg
22, 1907, in Henry County, County early' Monday mornTenn., he was the son of the ing.
late Sherman Lee Johnson and
Mr. Edrnonson, his wife,
Linnie Weaks Johnson.
Mary Louise Dixon EdrnonSurvivors include his wife, son, and another daughter,
Mrs. Mary Lou Young Teresa Lynn, 10, escaped the
Johnson, to whom he was mar- flames, but Mr. Edmonson
ried on Dec. 1, 1941; three went back into the house in an
daughters — Mrs: Robert attempt to save the other
(Jean
Calloway, Denver, children and died from smoke
Colo., Mrs. Calvin (Jenny I inhalation.
Harrell, Tullahoma, Tenn.,
Survivors include the
and Mrs. Len (Jerri ) Gilley, mother and sister; his mother
Memphis, Tenn.; three sons — and the children's paternal
Lee Johnson, Los Angeles, grandmother, Mrs. Mary
Cal., Mark Johnson, Paris, Josephine Poyner, Cadiz; the
Tenn., and Kirk Johnson, Mur- children's maternal grandray; one sister, Mrs. John parents, Mrs. Martha Agnes
(Sarah) Zikovich, Granite Ci- Frances and Lindsey Troy
Dixon,Cadiz.
ty, Ill.; 13 grandchildren.
Mr. Edrnonson is also surThe funeral will be held
Wednesday at 1 p.m. at the vived by seven brothers —
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Albert Lynn and Bobby EdFuneral Home with the Rev. monson, Murray Route 5,
R. E. Rabatin officiating. Wilson, Phillip, and Paul EdBurial will follow in the monson, Trigg County, and
Bethesda Cemetery in Henry
David and Douglas Edmonson, Beaver Dam; four sisters
County, Tenn.
Friends may call at the
— Mrs. Betty Smith, Beaver
funeral home after 6 p.m. to- Dam, Mrs. Gracey Choate,
Mrs. Rebecca Mart, and Mrs.
day Tuesday).(
Mary Eaves, Cadiz.

ANN PASCHALL WILSON has been trained by the
State of Kentucky, and me, since January 1, 1976. ANN
PASCHALL WILSON has had approximately 300 hours
of classroom instruction at various training sessions
sponsored by the State, learning how to implement
our new Court System that went into effect in 1978,
and various Circuit Court duties. If I may, I would like
to add that all my deputies are well trained and very
S.
capable employees.
Since my announcement that I was physically unable
to seek re-election, I have had several people call me
inquiring about my health, and also about ANN
PASCHALL WILSON.
I believe all of you would agree that I would be a very disloyal official that would not support my own deputies. It is for this reason that I am asking all of my supporters in Calloway
County to CHOOSE EARLY, JOIN THE CAMPAIGN WJTH ANN PASCHALL WILSON and let's
keep her in the Circuit Clerks office and reward her for the hard work and experience she
has gained as deputy clerk since Jan. 1, 1976 and as Chief Deputy since July, 1979.
IN THE DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY IN MAY ELECT ANN PASCHALL WILSON, YOUR NEXT
CIRCUIT COURT CLERK OF CALLOWAY COUNTY.
Respectfully submitted

/
.1 3 OFF
One
Group

All Stone
Set Rings
& Diamond
Clusters

China &
Pottery

15%OFF OneSelection Of Chains
Our 48th Anniversary
Means Even Greater Savings For You!

Paid For By Treasurer
Joanna Sykes

' 1
API r

FRANCES W.SHEA, CNRK
CALLOWAY COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT

753-2835

113 S. 4th

FURCHES JEWELRY
40

C
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WIIIED ADS

Your Individual
Horoscope

I. Lega

REQUEST FOR BIDS

FOR WEDNESDAY,MARCH 11.1961
benefits. You're able to adWhat ktad of day will tomor- also likely
vance your interests through
row be' To fled out what the CANCER
your likable disposition Make
stars say, read the forecast
June 21 to July 22
giy eu for your birth Sign
Complete unfinished tasks travel plans.
before embarking on a new SCORPIO
project Tidy up loose ends. Oct.23toNov. 211
ARIES
You'll obtain behind-the(Mar. 21 to Apr 191 VA You may hear of a good real
scenes financial backing now
Despite a change in plans, estate venture
You profit by keeping a low
you'll have success in pro- LEO
profile. Don't show your hand
2
moting your ideas. Close ties (July 23to Aug, 221 614
You may consider puling a prematurely.
are helpful and you have %minclub or organization. Friends SAGITTARIUS
ing ways.
Jerik4;
are helpful now You may Nov. 2.2 to Dec. 211
TAURUS
on to
turn
you
Friends
is
to
that
invitation
an
receive
I. Apr. 20to May 20)
money-making opportunities.
Be ptulosoptuc about an your liking.
Include loved ones in your
unexpected expense. New job VIRGO
plans. Together, you
and financial opportunities !Aug. 23 to Sept. 221 WP
Capitalize on new work op- favorably impress others.
should arise now. Take advanportunittes. Be willing to ex- CAPRICORN
tage of good fortune.
pand your horizons. Seek new Dec. 22 toJan.19)
GEMINI
Astuteness aids you in
ways to increase your income
May 21 to June 201
career endeavors. Higher-ups
You have many creative or security
will be impressed with your
potentials. Now's the time to UBRA
work. Seek ways to improve
find a major interest and com- (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22
status in life.
your
attracts
optimism
Your
Romance
is
It.
mit yourself to
.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Make plans for a pleasure
trip. You'll make important
decisions affecting a child's
welfare. CapitaliaP on educational opportunities.
PISCES
ACROSS
2 Marsh bird
Answer teMeaday's Pirlie
3 Printer s
1 Exist
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20.1 X
4 Diphthong
measure
Consult with bankers about
ALPINIAO
COWER"
4 mistake
6 Field flower
home-improvement projects.
MINA' o a
GA
5 Proverb
11 False story
A
Consider investing in propero
o ell
6 Merit
13 Usher
T
I
g HEAL
ty. Talks about joint assets are
7 While
15 Nickel symEl A 0
N
fruitful.
8 Frosted
bol

wog-

DOWN
1 Skin ailment

0 II A
A
L
CE
0 I; A
ADO
0 II
D

[All

S
Na

CS
IS
MAO
N
A Mt II E
0 L
A

w

1.
91E01 TEINALL001
TOMAN 7
AAAAA

42 Bristle
44 Worm
46 Reluctant
48 Surgical
thread
49 Viper
51 Mix

s• Filament
55 Comfort
56 Compass pi
57 Stroke
59 State Abbr
62 Negative
64 Hebrew Vetter

111 9
111 "

4
MIEN
12
11

1.

IIIUUI4
III
III
Id
va
21
20
le
73 24
lid 6127'
11
fil WM
Id"•
39
WI
Ida
la
4344$•
41
16

611
61

43

47

iii61
maw
Mil'
ill
kil
63
82
iA
Iii
es
67
hi

HERE'S THE WORLC WAR I
FLYINE ACE ZOOMINE,
114ROU6H THE AIR IN
1415 50PWITH CAMEL.,

15.1111i

DONATION - The West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center was donated to
the Providence Riding Club for its horse show. The club then donated all proceeds
from the event, $430, to the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad. At the donation
were (from left, front row) Bill Cherry, expo center director; Randy Bamett, rescue
squad; Floyd Garland, rescue squad; Earl Wilson, president of the Providence Riding
Club; Ray Roberts; Billy Joe Kingins; Fred Roberts; (back row) Danny Bazzell; James
Puckett; Bernard Steen, rescue squad; and Richard Steen, rescue squad.

THE'f THINK I HAVE
IT EASY UP HERE...

T1-115 ISN'T A 747,
YOU KNOW!.

clarity, in hardcore science
fiction.
Back to the story. Our scientist, before he became a scientist, was a God-haunted boy
who dreamt ni:;htly of angels
and saints. But he had left the
church in his thirst for secular
knowledge. (The final break
came when his father, a "good
man,- had died a terrible
cancerous death. I As a result,
his hallucinations are now full
of sacrificial lambs, crucifixions, and people roasting in
Hell. In one vivid dream, the
Shroud of Turin, with its
marvelously imprinted image
of the corpse of Jesus,
smothers the scientist's father
to death.
As you can see, the first half
of Altered States contains
modern images of ancient
myths: Faust's blasphemous
obsession with forbidden
knowledge, Job's cry for
justice in the universe, the
Biblical Fall of Man. In the second half, I'm sorry to say,
these interesting ideas are
smothered by an emphasis on
action and psychedelic special
effects.
The decline begins when
Hurt turns into a -protohuman," a furry four-foot high
carnivorous apeman. I'm not
saying that it isn't a good

THE

YES,
TERMITES

COME
IN

ME?

EXTERMINATOR
C 101 UMW tolune S•eldlcao• 4nc

WHY ARE VOL)
A LWAY5 50 LATE,
ZERO?
OPEN
SLOWL"

WHATS THE

LUNCH

SPECIAL
TODAY

OPEN
SLOWL

CHILI DOG SMOTi-IER!.9
WITH ONIONS IN A
HORSERADISH AND
MUSTARD
HOT SAUCE

NO GOL1:7„ NO
PEARLS. THE SAFE'S EMPTY,
GCORO;

REALLY ?OHSOMEBODY...
SlOtE II,,'

(REALLY. HOW SAD.
DEVIL ,„TAKE

WHAT COMES
WITH Cr'

A

FIRE EXTINGUISHER

ACES1RA G CORN, JR

In the ladies match
between Sweden and
Finland, the Swedish pair
suffered a bit after they had
missed a slam. However,
the suffering was short
lived. Later, they discovered that their teammates
had bid and made a game
with the same cards held by
their opponents.
South's two diamond bid
showed length in both
majors and North repeated
the cue bid to show values
and ask south to name the
suit. East interfered by
jumping to five diamonds
and South had to be content
with bidding only five
hearts.
East won the opening diamond lead with her ace and
the club shift was ruffed by
declarer. Trumps were
drawn and South had no difficulty in guessing who had
the queen of spades_ Making
six hearts for a score of 680.
This rated to be a possible
loss, but good news awaited
the Swedes when the match
was finished. In the replay,
East was allowed to play in
five diamonds when North
didn't give full weight to his
major suit key cards.
Against five diamonds,
South led the spade ace,
heart ace and then a second
spade. East ruffed and
found great fortune. The
diamond ace dropped
South's king, the high clubs
were cashed while North
followed helplessly and,
finally, a low trump to dummy allowed East to throw a
heart on West's club jack.

"
11--

NORTH
•K 8 2
• Q8
19 6 3 2
•10 9 5 2
VEST
•Q 9 4
•.110
498
•.187643

Apeman. Actually, it's the best
I've seen. It growls with feeling, eats zoo animals with
relish (hold the catchup), and
runs and jumps with enthusiasm. The trouble is, a
furry apeman on the loose in
Boston isn't much more interesting than a furry apeman
on the loose on a California
beach in one of those I Was a
Teenage Apeman movies.
Hurt's hallucinations in the
second half are also old hat.
As he goes beyond photohumanity in his quest for his
"tangible, original, incarnate
first self," his hallucinations
begin to resemble the tedious
things you might see in a
psychedelic disco nightclub or
through the lens of a
microscope. That is, the
screen fills up with writhing
amoebas, dividing cells, and
oozing liquids. I won't tell you
which one Hurt ends up as.
The second half didn't spoil
the movie for me, but it did
weaken my enthusiasm for it.
As it stands, it's still one of the
most exciting movies of the
year.
Altered States, R-rated, contains scenes of upper female
nudity, rear male nudity, fairly explicit sexual intercourse,
explicit violence, and rough
language. Have I left anything
out?

2-16-A

EAST
•7
•42
•AQ.110754
4AKQ

SOUTH
•AJ10•53
•AI 711$3

1

Hwy. 641 South

492-1850
We Bay
end Sell

•K
4...

Vulnerable: Both
West. The bidding:

Dealer:

West
Pass
Pass
Pass

South

North
Pass
3•
Pass

East
1*
5*
Pass

2•
5,

Gison Power Bolt Log
Splitter by dey or lob
Operator eveik.ble. All
stovewood
hardwood
for sale $25.00 per
rich. Call 153-3351

We ore located in the down
town shopping center Open
9 00 5 00 Mon fri 9 00 •
Noon on Sot

CARTER STUDIO •
304 Main

713 8298•

Bible Facts Free Store for the
needy 759-4600

0141S0
Highest
purity
solvent. Pint $14.95
plus $3.00 shipping.
SSI Labs, Box 992-U,
Land 0
Lakes,
Florida 33539,

AL'S SUPER SHELL
Seed 415 Stout
Merrily, Complete AM
Repair. Free lire with
oil and Mir clamp.
753-71191.
For sale Complete print shop
including: A.B. Dick offset
press, folding machine, collator. Simple Simon camera.
A.B. Dick plate burner, stapling
machine twin heads, art table,
Addressograph addressing
Graphotype
machine.
typewriter, 5,000 frames. Ideal
for religious print shop or two
person commercial print shop
Also assorted supplies. Call
759-4600.

1

BIBLE CALL
When Young People
Leave Home
7594444; Bible Story 759-4445.

•-•

Opening lead: Diamond nine
Certainly the Finns might
have bid more or defended
more accurately against
five diamonds. However,
East was lucky and pressed
that luck to full advantage.
Bid with Cora

South holds

3-10-B

•AJ106.
a3
•A97653
K

South
1•
^

North
1NT

3. Card of Thanks
ANSWER: Four hearts. The
defenders have their share of
the high cards and it's better
to reach game as soon as
possible
--Send bridge questions to The Area.
P 0 Boa 12343, Dallas, Texas 75225,
with self-addrelused, stamped envelope
for reply

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Newsy ledger A liar by
530 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
330 p.m. Saturdays ore urged
to call 753-111i between 534 Its
eel I pr., Newry firse‘ frac
3:34 p.a. gad 4 an. Wader
A circulation deportment employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper Calls must
be placed by'IPA. weekdays or
se. Saturdays to guorontee
delivery.
The regular business office
hours of Tim Near ledger & tiesore I au.
S pa. Monday
through Friday and Ic... Is ear •
Saturdays.

For sale
trailei only
kids. 1949
DIVORCE
some eq u i
"God hates 'it!"
1789
Mark 1011-9
Answer
Foe sale Co
/ and desk. 3
"God's Word the
$50. also a
, $25. See at
1 753-1712 a
6. Help Wanted
'
1 like new. E
Friendly Home Toy Parties now
8-track. . t
in our 26th year, is expanding
speakers. 3
and has openings tor managers
AM•FM -ste
and dealers Party plan extable.
and :
perience helpful Guaranteed
a small cot
toys and gifts No cash invest753-8465.
ment, no collecting, delivering.
Car and phone necessary Call
SACRIFICEt
game with I
collect, Carol Day 518-4898395
$325, black
435-4150.
Local store has positions for
men and women Rapid ad- i Truck tool b
vancement
Six months 1
'?) electric pun
management training for those
Typewriters
who qualify Start at once
ecutive moi
Must be neat in apperance
- Selector:
willing to work hark Call Mr.
Selector. IB
Roland. 8-10 AM, 753-6050.
We have a
Lite - Real El
2717.
NOTK1

t

FOR RENT

Altered States

-to

SEND
FOR

Castor Stripping sad
sad
Repairing
Refinishing. Custer
Cabinets and Weed.
working. No dipping.

(Reviews Of Current Movies At Murray Theatres)
By KENT FORRESTER

"It is better that ten
guilty persons escape than
one innocent suffer." -- Sir
William Blackstone.

DID YOU

JAMES'
ANTIQUES

* At The Movies -*

The first half of Altered
States is a fascinating study of
an obsessed Harvard scientist, played brilliantly by
William Hurt, who subjects
himself to dangerous sensory
deprivation experiments. He
believes that ultimate truths
YOU BORN TODAY are lie hidden in the hallucinations
nervous, dynamic and in- he experiences while floating,
spired. To be happy, you need hours at a time, in a dark,
a job that reflects your ideals. body-temperature water tank.
When Hurt adds a powerful
Music, architecture, acting,
painting, religion, psychology mind-expanding drug to his
and public service are some of ejperiments, he begins to "exthe fields in which you'll find ternalize" his hallucinations.
fulfillment. Resist a tempta- After one particularly
tion to be expedient. You may realistic hallucination, he
experiment before settling on emerges from the tank with
a career. Sometimes a need sheep's blood on his face and a
for financial or emotional vestigial growth in his neck
security keeps you from takso vestigial that for the first
ing a chance on your idealism. few minutes he can only grunt
Find an outlet for your like some kind of primitive sitemperament in creative ac- mian
creature).
tivity. Birthdate of: Lawrence
If I'm beginning to sound a
Welk,orchestra leader; Ralph
Abernathy, civil rights bit technical, that's because
leader; and Dorothy Gish, ac- the movie is very technical.
There are enough Whitetress.
smocked scientists, knobs,
Budget Boon
dials, and jargon to please
Liver is a boon to budgets
even the most jaded Michael
that tend to stray. Like other
Crichton fan. As a matter of
meats, it contains first class
fact, the dialogue becomes so
protein and important vitatechnical in spots that it's immins and minerals. Cooked
possible to follow unless
gently and for a relatively
you're a Harvard scientist
short time, there's little shrinkyourself. But of course, it's the
age, providing more meat for
ambiance that counts, not the
the money.

THOSE POOR BLI6HTER5
DOWN THERE IN THE
TRENCHES HATE ME

Want to bti
7535138a
Want to b
4748838

2. Notice

2. Notice

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

9 Painful spots
10 Years iabbr )
12 Paid notice
14 Tellurium
symbol
17 Merriment
20 High card
24 Region
25 Stitch
27 Win
28 Disturbance
29 Certain
30 Great Lake
32 Nerve network
36 Gratuity
37 Put in order

Want

The City of Murray will be receiving bids for approximately 3 miles of bituminous asphalt paying. Bids
Ore to be delivered to the City Clerk's Office by 4:31
p.m on Merck 25, 1481.
Specifications ore available at the City Clerk's ol
fice on 5th and Poplar Streets, Murray. Kentucky

e(c)

16 Hauls
18 Gaelic
19 Guido $ high
note
21 Eye closely
22 Down Prefix
23 Callings
26 Weight of
India
29 Prophet
31 Without end
33 Three-toed
sloth
34 Chaldean city
35 Greek letter
38 Female
sheep
39 Artificial language
40 State Abbr
41 Ventilates
43 Wigwam e g
45 Moray
47 Irons
50 Bone
52 Solar disk
53 Pronoun
56 Quarrel
58 Of birth
80 Cooled lava
61 Dining
63 African mammals
65 Spasm
66 Compass pt
67 Before

17Vtgal Notice

otice

Fresco Drake

V.
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The family of Genie B. Adams
wish to express their appreciation to neighbors, friends, and
relatives for every expression of
sympathy shown during the illness and death of their loved
one A thank you also for the
many prayers, flowers, and
food and very act of kindness
shown.
A special thanks to our
Pastor, Brother lames Garland.
and Brothers Hicks Shelton and
R.G
Shelton for their
assistance in the service, also
to all the pallbearers.
Mrs Prudye Coles Adams and
Family

The Calloway County Health
Deportment hoc o vacancy for
community health nurse H.
Beginning salary for this
position is 54 80 per hour.
Requirements for this position
Graduation from o diploma or
ossocate degree program
which is state approved, supplemented by a minimum of
one (1 .1 year of evaluated
community health nursing en.
perience
Completion of an organized
educational program for expanded nursing functions in a
specific area may be substituted for the required ex.
perience_
License, Current license to
octice os o registered nurse
in Kentucky Applications are
available at the Calloway
County Health Department,
702 Olive Street, Murray,
Kentucky
All opplications must be
received by the Calloway
County Health Deportment on
or before March 20, 19801.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY UM
PI.01111

Manager. Must have 5 years experience in the finance industry. Salary negotiable, approximately $250 per week
plus bonus program. Full
benefit package. Call Action
Personnel, 753-6532.
Nevi Company opening in area.
Excellent opportunity for part
time sales. Call for interview.
March, 12th, Holiday Inn, Murray, Extension 111. between 7
AM and 8 PM.
Need women 21 or over to do
cleanup work at Murray Country Club-must be flexible. Call •
436-2912. Monday and Tuesday after 5 pm.
Secretary. General typing and'
filing duties. Submit resume
and photo to P 0 Box 1040 H.
WANTED
EXPERIENCED
SALESPERSON for sales
manager training program. We
are a 35 year old multi-million
dollar corporation If you consider yourself a good salesperson, enjoy meeting people, and
have just been looking for the
right opportunity, please call
Mr. Seabough, Vice-President
of Sales, for information.
Phone calls and interviews to
be Wednesday. March 11th at
the Holiday Inn, Mayfield, Kt
Phone 247-3700. room number
124, from 9 AM til 4 PM.
7. Storage Bldgs.

Custom

Built
portable
buildings. Call 753-0984.

9. Situation Wanted

1

Used office
Call or see
753-7668 c
nights. Can
South 4th SI
1-6:TkFICI11

For sale: F
solid oak, e
maple kitct
chairs, one
and one pi
lamps Call
pm.
1-7.--

11

Electrolux S
Tony Montgo
19.111
John Deere
excellent co
3696:

Number 5
planter, 4 to
also John E
753-8480 aft

20. Sport

One regular s
accessories,
7755 after 4
The Pistol Pi
feeling of
variety, low
registration o
tucky_ Count
miles west of
lion KY 164
Sunday 12-5.

22. Music

New and USE
and organs. L
across from
Paris, TN.

Jest rece
primes, le
old, rust
cc due
payment.
relent c
tinder war
CIA
IS:

Repossessed
due or low r
Leach's Musi
authorized I.(
Piano dealer
6463.-

23. Exterr

4

MINI

kla
e

Kelley'
& Pes1
Phone

Would like to take care of sick
or elderly person five days a
week, $500 per month Phone
527-9073

14. Want To Buy
Comic books Archway Quick
Stop, Highway 641 North.
Used air-conditioner. Call 7539104 dais or 753-1551 nights.
Want buy [lied card fable.
Call 474-9729 or 475-234e
-. •
after 5 Pm

ro

INVITATION TO BID
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION EQUIPMENT
FOR CALLOWAY COUNTY NIGH 504001
The Calloway County Board of Education will receive
sealed bids for Industrial Education equipment for the
Calloway County High School until 1,00 p.m.,
Tuesday, March 24, 1981.
Specifications will be on file in the Calloway County
800rd of Education Office building, 211 0 College Form
RNA, Murray, Kentucky, and interested bidders may
obtain the necessary forms there. 4,
The Board reserves the right to reject ony or all bids
and waive any irregularities in bidding.

TEl
Ilvtg. 641

1 2 and
&capped

..no•-••"

FtEcT r_npv AVM

m

PAGE 1 711E MURRAY,Ky..1 EHGER
&TIMES.Tuesday. March 14,1Vvi

31rMEMMIel
ke

14. Want To Buy

22. Musical

Want to buy small camper Call New and used Baldwin
and organs Lonardo
7535138 after 5 pm
across from the Post
Want to buy junk cars Cali
474 8838

24. Miscellaneous

15. Articles For Sale
Diamond ring Won,.
ror sa e railer ana or or carat solitaire engagen,
, ,,'
trailer only. Dairy goat and 2 in white gold setting Appraiskids. 1949 Fad tractor and ed by local jeweler at $113135
some equipment Call 759- retail $1295 wholesale. Owner
1789
will sell for $850 firm Serious
Foe sale Combination bookcase buyers only please 753 2615
and desk. $50. Captain's desk after 2 pm
)i $50, also a 12 hole Martin Box For sale complete set of pro'
t $25. See at 1624 Olive Phone fessional chimney sweep
I 753-1712 after 4 pm
equipment. Call 498-8958 or
,I Like new. Craig AM-FM stereo, 436-2876.
8-track
turn table. and For sale 800' flatbed trailer,
I
, speakers. $125 Also a Craig double axles $550 Phone
AM-FM -stereo. 8-track, torn 492-8930
table and speakers, $50 Also
a small coffee table, $10. Call Used ice machine clearance
All types. 502-554-5090 after 4
753-8465.
pm
SACRIFICE, Atari t r video
tinilliess Services
game with 16 game cartridges.
$325. black & white to $25 HODGE'S TAX SERVICE 8 AM
435-4150
to 6 PM. nights and Saturdays
Truck tool box. L gas tank with by appointment 759-1425.
electric pump 492-8204
26. TV-Radio
Typewriters for sale IBM Ex- Assume monthly payment on a
ecutive model D. Royal 5000 new Magnavox t paying only
Selector. Sperry Remington $7 96 down Leach's Music &
Selector. IBM Select Corrector. V.
in the Jim-Adams
We have a few left so hurry! shopping-center. Pans. TN
Lite Real Estate, Aurora, 474R C.A. ty. combination. T.V.
2717
needs repair. Will sacrifice for
Used office desks and chairs. $225 or best offer_ 753-4098.
Call or see James Futrell at
Wanted responsible party to
753-7668 days. or 753-2394
nights. Can be seen at 405 take up small monthly payment
on color t.y Warranted 753South 4th St.
7575.
16. Home Furnishings
27. Mobile Home Sales
For sale Five drawer chest,
Double wide mobile
solid oak, excellent condition: 1974
maple kitchen table and 4 home. 2636. partially furnishchairs, one maple end table; ed or unfurnished. All electric
and one pair of large table with baseboard electric heat
lamps Call 153-7907 after 4 Very easily heated. $7500
Phone 1-354-6217

now
nding
,agers
ex
nteed
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Call
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17. Vacuum Cleaners
Electrolux Sales and Service
Tony Montgomery, 753-6760
19. Farm Equipment
John Deere 112 lawn mower,
excellent condition. Call 7533696 •
Number 56 International
planter. 4 row, fully equipped.
also John Blue sprayer Call
753-8480 after 6 pm.
20. Sports Equipment
One regular size pool table with
accessories, $400 Call 7537755 after 4 pm.
The Pistol People. Invest in a
feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in Kentucky_ Country Boy Store. 9
miles west of Hopkinsville junction KY 164-117. Hours 8-5
Sunday 12-5.(502)885-5914.
22. Musical
New and used Baldwin piano
and organs. Lonardo Piano Co..
across from the Post Office
Paris. TN

t to
roe
are
way
ern,

an-

be
way
t on
1

'M-

ars ex:e ine, apweek
Full
Action

area.
r part
yrview.
. Mut
oeen
to do
Caine. Call
Toes- :

Just received bock, 3
pianos, less than year
old. Most sell for balance due or monthly
payment. All in ex •
collent condition and
under warranty.
CLAYTON'S
753.7575

Jg and•
esu me
40 H.
iNCED1sales
im. Wer
million
U conlesperle. and
for the
ie call
Ysident
nation,
ews to
1th at
KY.
umber

Repossessed piano balance
due or low monthly payment
Leach's Music and T V your
authorized Lowrey Organ and
Piano dealer Phone (901)642
6463

rtable

Kelley's Termite
8. Pest Control

23. Exterminating
ALL BUGS CALL -AD

MU. 11141
Cu

Phone 753 3914

of siCk
lays a
Phone

11 753.
hts
able
5-2346

32. Apts. For Rent
For rent
Extra nice one
bedroom furnished carpeted
apartment Call 753 2967 after
5 pm
For rent 3 room furnished
apartment, no pets, partial
utilities paid 753-9925. 4365517
Nice 2 bedroom apartment.
near campus No pets. Washer.
dryer hookup Call 759-4535 or
1-527-1912 after 5 pm
New 2 bedroom duplex. all kitchen appliances outside
storage, references, deposit. No
pets 753-0814.
One bedroom apartment, furnished including water. $50
deposit, $80 per month
Highway 121 South Phone
753-5405
One bedroom furnished apartment central heat and air low
utilities. near University. $120
per month. 753-7114.
See duplex to appreciate extras! 1906 Greenbrier Road. 2
Bedrooms furnished kitchen,
carpet. storage. washer and
dryer hookups, deck overlooking wooded lot, deposit, lease.
$250 a month 753-5791 or
753-2649 for appointment
Two bedroom townhouse apartment.
range.
Carpet,
refrigerator. disposal, washer
dryer hookup, central heat and
air. Call 753-7559 or 7537550

Two bedroom furnished apartment, quiet neighborhood, no
pets. 753-8731.
Two bedroom basement apartment, furnished. 4 closets.
$225 per month including all
utilities No children, no pets
Girls or couple only. $100
deposit North 16th Extended
753-1310
Two bedroom. unfurnished,
garage. in Murray. private Inca
Trailer on 3 lots. 2 car garage. tion. References. deposit married couples. Call 492-8594
28x30 wash house. 2 wells,
after 6 pm.
also city water Trailer 10x55
with extended living room 34. Houses For Rent
$8500. Call 753-8451.
House for rent. Taylor store
12x61. Two bedroom. 2 bath, community. Call 753-8375
fully furnished, underpinned between 6 and 1 pm.
and strapped $4600. Can be 12 room. 2 baths, older home,
seen at Fox Meadows, No E-11 less than 1 block from M.S.0
or call 753-7827
Central heat, refrigerator and
1975 Whitecraft 12)(65 trailer stove, air-conditioner, garage.
central air, want someone to garden. Will consider sub rentake over payments. 753-7127, tal of rooms. Call 753-5885
after 5 pm
28. Mob. Home Rents
10x40 All electric mobile Two bedroom house, stove and
home on private lot in city. refrigerator furnished, deposit
$120 per month rent. $120 required. $175 month, close to
deposit. Call 753-2748 after 5 college. Call 753-2967 after 5
pm.
pm.
For rent 12x60 Mobile home, Three bedroom. 4 miles west of
furnished, natural gas. nice, Murray on 94, garden spot.
near University. Phone 753- recently redecorated, available
March 15. $225 per month.
3895.
Call 753-4406 or 435-4119.
For rent 3 bedroom trailer,
miles east of Murray. Call 753 36. For Rent Or Lease
7881.
Brick home. 415 South 8th
Two bedroom trailer, very Street. Murray. Has
3
clean. approximately 217 miles bedrooms, large basement area
on 641 South No pets. 753- ideal for work shop. Formerly
8436 attar 5 pm.
Stroud's Upholstery Shop. 753Two bedroom trailer, near Mur- 7852.
ray, no pets. Call 489-2611.
Want to lease: dark fired tobacTwo*.
trailer-c.wrsjiT,e, co acreage. Call 435-4436.
lot behind Tucker T.V. sales. 37. Livestock-Supplies
Call 753-4524.
Two bedroom trailer, complete- Four registered black Angus
ly furnished very nice, $150 bulls. each 9-21 months. Call
per month. Call 753-8964 after 437-4365
REE MAR ARABIANS. Book
5.
your good mares for 1981
29. Heating-Cooling
breeding season
Three
For sale Used central air- stallions. 753-6126.
conditioning unit. Also used
Frigidare deluxe refrigerator Registered Hereford bulls and
females for sale Henderson
Call 759-4024
Hereford Farm Fulton KY
For sale AshlIey wood stove.
901-479-2511
bought new this winter Call
492-8836 after 5 pm
38. Pets-Supplies

Factory Direct Coast to Coast
Best Quality E. lowest Prices
Professional Services - Easy Tones
Hwy. 641 S. Penis, Tn.
Phone: 642-2281

ii

Mai
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Real
753-47511

12x65 Mobile home, 3
bedroom 1"x bath. Call 7530069 after 430 pm.
Mobile home. 1974 Ramada.
12x65. 2 bedroom gas heat,
excellent condition. Owner
$4400. 436-5414.
12x58 Scheville. 2 bedroom,
mostly furnished. $3800 Call
753-8417 between 8 and 4
pm

MOBILE HOMES
TENNESSEE HOME CENTER

Quick

30 Business Rental

FOR SALE
Miniature
Dachshund
pupplies. Call 4374296.

40. Produce
JONES

FRUIT STAND
Now Taking Applications
For

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS

'me
the

Northwood yr., Murray, Ky.
1 , 2 and 3 bedroom units. One bedroom hon
dicapped units.

nty

11,
111

may

Apply

Mee

Fri ,r.. te 1 p

The Village, 641 North
502-437-4157

oids
4

)V AtiAll ADI

305 S. 12th
753-3773
We ere new epos 4% days •
week, weather permitting
Teems orasiel, IS Dr bags
Toms pialt grapefruit, II lb
begs, nefilli• Noe tip.
tomatoes, lettere, cahhoge,
bell
peppers, red
p 0000000 ,
tecurnhers,
carrot,. °Krivoi speash,
celery, 0440414. Pees, homes,
red end yellow opploe, candy,
net., melee.
We he. the peolity end
V.. cart beet isor price. We
bower food ermines. later,
garden Poets

MX)
43 Real Estate

31F. Pits-UP
plies ANC Boxer at stud proven sue
Boxer puppies available in
April or May 753 0347
Dog obedience classes AKC
German Shepherds and ANC
Australian cattle dogs Call
436-2858

50. Used Trucks

51 &vices Offered

K & K Stump uesesual. Do you
need stumps removed front
your yard or land cleared of
stumps' We can remove
stumps up to 24 below the
ground leaving only sawdust
and chips Call for free
Tandem
Cher.
72
estimate . Bob Kemp 435-4313
41. Public-Safe
or Bob Kemp Jr 435-4319
Dump Truck, 79
Sell one item or a hundred Br
U.Lots For Sale
Ford F-150 4x4. Licensed electrician and gas in
ing your salable items to New
stallation heating installation
Concord Auction Barn Monday
FOR SALE
753-5699.
and repairs Call 153-1203
through Saturday Antique
Lot in Panorama Shores,
items sold on the first Saturday
overlooking
MOBILE NONE ANCHORS
lobo. 51. Campers
of the month All else sold on
underpinning roofs sealed
Water, septic rank, sad
the third Saturday of the mon
For sale Deluxe Starcraft patio awnings and house type
driveway
already
ie.
th For information call 436popup trailer in top condition roots for mobile homes 75R
Owner will finance. Cadl
5353
Thermostatically controlled 1873 Jack Glover
753-5405,
heater
gas. electric
"The city's clean-up
43. Real Estate
campaign is getting Lot in Circarama Subdivision refrigerator clothes closet
I
results. They're getting it
facing Glendale, all utilities in- custom kitchen cabinet
closer."
225 Acres with cropland.
SbAngles
custom curtains heavy duty
cl u ded .
natural
gas.
lii
All ...ea
creek, some fencing and some 43. Real Estate
tires $2500 436-2261
43. RearUite
90x125x103x176
759-1234,
geereamed
timber, blacktop road frontage
4 pm 759-4626.
after
For
sale
Popup
camper.
sleeps
(ail 751-1851 or
southeast of New Concord
8 Call 489-2221
46. Homes For Sale
Owner financed at less than
753-6581
bank rates John C Neubauer
By owner Three bedroom 52. Boats and Motors
Realtor, 1111 Sycamore. 753
brick two baths walk-in 22 Ft sailboat. 502-554-5090 Need work on your trees' Topd
7a,1 laff r 753 0101
7531222
closets and much storage after 4 pm
ing. pruning shaping com[
YD-MA1
throughout. Insulated to TVA
BEAUTIFUL CENTER RIDGE
plete removal and more Call
For sale 15'7 Cobra Tunnel
I
Priced
REM.
standards
ESTATE
in the $50's. Hull,
ill
Have you always wanted a
ACREAGE
150 Johnson motor Call DOVER'S TREE SERVICE for
753-3080
For
appointment
call 753- 436-2918
cabin on the lake but a dream
professional tree care 753FOR SALE
2937
house on the water just cost
8536
Approximately 13't
Profemlonal Servim
For
Aluminum
sale
14
ft.
too much? Now you can afford
WO The Fnendl) Touch"
By owner 3 bedroom brick,
acres for sale only 5
painting.
fishing boat. 7'7 hp Elgin Professional
that luscious summer retreat or
located at 522 South 6th St.
miles west of Murray
CHARM,LOCATION
paperhanging paneling. Commotor. 436-2261.
live there all year round This
Low 530's Call 753-8262
on the Butterworth
AND CONVENIENCE
mercial or residential. 20 years
custom built home located
140 hp experience Free estimates'
Road. Lovely setting
You'll have it all in
Brick. 3 bedroom. 2 baths. for- 187' Tri-hull
among the trees of your 5.5
with 2 ponds, some
this beautiful 3 BR.,
mal living room, etc on 4 acres inboard/outboard power tilt, 759-1987
acres features 3 bedrooms with
acreage in woods, and
2kv bath brick home in
close to town on blacktop road and trailer Sale or trade for SUNBIRD AIRLINES Daily
sauna. 2 baths, lush carpet,
some in pasture.
Canterbury. Living
Combination garage and bass boat 759-1915
commuter flights- between
screened-in porch
and
Fresh on the marketroom, den with
workshop. $52.500. 753-1746 53. Services Offerd- Murray and Nashville. Call 489fireplace. There are already
ideal
after
6 pm.
location. Phone
fireplace, spacious kitALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING or 2199
dock facilities and a private
753-1222, Kopperud
chen, central heat and
vinyl siding and trim Will do plumbing, heating.
road Guess what, You can
'Realty, for all the inFOR SALE:
have all this and the lovely fur- air - you'll love this
Aluminum trim for brick carpentry, and roofing 753formation.
Good frame home with
niture too for a reduced price one.
houses Jack Glover. 753-1873 2211.
ASSUMABLE
MAPLEWOOD
asbestos siding, new
of $59,500. Ready to move in?
Bob's Home Improvement Ser- Will haul driveway white rock
VA LOAN
roof, in fair condition,
Call Spann Realty Associates,
ESTATES
vice. Remodeling, painting, ce- and Ag lime, also have any type
Economic, roomy
Exceptionally good lot
753-7724.
near Locust Grove Churment work. general home of brown or white pea gravel
home with beige colfor a new home. Quiet
ch, Will sell very
maintenance and inspections Also do backhoe work Cali
ored
vinyl
siding,
area
of
fine
homes,
cireasonable.
To
be
Free estimates. 753-4501
29 Acres of good
Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
aluminum eaves, and
ty water, paved street,
moved or torn down.
producing farm land
COLDWATER LAWN & GARDEN 753-6763.
new roof. You can
lot
size
105'
x
Herman
150'.
ApK.
Ellis,
153.
with nice 3 bedroom
SHOP Lawnmowers. Robo
really be an energy
prox. 1 mile from
5451 or 753-2934.
ranch style home.
tillers chain saws. expertly
fighter
because
town.
the
Reasonably
repaired. Pickup and delivery
Priced reasonable.
Expert car and home
central gas heat has a
priced at $3,500.
available 489-2853 8 AM to 5
stereo repair.
new wood furnace as
Will trade 3 bedroom house in PM
7534888
WORLD OF SOUND
an auxiliary to the
city for smaller house in or out
222 S. 12th St.
main system. Price
of city limits For more infor- Concrete and block, brick work.
Basements. driveways. storm
753-5865
just reduced $4000 to
mation call 753-0960.
MANAGEMENT
reorient
heat
Home.
Gas
A Saving
a
cellars. porches 20 years ex$30,000. Phone 75347.
Motorcycles
These
economical
makes it so
perience 753-5476.
1222. Kopperud RealWarning' Don't read this unless
SUBDIVISIONS FINEST, ready low energy bills will make for a
For sale 1977 750 Honda Do all types of plumbing large you're in need of roofing,
ty,
for
all
the
informaCome
of
this
home
sale
to move into no remodeling or quick
Super
Sport.
9.000
miles.
new
or small lobs. all work guar- carpentry or electrical work.
tion
cleaning up necessary. See this see for yourself 3 bedrooms, 2
tires, excellent condition nanteed 5 years experience New or repair All guaranteed
3 bedroom, Ii:bath home on baths, study and den with back Gas station 3 car garage - $1300. 753-9507
753-5360.
Call Joe. 753-9226 for free
extra large lot. Featuring large to back fireplaces4 has a kit- body or cleanup shop Lease or 1980 Honda
Express II, best of- Fence sales at Sears now. Call estimate
ovens.
chen
double
with
island,
family room, large living room.
buy on your own terms. Will fer Phone 759-1158.
Sears, 753-2310 for free Wet basement, We make wet
fireplace sundeck and fenced sewing room.. all this sitting on trade up or down for boat.
basements dry work completeyard. Owner leaving town. Price shaded lot...Best of all owner camper. wrecker. truck. or TM-400 Suzuki dig bike 753- estimate for your needs
3648 after 6 pm.
reduced to sell now OR LOOK financing available Offered by other land Call 759-1739.
General home repair. 15 years ly guarenteed Call or write
AT THIS 3 bedroom, 2 bath CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs.
experience in carpentry. Morgan Construction Co .
48. Auto. Services
hevestere, Developers, Rea
with private 1 bedroom apart- Realtors 7531492
plumbing, roofing, Route 2. Box 409A. Paducah
Import Auto Salvage, 68-73 maenary,
dea't walk to see this
ment. All city utlities but no ciFree estimates, no KY 42001. or call day or night,
and
siding
Volkswagen bumper, $20.
serene Ideal ler mob1-442-7026.
ty taxes Private patios and
Call 474-2276
small
lob
too
13 acres of good farm
illyislag.
L
I
int
Toyota. Datsun Opal. Cons,
shady back yard add to your enYards
mowed and trimmed. Exland, well constructed
lied
Guttering
wed
conby
Sears.
Sears
and Fiat and Simco parts. Call
joyment of this reasonably pricKlegsorieed 11•1••,
3 bedroom house with
474-2325 after 5 pm. Monday- tinous gutters installed per perienced Free estimates 492ed home. Call Spann Realty
preperty whim properly
full basement located
your specifications Call Sears 8556
Friday.
Associates, 753-7724.
developed shoaled make 25Only 31 t miles from
753-2310 for free estimate.
55. Feed And Seed
49.
30
Used
lets.
Cars
Soper*
lecirtiee
THIS IS IT! Near schools...Near
town. Owner must
Insulation blown in by Sears. Hay $1 60 per bale Straw balmelees this geed lavestemet
churches Near grocery...Low
1976 Blue Camaro IT, real save on these high
sell!
I..- thie flame Call today
heating and ed with wheat $125 Call 753maintenance
bills Gas
sharp 753-1934 or after 7 pm cooling
3 Bedroom home on 80
bills Call Sears. 753- 4755
Shroatheat ..Fireplace.. 3
753-1861
acres, full dry base2310 for free estimate
56. Free Column
bedrooms...Price? Low
1976 Chevrolet high mileage,
ment,central heat and
Waldrop
$30's.. Give us a call today at
Free to good home border Colextra clean, power steering.
completely
air;
We con copy end transform
Real Estate
753-1492 at CENTURY 21
lie female Call 753-8793
brakes windows. locks $2000
remodeled. 33 acres of
volts n to loght or homey oils
Loretta Jobs, Realtors.
Dodo lerff Gahm 759-1757
Can be seen at 1510 Sycamore
tendable bottom land,
57. Wanted
CARTER STUDIO
40 acres of good
1965 Corvette motor 1327 cu
iffv111 HAIM INC.
Looking for female to share '
Prestigious
older
home and 5- in includes headers
timber. Priced for
753 8798
304 Moe
Mr *Non mc• FM in mew* Il•
clutch
rent at nice duplex Rent $150
room garage apartment on
whom &rye. «mil upion
quick sale!
and
pressure
to
inplate_
ready
NI 759 1962 after-6 30
large business lot at 602 Main.
FARAILS-NOMES
stall $600. Paris. 901-642Suitable for four or more
BUSINESSES
9265
LAIII AND RICREA TIONAL
businesses, office or residential
PEOPER ET
V8
suites. Immediate Possession. 1970 'model Nova
Murray-Calloway
Listitps needed! Officio
$43,500. Call C 0 Bondurant automatic in good condition.
Comity Realty
225L. P. Miller St. (Across from Coommorfy Confer I
Cower to Coast. Sews
Realty. 753-9954 or 753-3460 $600 or best offer Call 759(502)7534146
4805 or 753-8430
frees
Everywhere.
Specializing in Senior Citizens
3041 12* Si
"Free" Catalog.
III.err•y. y 42071
1915 Olds Cutlass wagon wood
Open Hours
algal)
STROUT REALTY
grain, luggage rack, good tires.
G.••• 411 74 3.
...I. fame Meter
P.••••e• dor 7111171
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
and air-conditioned $900
1712CaM•Prffil
BM.. 751 1464
753-8016.
Ilrente.14.
Morro, 111Nool 751 1041
L:11
.
75
6,
3-1222
8-12 753-3685
I.,.' Shrommiev A•01•••••
753-0186
1971 Pontiac Catalina. 56.000
.374
/53
agree.
For
Appointment
N.,a 11•••••
miles. Call 753-2325
SPACE
WITH GRACE
1963 Studebaker Lark 48.000
miles good condition Can be
Light up your life with
seen at 2115 Gatesborough
this 5 bedroom home
dil••=1•
in Canterbury Estates.
1978 1-bird Town Landau
Over 3000 sq. ft. of livloaded small V8 good gas
ESTATE AUCTION
ing area in this roomy
FRIDAY, MARCH 13
mileage low miles Call 753
family home. Living
A DIVISION OF HEIRS
7261
10 a.m.
room, large eat-in kitTO SETTLE THE ESTATE OF
1973 Volkswagen excellent
chen
den
with
PROPERTY
OF
THE LATE ALLEN PARKER
$2000 1972 Buick Skylarkfireplace, 19'x17'
MARTHA AND KENT JACKSON
THURSDAY, MARCH 12
needs paint job $550 Call
game room, storage
436-5869
2 p.m.
galore, and large con1971 Vega with air good gas
77 Acres and Firm Horne
crete
backyard patio
Hwy.69-A
mileage $350 Phone 492for those summer
30
Hood
of Cottle IL Equipment
8930
1 mile south of Paris, Tenn.
cookouts. Offered well
Near
Buchanan, Tenn.
1975 Volkswagen Rabbit,
below replacement
yellow 4-door air-conditioned,
cost. Reduced to
good condition Call 753-1898
70 Acres Prime Land
$74,900. Phone 753Directions from Puryear: Take Hwy. 141
1222. Kopperud Realty.
A beautiful rolling form close to the city, V.
50. Used Trucfeat, turn north by the post offke to farm on
for courteous, compemile highway frontoge, city water.
Clayton Town Rood.
1978 Chevy Luv truck Call
tent real estate serTO SE OFFERED IN TRACTS
753-9648 or 753 6084
Booutiful horn* with all modern convevice
AND AS A WHOLE
niences large den or game room. 3 bedroom.
1973 Chevy 4.wheel drive Is
LIVE AND
El room house - block building for shop 2 baths and o good community to live in.
ton, 4-speed, power steering
EARN
power brakes. no rust $135(
barn -smoke house and deep well.
TO SELL IN SMALL TRACTS
Fight inflation with
includes taxes and license
This property Is reody for developing now
this brick duplex with
AND AS A WHOLE
Also
1968 Chevelle Malibu
and will be o pleasure to own whilst doing it.
central gas heat and
SOME BUILDINGS, LOTS
$175 Call 753-8127
for
ready
central
open
ond
electric
mostly
air
form
Is
This fine
Two Groin Bins - Form Equipment - 30
1976 Dodge Van. customized
Each side has two
row crop or cattle.
58,000 actual miles. $2950
Hood of Cottle -- To Soli
bedrooms, large living
Call I-354-6217
room and kitchenCONTACT DELTA FOR
SELLING TO HIGHEST
dining room combina1979 Datsun King cab pickup,
BROCHURE AND DETAILS
AND BEST BIDDERS
tion. Enjoy owning
759-1915.
901-642-7168
401-442-71411
your own home and let
1965 Ford pickup. 6 cylinder.
Paris, Teas.
Pais, Taus
one side help pay your
Wil••••••• 111••••••••••
Me ewe meureas
3-speed. good condition $450.
goes Twoommall•••
••••• Imromm Bo. Nam%
mortgage.
Priced
in
Tml• Mot
Call 436-2802
111•1••en
?mbar.
%SWIM
•••••••••• Towson 104
the mid 540's. Contact
iiimmedo Tow•m•
new sir
1966 4rd stepside for sale or
an, wit elle
Kopperud Realty, 711
•
trade, 90% restored. 425
222-Itc(k
222-1k
Main,753-1222.
engine Call 753-0373
Perils= & Thermos
bosaronco
Reel Istoto
Somiloshlo (seri Sq.
'1 Murray. It ootock y
753-4451

1973 International truck van
22 106 model good cons
bon price $299595 Call (9011
642-7190 ask for extension 45
or 31

zatto

753-8080

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
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Reagan Proposes Across-The-Board Cuts
In Spending Totalling $48.6 Billion For '82
By DA% ID ESPO
Associated Press Writer
V. \SHIM:TUN
AP, -- President
iteagdii, declaring, the next steps are
up to Congress," today proposed $48 6
billion in spending cuts for 1982 across
the breadth of government, sparing
detense and little else' from the choppmg block
The $695.3 billion budget for 1912
would leave a deficit of $45 billion. It
urges newly announced spending

than 2110 areas
ducting veterans and job progran.
water projects and niortgage inSU(ance
'The plan I outlined will stop
runaway infori and revitalize our
economy if Oren a chance." Reagan
said in a statement that outlined cuts in
more nearly 300 progranis from food
stamps to space exploration
In a revamped version of his 1912
spending plans, the president said he is

reductions Ill

liOAC

C HMO

prepared to recommend still deeper
spending cuts if necessary to keep
federal spending from rising faster. In
relaying his plan to Congress, Reagan
pointedly reminded lawmakers and
special interest groups that he felt he
as acting on a "mandate for change
delivered by the voters last fall.
There is nothing inure important
than putting America's economic house
in order The next steps are up to Congress. he said.

LRC To Review Budget

Reagan submitted his revised 1982
budget in tandem with the details on his
proposal for a three-year cut in personal income tax rates of 10 percent a
year Top Republicans on Congress'
tax-writing committees were to introduce the adnunistration's tax plan
later today.
Reagan's budget makes deep cuts in
the spending blueprint President
Carter recommended before leaving office

FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
The Legislative Research
Commission has scheduled a
series of budget review
meetings to analyze state
finances and identify areas
where money could be saved
The seven budget review
sessions — one for each
cabinet — will begin Friday
and conclude March 23
Each agency will make a
presentation, while comments
will also be accepted from
concerned citizens
The budget review subcommittees conducting the hear-

trigs will report to the full Interim Joint Conurattee on Appropriations and Revenue
The budget review schdule
is March 13, higher education, March 16, human
resources, March 17, natural
resources, commerce, energy
and agriculture. March 18,
court of Justice and justice
department; March 19,
transportation, March 20.
elementary and secondary
educationand humanities;
March 23, public protection,
management and personnel
and general government

J 11110101.01 TOSILCCO CO

Warning The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health

LIONS MEETING — At the regular meeting of the Murray
Lions Club Tuesday, Feb. 28, Bracie Knight, president
of
the Hazel Lions Club, presented to Joe Pat James, a pin
in
recognition of his serving as the Guiding Lion during the
first year of existence of the Hazel Club. Knight also
presented a patch for the Murray Club flag to Groover
Parker, president of the Murray club, in recognition of the
Murray Club for serving as the Guiding Club. Other
— guests at the meeting included seven Lions
from the
Fulton Club who picked up the traveling trophy. Program
for the meeting consisted of a slide presentation of
his
recent visit to Japan by Kenneth Paschall, FM Star Farmer
and graduate of Calloway County High School.
Past
President James Rogers performed installation
ceremonies for a new Lion Cub, Bob Rousse, who was
sponsored by Lion Paul Mansfield. The Murray Lions Club
meets regularly on the second and fourth Tuesdays at
6:30 P.M. at the Colonial House Smorgasbord.

Tennessee Congressmen
Fear Changing TVA
Board Could Open Door

,

By JOE QULNLAN
Associated Press Writer
KNOXVILLE. Tenn. ( AP)
— A transition team study
urged President Reagan to expand the Tennessee Valley
Authority's board of directors,
but some members of Tennessee's congressional delegation fear changing the board
could lead to other changes.
Any alteration of the threemember board would require
amending the TVA Act, passed
during
Franklin
Roosevelt's first term as
president in 1933. Any amendment would open the entire
TVA Act to congressional
scrutiny.
"I'm not violently opposed
to it," Rep. Albert Gore Jr., I3Tenn.. said Monday. "But the
proponents have the burden of
proof to demonstrate that expanding the board would provide real benefits commensurate with risks involved
with opening the act for
amendments during a volatile
time when public support for
TVA is much lower than it has
been in the past.
Sen . James Sasser, D-Tenn..
also 'opposes expansion, expressing concern that congressmen from other parts of
the country will use the opportunity to chip ayvay at TVA,an
agency supported by federal
taxpayers nationwide to serve
a seven-state region.
The size of the TVA board is
certain to come up next week
when Senate Majority Leader
Howard .Baker convenes a
Senate Environment and
Public Works Committee
oversight hearing on the agency.
Although the, Tennessee
Republican has proposed increasing the board's size, he

said voiced the suggestion to
get reaction.
"I don't think he's anxious
to do that," said Jim Range,
Baker's counsel in the majority leader's office. "If that's a
necessary next step for rectifying the problem at TVA, I
think he'll do it with
pragmatic reluctance."
Baker called next week's
hearings
after
TVA
customers' anger grew when
the agency boosted electric
rates. Next month, TVA will
impose its third rate increase
since last April, representing
more than a 30 percent increase since last March. Many
critics tie the rising rate to
TVA's nuclear construction
program, another topic for
review next week.
Rep. John Duncan, R-Tenn.,
filed a bill last month to expand the three-member board
to seven members. Sen.
Wendell Ford, 0-Ky., has
sought support from colleagues for a proposal expanding the board to five
members.

Agriculture Land
Study Committee
Meeting Slated
FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP) —
The organizational meeting of
the Agriculture Land Study
and Policy Committee will be
held Wednesday.
The committee was created
last month by Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr to study Kentucky's
agriultural land base and the
effect on that base by the increase of non-agricultural
land use

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GE
INE GM P R
TAKE DELIVERY NOW THROUGH MARCH 19

$700

CASH
BONUS

ON ANY '81 MONTE CARLO OR CAMARO
TAKE DELIVERY NOW THROUGH MARCH 19

$500

CASH
NUS

ON ANY 81 CITATION OR CHEVETTE

she Tay
753-2617

irrekt inc.
641 South, Murray

GM IMMUTY
SHNICIE PANTS
=MESA
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Bride's 1911

Grooming the groom for that special day
By GEORGE MAZZO
Everyone focuses on the
bride at a wedding—everyone
except the bride. She only has
eyes for the groom.
She's taken special care to
make herself look as wonderful
as she can for the man on the
other side of the veil let only

right that the groom should put
some extra work into his grooming regimen to make himself
look as good as he can . . for
her.
Russell Dado, Beauty Director of Revlon, has worked with
many a beautiful bride in his
travels, demonstrating grooming and beauty techniques. He's

not only helped make them
more beautiful, he knows intimately how they envision their
ideal. grooms. So, he has a few
expert pointers for the husband to-be.
"First, a man, like the bride,
should have a grooming checklist far enough in advance of the
wedding day to make preparations," Dado suggests "If you
have a skin problem, start solving it a few months before the
wedding, so you'll look good on
the big day."

Can't Boil Water?
Need A Map To
Find Your
Way Around
The Kitchen?

Healthy-looking skin
Special skin cleansing can be
done with a masque, for instance. "But one application
won't do it," Dado says. "Use
a masque for the last time two
days before the wedding. Start
using it a few months in advance
so any cleansing reactions will
be completed by then."
Because special cleansing
procedures stimulate the skin to
release its impurities, they
sometimes result in temporary
eruptions. And you don't want

Let us help you with the best, most efficient, and
safest equipment. Everything from a small wisk to
a Cuisine art and the time to show you how it
works

such a reaction on your weuaiii6
day.
Begin to use a toner on the
skin as well as a good cleanser,
recommends Dado. "Men often
don't know that a toner or astringent lotion closes the pores,
revitalizes the skin and makes
the color healthier looking. The
mah himself then feels better
since his skin is brisker and
tighter.
"Your hands will be in the
spotlight at your wedding,"
Dado warns, "so a man should
have his nails in top shape.
Clean, of course, but also well
shaped, and the cuticles neat
and trimmed, too." For this ix -

We even have
cooking classes
to get the most
timid cook on the
path to culinary
success.
De Stop By And Get Acquainted
The Coffee Pot Is Marlys On

The

Panhandler

Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.

753-5679

casion, a professional manicure
would be a good idea.
Do not change your hairstyle
for your wedding, Dado advises. You might present a
stranger to your bride on a day
when you're both already nervous.
Instead, make your usual
style look better. Avoid getting
your hair cut the day before the
wedding to ensure against a
stiff, unnatural appearance—
and also to make sure you won't
have a bad haircut to contend
with on that day.
If you don't normally use
dressing for your hair, a little
spray to guarantee the look is a
good idea. The overall appearance should be more formalized
to match the clothes and slightly
more polished to add an air of
glamour to the proceedings. It
is, after all, a time to look special
On the big day itself, Dado
suggests that you shave just before the ceremony. "I think setting up an hour to do a special
shave and after shave is a good
idea."
This will give you plenty of
time to wipe out traces of any
untimely nicks or cuts. Don't
forget your toning routine—and
a moisturizer, especially if your
skin is dry. Your favorite after
shave balm will also do the
trick.
You might also want to try a
bronzer. It will punch up the
contrasts usually desired from
formal black -and -white wedding tuxedos. Or, if you're
wearing a white-on-white suit,
the bronzer will point up you,
look.
As important as it is to look
your best, don't neglect how

Z.

„,..1111j2,
I,

Melo
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Weddings
With
Destinftion,
Understanding,
and
Economy
Formals
•
Informals
•
Candids

n Artcraft Photography
118S. 12thSt.
Nit

Look good, feel great
You will be nervous,,so wear
a reliable anti-perspirant to fight
stronger perspiration. And use
cologne, but don't pour it on.
lust enoueh to make vou feel

special. Your bride can help—
ask her which cologne she
wants you to wear that day.
Chaz is the brand Dado recommends.
On your day of days, you can
share more than love with your
bride. You can share pride of
presentation. And she'll love
you the more for it

"i0,0000cav

000014

The
Exciting
Place
•1
-.1• To Shop For
El
green deer
Brides!
Lome in and ask about our bridal
registry and select from the
Luxurious Towels. Bath Mats, Rugs
With Matching_ Lid Covers, Waste
Baskets, Designer Sheets, (Satin),
Shower Curtains. Brass, Luggage,
Decorative Accessories For Every
Room In The House, Oriental Fur
niture & Accessories, And Much,
Much, More...
FREE GIFT WRAPPING
DIXIELAND SHOPPING CENTER
753-797

He's My Man and
M
He Looks Great in

.0.

Invitations
& Frames

youleel. Use an alter oath bracing lotion or rub to make you
feel good before the wedding.

after
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Groom's Tux Free
with rental
of 5 additional
tuxedoes

e
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*20% OFF All
Single Orders
Offers End April 11

1981

iMr Tuxedo®

753-003.5

310 Main St.
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)
0
Ph. 759-4073
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Engagement Portrait

Da‘id N Jill 4:cla% a
Ta k tCreat Deal Of
Pride In Personalizing Earl; N
l'Aer‘ Detail Of our 11'4141in:2
Al encourage %on to call or comc
In our studio for complete bridal
consultatitin.
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Choose a carefree shopping route
to the bridal gown of your dreams
When Horace Greeley said.
— Go West young man, go
West,— he didn't tell him to
make sure he took a wife along.
For those who didn't have the
foresight to arrive with someone
to cook, clean, launder, raise a
garden, chickens and children
(probably in that orderl, the solution was very often "the
mail-order bride" sent sight unseen from the old country.
Today a "mail-order bride"
is likely to be something else,
according to Bernie Schwartz,
Bridal Buyer for the JCPenney
stores and catalog.
"The fastest developing part
of our business," Schwartz
points out, "is in catalog bridal
gowns. Only four years ago we
had just six pages and this year
we will have 16 pages of bridal
merchandise in the Spring;
Summer catalog."
Traditionally, a young
woman thinks of her bridal
gown as one of the most important purchases she ever makes.
Also, traditionally she does a
great deal of research at bridal
fairs and through bridal publications before she settles on the
gown that fulfills the dreams she
has been nurturing for many,
many years.
How then, was it possible last
year for 11,500 brides to be
married in the same style gown
from the JCPenney catalog? Or
for countless others not only to
order their own gown, but also
their attendants' gowns, their
mother's gown and even their
flower girl's gown from the
same pages?
The economy is one reason,
Schwartz thinks. For as little as
$80.00, a young woman can
have a gown that will flatter her

without flattening her bank ac- another
small percentage. Very
count
few had to have sizable alteraAnd that's another thing. tions. Most claimed the gowns
While many parents still pay for fit perfectly
the ir daughter's wedding, statisAs pleased as he is with the
tics show that more and more growth of the catalog
bridal
young couples pay their own tion, Schwartz is proudest secof the
expenses. When this is the case, letters(and photographs)
he
they often prefer to go easy on from happy brides or proud gets
parthe wedding and invest more ents. One reached
him recently
heavily in home furnishings.
with photos enclosed.
In a survey conducted last
"As an army family living in
year to try to pinpoint reasons Europe," the mother of the
for the growth of the modern bride wrote, "we have come to
day "mail-order bride," rea- rely heavily on mail order pursons varied from attempts to chases, and JCPenney is the one
beat inflation to the 72-hour de- we rely on most.
livery policy.
"In 1979, my daughter
"I'm not being married until bought her college clothes
from
June," one young woman who you and was very well pleased.
ordered her gown in September But the real piece
de resistance
said. "but I wanted the dress was the bridal gown
ordered last
here in the house I liked the
March from your catalog for her
dress and I didn't see what good June 21st wedding.
a lot of shopping would do."
"I want to commend you for
Another young woman said offering a very inexpensive
she was "intimidated" by sales gown and veil, which she
women in bridal salons. Many, with all the aplomb of a wort
royal
of course, said that shopping
princess." The photographs
was inconvenient because they
confirmed the proud mother's
were away at school or lived far
appraisal.
from the nearest bridal shop.
Jackie McCord, Fashion EdiA happy bridesmaid makes a
tor of Modern Bride magazine, happy
bride.
has her own theory for the
—Alfred, Lord Tennyson
catalog bridal phenomenon.
"We're in an age of burgeoning catalog buying," she
pointed out. "Brides-to-be with
budding careers—or thriving
ones—lack the time for leisurely shopping in person, just
as is the case with career women
generally. The catalogs are a
growth industry."
The question of fit was also
tackled by the survey. About
25% had the gowns shortened.
Sleeves were shortened by

More
\Brides
Are
C \Saying
To
Your Own
Original
Silklike
Flowers

For Such A
Beautiful Day,
Why Not A Beautiful You?
Let us do the
finishing touches...
manicure,facial and hair style
Call for an appointment at
Hair
Designing
Studio

HEAD
LINES Ly
DIXIELAND CENTER

MURRAY KY.

753-0882

It's the reputation
we've built

121 Ilyptixx
$1it rrft
h,.

Complete
Bridal Center
With
Professittttal &
Personal,Serrice

MORE .A ND MORE BRIDES
ARE SAYING -I DO- TO
BEAUTIFUL. LONG-LASTING WOOD FIBRE
FLOWERS, THERE'S A GARDEN TO CHOOSE
FROM WITH MORE THAN 48 COLORS AND EIGHT
CUTS. AND YOU CAN ADD JUST-PICKED
FRAGRANCE TO YOUR FLOWERS WITH A
VARIETY OF FLORAL SCENTS,PRESERVE THOSE
SPECIAL WEDDING MEW MIES

W& Ra pL.rry
Dixieland Center

753-0859
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Showers of wedding

A MODERN
TRADITION,
THE BRIDAL
SHOWER
When an excited group of
bridesmaids-to-be get together
to have a shower, the least likely
place to find them is in the bathroom.
They are more likely to be in
one of their homes, preparing to
surprise a lucky bride-to-he with
a shower of gifts.
Bridal showers are meant to
get the soon-to-be-wed woman
off to a good start. Whether the
shower adds to her trousseau,
her linen closet or her kitchen
cabinets, it is often one of the
gayest parties to precede the
wedding reception
Showers are usually well kept secrets, as half of the fun
comes in surprising the bride.
They may he small gatherings or
all-out parties, depending on
what the hostess decides.
A shower may occur at any
time of day. Be it a brunch, an
afternoon tea, an evening dinner
or after-hours coffee and cake,
the key is to plan it when the
bride will least suspect it.
The shower is usually given
by a member of the bridal party,
a relative or a close friend. It is
not considered proper for a
member of the bride's immediate family to give the
shower.
Shower gifts need not be extravagant or expensive. Rather.
they should be helpful household necessities or other such
items.

Is the wedding to be formal and
traditional, or will it be a lighthearted break from tradition?
The florist will suggest various
floral arrangements to key into
the mood of your choosing.
A conscientious florist will
want to visit your church or
temple. as well as the reception
hall, to get a feel for their design
and determine the best possible

ers
:a

floral arrangements

nnesiimummsesussiteinesnatinsemumswassrumasememansut

Sweet-smelling settings

Best Wishes

Otherwise, supply the florist
with floor plans and descriptions of the settings—this will
eliminate the guesswork from
your planning, and assure you a
sweet-smtliing setting for your
wedding ceremony.

11111111111111ln

A wedding without flowers?
Perish the thought! Wedding
flowers go hand -in-hand with
white dresses, tiered cakes and
champagne toasts to future happincss.
Flowers set the stage for
wedding ceremonies and receptions alike. From the trail of rose
petals dropped by a pint-sized
flower girl to the bridal bouquet
caught by an unmarried bridesmaid. flowers are an integral
part of the wedding celebration.
So have they been for centuries.
In ancient Roman times,
brides carried bunches of herbs
—a combination of garlic,
chives, bay leaves, rosemary
and other strong herbs—to help
drive away evil spirits and ensure a lifetime of marital bliss.
In later times, brides carried
a bouquet of orange blossoms,
symbolic of fertility. And, centuries ago in England. an anxious groom would know that his
bride-to-be had arrived at the
church when her maid of honor
presented him with a flower
from the bridal bouquet to wear
in his lapel.
Today's bride, unlike the
brides of times gone by, can
have any flower she desires—
whether it's in season or not. Of
course, flowers which are out of
season will be more costly, but
may well be worth the extra expense if a bride has her heart set
on heather in July.
Planning the flower arrangements and bouquets is possibly
one of the most pleasurable of
all wedding preparations. If you
select a reputable florist, your
floral arrangements should he
hassle-free.
Meet with your florist at least
a month in advance of the wedding,if not sooner. Discuss with
him or her the color scheme
you want to use. Take along
swatches of material from the
bridesmaids' dresses—it will
make coordinating their bouquets.foolproof
Nen, decide upon the mood
you want to set with the flowers.

We wish you the best
in your new life
together. We want
to help you get
off to a good start.
So come by
and visit the
people that will
add that
special touch
for that
special day..

Photo Courtesy: American Florists Mmketing Council
FLOWERS HAVE LONG BEEN PART of the wedding ceremony,from ancient Roman times to the present. Choose flowers that complement the bridesmaids' dresses, and create a
color scheme that you can carry through from ceremony to
reception. For the bridal bouquet, choose from traditional
stephanotis, roses, orchids or delphiniums. or pick whatever
suits your fancy!

•
•••

! Elaine's Bridal World 1
I
& Formal Shop
.ii
we have a vast selection of wonderful
gifts for a bride to be, a friend,
or even yourself

?. .

E

Big K Shopping Center

a
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'Paris, Tenn. —901-642-93341

A Honeymoon
Is A Memory To Be
Treasured For A Lifetime.
Our free planning service will help you select a honeymoon your
budget will allow. . . either a trip around the world or just a
weekend drive to a nice resort hotel.

Come In For Fire
Advice and Brochures.

FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY
711 Main .Si. - Mnrrav - Phone 753-4646
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The Wedding And Marriage.•1
(EDITOR'S NOTE: The
following article was written by Dr. William B. Apperson, minister of the
First Christian Church,
Meridian. Miss., and was
originally published in the
Meridian Star. Dr. Apperson is the brother of Murray Ledger & Times
publisher Walter L. Apperson. I
Though the wedding
takes its name from the
Angelo-Sazon language,
the ceremony as we know it
today has no relation to
that of the ancient past.
It was customary for
Anglo-Saxon parents to arrange the marriages of
their children. When a
suitable match had been
devised the couple who
were to be married went
through a formal ceremony
of betrothal. As a part of
the proceedings the
bridegroom-to-be gave his
formal pledge, or "wed,"
that he would later marry
this girl and no other. This
early form of wedding did
not make the couple man
and wife, only guaranteed
that they would become
such.
With the decline of the
custom of requiring formal
betrothal the only public
promise, or "wed," was
made in the actual marhage ceremony. Naturally,
this marriage ceremony
began to be spoken of as the
wedding.
While "marriage" and
"wedding" arc used interchangeably, they actually
do not mean the same
thing. Marriage is the covenant relationship in which
a man and woman live
together as husband and
wife. Wedding means the
•ceremony in which a couple
publicly commit
themselves to each other
and begin the marriage
relationship.

BEST MAN AND
USHERS KEEP
GROOM IN LINE
—AND ON TIME!
There is usually one person
whose nerves are just a Mt more
jumpy than those of the bride
the groom The niters affect
him, too, as the big day ap
proaches
Fortunately, the groom's
wedding attendants—the best
man and the ushers—are on
hand to help take theedgeoIfhis
pre-nuptial nervousness
The bachelor's party is traditionally the time set aside for the
groom and his closest friends to
sat hack and take a deep breath
Wore the ceremony It should
he held a few days before the
wedding so as to avoid the pos
sibility of hangovers on the
morning of the Mg event
It is most often the hest man
who arranges the bachelor's
party, although the groom him
self can make the arrangements
Any close male fnends— mar
ried or unmarried— should be
invited io join in Me fun.

A newly wed couple will
riage. The charge, which
make up a new social unit
usually follows, is addresswithin society. Society's ined to the couple.
terest in a marriage is eviFollowing the charge,
dent in the license it grants,
there are the wedding proright
to
couple
the
giving a
mises — the "I do's" —
marry under conditions
followed by the exchange of
established by society.
vows in which the spiritual
Its interest is also
nature of the union is reevidenced by the presence
emphasized. The ring
of guests at the wedding.
ceremony involves the exThe guests participate in
change of the age-old symthe solemnization of the
bols of the vows that are
marriage covenant. The
taken.
presence of guests inThe prayers of intercesdicates their acceptance of
sion andpetition are made,
the new social unit being
after which the minister
created and their readiness
makes the pronouncement
to relate to this husband
and declaration of the marand wile in the society of
raige. The ceremony is norwhich we are all a part.
mally concluded with a
There are many forms of
prayer for the blessing of
the wedding ceremony as
Got upon the union. Thus
we know it today. Some
the wedding ends and the
communions
either
marriage begins.
prescribe or recommend
specific forrns. Some
ministers write their own.
SPECIAL FOODS
Some couples elect to write
ADD TO A
their own, under the
GALA WEDDING
guidance of the minister.
CELEBRATION
Most ministers will
'readily respond to the
All ntes of passage, of which
creativity of the couple and
marriage is perhaps the most
make whatever ad- important, are traditionally accompanied by fanfare—to share
justments that may be in
order to make the 'our most special moments with
loved ones is to make them that
ceremony more personal
much more special.
and meaningful to the couTo partake of a piece of wedple being married.
ding cake, to toast the bride and
groom
with a glass of chamAll religious ceremonies,
whatever their individual pagne, itself the most festive
of
beverages—what
wedding
variations, have certain
would be -terarp1ete without
basic elements. There is those moments? Eating, in fact,
the address of declaration is and has always been as much
of purpose which deals with a part of celebration as celebrathe spiritual nature of mar- tion is a part of life.

Within
this
basic
framework there is room
for much variation and any

additions that will be relevant and meaningful to bringing into being that

which is not so much a
state as it is a pilgrimage of
the shared life.

Come In Today
And Apply For
Our New

, OTraditions an
Of the marriage
time she (or he
until the newly
threshold of the
first time as a m
One of the it
has endured thi

OLD CREDIT CARD
(Telco Up To 20 Months To NO

Open
10-6 M-F
10-5:30 Set.

Or Phone Now 753-7695
MICHELSON'S)
\N—

Just COME

Engagement Picture
for nei;spaper puldieat" .of
your announcement when
you hook your wedding with

Merle Nc
specialist
beauty
lookyou'N

MEI

4(

216 E. NORTH ST. — MAYFIELD, KY
247-1851

Kimberly Tibbs Wiser and
Terry Cathy Pace, both newly
weds, are shown selecting their
stoneware, paintings, and prints. The stoneware is by Otagiri.
Kim has chosen "Bamboo"for
her pattern, and Terry has
chosen "Harvest."
We have a wide selection of
limited
edition prints, so come choose
yours at the

stoneware, pottery, and

Com(
Ne

The Blackford House Gallery
Dixieland Shopping Canto'

753-8301

Murray, Ky. 42071
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Start a new tradition...

Shower them both with honeymoon gifts
6,1Trachtions are a special

part
cif the marriage ntual, from the
time she (or he) says "Yes"
until the newlyweds cross the
threshold of their home for the
first time as a married couple.
One of the traditions which
has endured through the cen-

their new life together
Although these showers were
formerly for women only, modern couples are being toasted
and gifted together at festive
parties given by family and
friends of both sexes.
Marcia Powell, author of The
Honeymoon Handbook: A
s Guide To Life's Most Romantic
,
i
11, Adventure (Macmillan, 1980),
suggests a new tradition as an
extension of the bridal shower: a
honeymoon shower.
"There are many lovely and
romantic gifts which will enhance a couple's honeymoon
sojourn, whether it's to be a
two-week trip to distant climes
or a two-day get-away in a local
hotel bridal suite," she says.
Some appropriate romantic
and practical honeymoon shower gifts include:
• Scented candles and incense.

tunes is the bridal shower. The
origin of this event is lost
somewhere in antiquity; however it probably began, as it has
continued, for economic
reasons—with friends and family "showering" the engaged
couple with items they need for

Who'll
Design
Your
Wedding
Make-Up?
We Will As A Wedding
Gift For You.

Just come see the Beauty Advisor at your
Merle Norman Cosmetic Studio. She's a
specialist in beauty for the bride and
beauty ever after. For the wedding-daylook you've dreamed of come to

MEW NORMAN
403 S. 12th St. Murray, Ky.
753-6926

• Satin sheets and pillowcases.
• A paperback book on massage and a small bottle of body
oil.
• A selection of -hearts and
flowers" stationery for wnting
lovenotes to each other.
• Fragrant bubblebath and
soap.
• A selection of sample-size
liqueurs.
• Sachets.
• Gourmet treats for
"middle-of-the-night munchies."
•Favonte sportequipment
•
or accessories.
• Champagne and two elegant glasses.
• A dozen rolls or 'cartridges
• ,1 color film.

Pier I
Bridal
Registry
For
Decorative
Accessories...
•Tropical Furniture
•Cannister Sets
•Lamp Shades
*Wine Glasses
'Baskets
'Brass Candlesticks
'Mugs

Come In & Register With Us
New Decorative Items
Arriving For Spring.
Pier I Also Has A
Gift Waiting For Those
Who loin Our Registry
or Decorative Accessories.

DV

AII AD.

r

• A deck of cards .ino travelsize games for two (for entertainment during long flights,
train or bus rides, or cruises).
• A travel-size emergency„
medical kit.
• Blank cassette tapes for
making a tape recorded diary of •
the honeymoon.
• His and hers travel kits of
beauty and grooming products.
• A paperback guide to the
couple's honeymoon destination.
• Sexy intimate apparel for
him and her.
• Cassette tapes of romantic
music.
• A book of romantic poetry_
For travel abroad
• An electric currency converter.
• A "travel pack" of foreign
money.
• Passport and documents
cases.
• A pocket calculator for
converting foreign money rates.
• A foreign phrase book.
According to Ms. Powell,
tradition and the art of making
romantic memories receive special attention in The Honeymoon Handbook, the first and
only encyclopedia of honeymooning.
"In addition to providing
good, basic travel information," the author says, "we
wanted this book to be a guide to
communicating with your partner. After all, the honeymoon
is still an important transition

period between singlehood and
marriage.
"The relationship a couple
establishes during the planning
and the honeymoon itself will
continue throughout their marriage, which we hope will be
long and happy...

For additional horn.y.000n
ideas or information on how to
order The Honeymoon Handbook, write to the Honeymoon
Information Institute, Dept.
MTB-8I, Third floor, 151 East
50th Street, New York NY
10022.

Decorate
Your New Nest
With Decorative
Accessories From
Our Complete Bridal
Registry. We Have The
Right Touches To Spruce
Up Your First
Home Together.

e•Amsoo
GARDEN
/14
CIplilwafer

7534317

itled

Grow old along with me.'
The best is yet to be.
—Robert Browning

Thc
Bride
A beautiful, romantic
look . . timeless as
an heirloom. We've
created the perfect
combination to give
you a stunning begin
ning. Dyeable Bogs
and Shoes for the
bride and her wedding
party. Any color to
match any dress.

00
040

rthe
shoe
tree
Southside Mario'

• ••••
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An Adventure
OfDelight
Awaits.
The Happiness Place
Bride.
With A
Complete Registry
Of Exciting
Gifts For
The New Couple
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The Happiness Place
decorative gifts include new
ideasfor the new homemaker.
We are especially proud of
our wood & brass items as
well as our porcelain and
wicker items.
Just the pieces you need to
decorate your first home
together.
s
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Bridal gown strongly rooted in tradition
Bndal fashion changes with
sive, most bndes wore dresses
that could be used over and over
the times, expressing the spirit
of its era, as all fashion does.
again.
Different historical periods have
One ingenious concept that
different standards, different
made its appearance toward the
ideals, different necessities.
end of the 1800s was a gown
made with alternative bodWhat isde rigueur at one time
in history is outmoded, un- ices—one would be used for the
necessary, hopelessly dated in wedding, then put away as a
keepsake; the second, less modanother. For instance, few
est in design, would be paired
woman getting married for the
first time today will walk down -with the skirt of the wedding
dress and worn on special occathe aisle in a colored gown.
sions.
Whether (heir gowns are"
------Practicality, however, was
frilly or simple, sleekly sophisnot the sole force that dictated
ticated or fantasies in lace and
the bride's attire in the I 9th cenembroidery, whether they opt
tury . Traditional superstitions
for veils which trail down to the
held their own with regard to
ground, or a simple wreath of
many aspects of the wedding,
daisies, white predominates.
including what was worn, as
This was not always the case, they had for so many centunes.
however.
, The old rhyme, "Something
In fact, prior to the twentieth old, something new,,,Something
century, wedding gowns could
borrowed, and something
he any color. According to one
blue." was religiously followed
rhyme current in the Victorian
by many brides in the Victorian
era. the color of a woman's era, as it is today. There was a
wedding gown reflected the fureason behind each of the eleture prosperity of her marriage.
ments in the rhyme..
Thus:
According to With This Ring
by Elizabeth La verack (Elm
Married in white. you have
Tree Books), a compendium of
chosen all right.
Married in black, you will information on wedding customs and traditions, the "somewish yourself back.
thing old," usually lace that was
Married in red, you will wish
handed down from generation to
yourself dead.
generation, was included in the
Married in green.ttshamed to
bride's attire so that she would
be seen.
still he able to count on the love
Married in blue, you will aland affection that were hers
ways be true,
prior to her marriage.
Married in pearl, you will
live in a whirl,
fhe "something new," alMarried in yellow, ashamed
most always the wedding gown,
eif your fellow.
which would have been left inMarried in brown, you will complete by a few stitches until
live out of town.
it was actually donned by the
Married in pink, your forbride on the day of her wedding,
tunes will sink.
boded success in her new, wed100 years ago, only a reason• ded state.
'ably well-to-do bride— or one
The "something borrowed."
whose family had pretensions to frequently the veil or a gartei
(it
wealth— wore white to her was considered lucky for
an unwedding, as a white gown was a married friend
to lend the bride a
sign that the bride's father was garter, which
returned
rich enough ro buy his daughter to its owner would be
after the wedding)
a dress that she would wear only was included
so that the hode•s
once. As clothing was esiten- fnends should
continue to be of

assistance when called upon.
and the "something blue," usually ribbon or trimming on the
bride's underwear, was a symbol of loyalty.
The last thing the Victonan
bride would don when preparing
her wedding toilette would be
her gloves. As she did so, she
would turn away from her mirror, as ii was considered inauspicious for the bride to regard
herself in her mirror, completely dressed in her wedding
garments, before the ceremony.

I WEDDING

COSTS:
WHO PAYS
FOR WHAT?

Woe to Inc tather ot six
daughters when it comes time to
marry them off! For, it is traditionally the bride's family who
foots the bill for the bulk of the
wedding expenses.
Although it is not unusual for
the groom's family to share in
the cost of the reception, it is
most often assumed that the
bride's family is responsible for
the cost of the wedding ceremony and trimmings.
As pointed out in Bride's
magazine, wedding costs are
customarily divided as follows.
The bride or her family usually pays for:
• Invitations, announcements and enclosure cards;
• Bride's wedding dress, veil
and trousseau;
• Bouquets for wedding
party;
• Flowers for church and reception;
• Engagement and wedding
photographs:
• Fees for church, sexton,
organist;
• Transportation of bridal
party to church and reception;
• Entire reception, including
food, beverages. music,decora,
tionsaril prole:scar
..rvicts:
• Groom's wedding ring and
wedding gift;
• Gifts for bride's attendants.
to Hotel accommodations for
bridesmaids from out of town.
The groom or his family usually pays for:
• Bride's engagement and
wedding rings;
• Marriage license;
• Clergy member's or cere
mony official's fee;

Preserve flowers as mementos

Nor could the groom see his
bride in her wedding dress, till
they met at the altar, lest there
be no wedding.
How times have changed!
Today, as the groom takes more
interest in his wedding, this old
superstition has given way to a
more practical attitude. More
and more frequently, the groom
will accompany his wife-to-be
when she goes in search of the
wedding gown that will express
her personality and her private
fantasies, and which is such an
important element of the ceremony that will begin their life
together.

If yours is a traditional
wedding—or even if it's not—
chances are that you are a
romantic at heart. And, one of
the most romantic and traditional ways to remember your
special day is by preserving
flowers from your wedding
bouquet.
To make decorative mementos of fresh flowers. advises the
American Florists Marketing
Council, cover them with a drying agent for at least a week until
the petals feel crisp, but not brittle.
Borax,cornmeal or even kitty
litter will serve as a drying

agent, but the quickest and most
effective drying agent is silica
gel, available at most florists.
Dried flowers can be
mounted on wood, placed inside
a clear lucite box and tightly
sealed, or arranged in a hell jar.
Or, they can be pressed, arranged on velvet, and then encased in a picture frame.
Flowers should he dried
within a day or two of the wedding in order for them to retain
their color and shape. Since
you'll probably be on your honeymoon, have your mother or a
member of your wedding party
start the drying process for you.

V
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Mister Penqui
Formal Shoppe
612 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
(our only location)
442-6520

FIVE GOOD REASONS
To rent your wedding tux from Mister Penguin
'All formals in stock (6,000 sq. ft.)
•SERVICE is our Speciality
•Guaranteed Fittings
'No Ordering Out-Of-Town
'All alterations Done In The Store

Western Kentucky's Formal Wear
- Conte;Since 1971

Formal Wear Is Or ONLY Business

Why Every Bride Should
Visit Our Store.
I. Professional assistance in selecting the diamond
and wedding ring that is best for you
2. Bridal Registry Service. An exciting collection
of informal as well as formal patterns of
china, silver and crystal
3. Great gift ideas for your attendants
4. Socially correct wedding invitations
5 Personal assistance by Registered Bridal
Consultants free of charge
h. A free gift for you to say thanks for
registering your patterns with us.

Wedding CakesBy

Furches Jewelry

Sammon's
Bakery

753-2835

Member National Bridal Service

Chestnut St., Murray — 753,5434

II AI/All AI r

4th St
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Paint a pretty bridal picture
required reds. These new colors
are soft and toned-down. Perfect for achieving a sweet, innocent look. And what bride
doesn't want to look sweet and
innocent?
Alfred Fornay, Jr., knows
that as well as anyone. Creative
Director of Revlon's Polished
Ambers Collection, Fornay
regularly criss-crosses the coundemonstrating and explaintry
Cik
t
At
ing skin care and beauty
JO
techniques for the darkerskinned woman. He's perfectly
Bel-Air
in tune with the needs of black
THE STORE FOR MEN
Center
women—and black brides.
"In the past no one catered to
the black cosmetics market,"
Fornay points (nit. "Black
women were frying to use
..a makeup that was designed for
skin tones that were white."
Well, all that's changed, and
much of the credit goes to
Polished Ambers and Alfred
Fornay.
"I'm a positive belieVir,'' he
says. "Skin care products and
makeup must fit each individual's specifications and tastes.
'There is no one 'right' regimen or look, but there are right
ways to use makeup and care for
darker skin tones. Through Revlon's Polished Ambers Collection, we help black women discover skin care techniques and
makeup formulations that are
uniquely suited to them."
New Lash Coloring Mascara
,
is a case in point. First of all,
there's the new "pyramid"
brush, specially designed for
black women's eyelashes.
"They tend to be very curly, so
the brush has been tapered in a
Tux By Palm Beach And After
way that makes application of
Six Over 70 Styles To Choose From
the mascara easier and more efficient," says Fornay.

By JOE ELKINS MOORE
Every bride is special and
every bride is beautiful. But
spring's dark -sk in ned brides are
going to be lucky, to boot.
Polished Ambers' new Lash
Coloring Mascara and Exotic

Sunsets—colors for lips,
cheeks and eyes—offer darkskinned women variety like
they'Ve never had before.
Forget those unimaginative
mascaras. Forget those boring
browns and earthiones, those

,

COMPLETE TUX RENTAL
k_King s _,era

i

But a brush is nothing without
mascara, and the new long wearing formula is waterresistant, smudge-proof, and
won't clump or flake. And it
even conditions while it colors.
But best of all—Lash Coloring Mascara comes in shades
created to complement darker
skin tones. For the first time this
spring, black brides will have
choice in mascara color. In
Black Onyx, Bold Navy, Espresso and Vivid Violet. All
eyes wil,1 definitely be on the
bride!
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Lash Coloring Mascara is the
perfect accent for Polished Ambers' new Exotic Sunsets —
colors for lips, nails, cheeks and
eyes.
Fornay explains the genesis
of Exotic Sunsets: "We took a
good, hard look at the line to see
if there were any weak spots.
We discovered that the only
thing that was really missing
was a lighter, more exotic color
story.
'What could be more enchanting, we thought, than
those ephemeral, delicate colors

nature creates during that all too-brief few moments between
day and night? And since darkskinned women don't have
run-of-the-mill looks—but a
unique kind of beauty—we
picked the unusual hues of the
world's most exotic sunsets.''
Exotic Sunsets comes in two
statements—Exotic Rose and
Exotic Plum. With colors like
Hazy Lilac, Sunset Plum, Rose
Indigo and Twilight Blue, Enchanting! And that's what the
bride will hear as she walks
down the aisle: "Enchanting!"

"We are proud to announce the opening
of THE FLOWER BASKET on Thursday, March 12th, 1981. Come see our
complete floral line."
Nancy Bogard

464,Shariln

Wisehart

Phone: 753-9514
8-5 Mon.-Sat.

609/
1
2 S. 4th,
Murray, Ky.
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Make the Reception &
Rehearsal Dinner
As Special As
The Wedding...

.rs

... let us take care of it.
#2e Register the pattern & pieces you want in our complete bridal
registry. We keep for you a permanent personal record of every
piece received. Choose from our large selection including: all
dinnerware and accessories, pottery, crystal and silver and
wicker items.

Free Place Setting
of Your Pottery
Selection As A
Gift For Registering
With Us!

HOE GIFT WRAPPING

Deed
.4,8
Hwy 94 — 753-87

vRiNtie-=

ocatering service available
oany type meal, relish or sandwich trays
prepared
oprivate dining room available for in-house
par ties

759-4455
Chestnut at 16th
(Five Points)
Murray

RIFT may AVM
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Consult with professional photographer for beautiful photos
When you and a professional
photographer plan your wedding photography session well
in advance ofthe occasion, you
can be sure your portraits and
candid prints will capture all the
emotion, excitement and sentiment of the nuptial celebration.
Begin to look for a professional photottrantier about six
months before your wedding
date; it's important to get an
early start if the ceremony takes
place during the peak times of
year—May-June. August or
November-December.
To find a studio that offers
personalized bridal service, ask
recently married friends for recommendations.
As soon as you compile a list
of three or four candidates,
make an appointment to visit
each studio. Ask the staff to
show you a sample of the wedding portraits the photographer
made during the last year.
Professionals often have bridal consultants who handle
many of the details and organizational work so the photographer can concentrate on producing a vanety of fine quality
images.
Traditional bridal photography includes three distinct
occasions for a professional's
service.
The first phase, engagement
photographs, are usually made
in the studio. The prints are sent
to a hometown newspaper with
your formal announcement.
You can also mount the prints in
a frame and give them to your
fiance or loved ones as a keepsake.
To prepare for this sitting, ask
the studio for advice on choos-

,-

IV

ing clothes, makeup and
hairstyle. Stylists usually recommend solid -colored' garments that complement facial
features, since busy prints or
loud patterns may detract from
your appearance.
As a general rule, select
makeup that gives you a natural
look. Try to avoid heavy applications of rouge or dark eyeliner. A light touch of Iirtick
highlights your lips and helps
them stand out.
The studio can also prepare a
written announcement and send
the notice to the publication.
These extra services save you
time and let you concentrate on
more important details.
The second phase is your bridal portraiture. Professionals
recommend you schedule this
sitting days before the actual
wedding. This way, the photographs of you in your bridal
gown can be made in a suitable
location—the studio, in your
home, or outdoors.
You may prefer to have the
session at the house of worship
where the actual ceremony will
oceur. The extra care spent organizing this sitting will produce photographs you, your
spouse and your family will
cherish long after the wedding
day has passed.
The final set of photographs
are made on your wedding day.
A week or two before the nuptials, schedule a meeting with
the photographer for a final discussion about the wedding arid
reception.
Before the meeting, prepare a

list of photographs you tee l are
the most important. The professional can review your suggestions and offer advice about additional ones.
The final session can reassure
you that the photographer`will
record each portion of the day's
activities and photograph important friends and relatives.
And, you and your family will

know the type of wedding
coverage the studio has agreed
to provide.
At the end of the meeting, the
photographer may ask for the
name of a person from each family to serve as a "wedding contact." These individuals can introduce the professional to special guests, relatives, friends,
loved ones and honored guests

who should he photographed.
Once the plans are set, leave
the rest to the professional who
has spent years mastering special lighting and camera
techniques.
A pro has the skill to produce
a wide range of images that capture all the emotions and
moods--love, happiness, ro-

mance, togetherness and spontaneous joy—that occur dunng
the wedding celebration.
When you return from your
honeymoon, a complete set of
color proofs will be ready so you
can select all the images you
want. To he sure you are getting
the finest quality prints, ask for
Kodak paper.

*..
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FRESH FLOWERS — SILK FLOW ERN
CANDEL.4BRA — CH.4 WP.4(;NE
FOUNTAIN—GREEN PLANTS

See I's For All Your
Wedding Needs
9

Juanita s
Flowep Inc.
417 Coldwater Rd.
753-3880

Gifts and Accessories
For The Bride
from

Cs Help You
Wake Your Wedding
Specie'

The Treasure House
Southside Manor — 753-6798

_______

Gene Boaz Photography
Specializing in the creative wedding
,

Will your wedding
photography include
the romance of candle lights, the beauty
of stained gloss, the
allure of silhouettes
and the wonder of
fantasies? It will, if
it's professionally
and uniquely created
by Gene Boaz"s staff
of photographers.
We urge you to use
special care in selectphotoyour
ing
grapher. It will be
worth your time to
talk to us, then compare quality.

230 N. 7th
Mayfield. K.
2474)300
Let UN
ale,

At/AII A131

/IF

IP

Bleich Rd.
Paducah. Ky.
554-2642

be a part of your wedding day.
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Western Ki
Formal
Headqut

Featuring.
Lord Wed, Palm Beac

Over 200 St
Ti Choose Fi
fr

Ask About Mr
Wedding Spe

Hours: Monday-Saturday
10 a.m. til 9:00 p.m.
Sunday 1:00 p.m. til 5:00 p.m.

N

Bride's lIlIl

n Kentucky's
mai Wear
(hustlers

Featuring. . .
t Palm Beach & After Six
Over 200 Styles
To Choose From
t
e

sk About Mr. J's
iedding Special
•

Mayfield Shopping Plaza
247-0597
Benton Shopping Plaza
527-1968

%
4

1.'lli,....447641:6itive. •

